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The
absolute end
of an old fear.

ANNOUNCING: The new B&K Sweep/Marker
Generator. Does for TV sets what no other
instrument or instruments can do. It makes
alignment of color as well as black & white
TV sets simpler, easier than ever.

We've remembered all your old fears about
TV alignment. Especially color. So now you
can forget them.

In the past, a marker generator and a separate
sweep generator were used with a marker
adder and a bias supply. All four of these now are
combined in one easy -to -use instrument.

(We've made benchwork so much simpler
by doing away with the need for hooking together
a lot of cables and costly instruments.)

The Sweep/Marker Generator is both an
instrument and a guide. As a guide, the bandpass

New B&K
Sweep/Marker Generator.

and chroma bandpass curves are visually
reproduced and the individual markers are clearly
indicated by lights-right on the front
panel-for quick, easy reference.

As an instrument, the Sweep/Marker Generator
not only generates the marker frequencies
(all crystal controlled), but also sweeps the chroma
bandpass, TV -IF, and FM -IF frequencies.

See it soon at your B&K distributor or write us
for advance information on the product that
makes TV alignment procedures of old a fearless
operation: simple, fast, accurate. The new
Sweep/Marker Generator, Model 415.

A Division of DYNASCAN CORPORATION
1801 W. Belle Plaine Chicago. Illinois 60613
Where electronic innovation is a way of life.
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Color TV Chassis T932
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ADMIRAL
TV Chassis TH3-1A,
TH4-1A, T2H4-1A,
T3H4-1A, T8H4-1A

JANUARY  1969
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1200
MAGNAVOX
Color TV Chassis
T932

JANUARY  1969
SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

ELECTRON IC ii---#=L7/14a XTUCHNICIAN/ DIRALEIR

T101 PIF input xformer
1103 2nd PIF xformer
1108 sound IF xformer
T301 1st bandpass xformer
1302 2nd bandpass xformer
T303 burst xformer
1901 audio output xformer
1902 vert output xformer
T904 horiz output xformer
T905 focus xformer
T906 heater xformer
L101 47.25MHz trap
L102 15µh peaking coil
L103 83MHz filter coil
L108 66 p h peaking coil
L109 180 µ h peaking coil
L111 47 µ h peeking coil
L112 100µh peaking coil
L113 82 p h peaking coil
L117 sound- take. off coil
L118 quad coil
L119 choke
1301 horiz osc/stabilizer coil
L302 chrome take -off /coil
1304 R -Y phase coil
L305 G -Y phase coil
L310 70MHz filter coil
L310 horiz efficiency coil
L503 right R/G horiz lines coil

IL701 180P h , peaking coil
L702 330 µ ft peeking coil
L703 1000P h peeking coil
L901 delay line
L903 12 µ h peaking coil leanly

production)
L907 filter coil
L909 automatic degaussing coil
L911 deflection yoke
L912 convergence yoke
C303 lacquer .2111 20% 50v
C321 cer 2200pf 20% 2kv
C503 metalized paper .111 GMV

150v
C908A, elect 60/50/3011 450v

B. C
C918 cer 500pf 10% 7kv
C931A, elect 100 /33 /22111 350v

B. C
C932 cer 1000pf 20% 1 kv

C939 elect 80/50/30µf 450v
C940 elect 80/50/30 pd 450v
C942 elect 200/40Pf 300v
R119 15K 10% 7w (metal oxide

film)
R120 39K 10% 2w (metal oxide

filml
R704 10K 10% 7w (metal oxide

film)
R906 12K 10% 5w
R918 60M 10% 2w (carbon filml
R919 100K 10% 2w (metal oxide

film)
R931 4 5% 35w WW
R933 1.8K 5% 15w WW
R941 10 5% 3w WW
VR101 5K adjacent channel sup-

pression
VR102 500 sound rejection
VR302 3K B -Y balance
VR502 100 left R/G vert lines
VR505 500 top R/G horiz lines
VR508 150 bottom blue horiz lines
VR701 10K cer sub bright
VR702 5K blue drive
VR704 1M blue screen
VR708 1M vert height
VR710 10K cer vert sub lin
VR711 500K cer killer threshold
VR712 100K cer horiz drive
VR713 500K cer HV adj
VR714 50K cer pincushion bal-

ance
VR901 1M off -on vol
VR902 1M bright
VR903 500 CI contrast
VR904 500K vert hold
VR905 3K tint
VR908 500 CI color
VR907 100K horiz hold

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

MAGNAVOX
PART NO.

368043-1
36B043-3
38B043-6
368043-7
36B043-8
368043-9
328011-1
326012-1
3813045-1
368043-12
328013-1
3613044-1
388044-2
368044-3
368044-6
368044-7
388044-9
3613044-5
3613044-10
368044-11
368044-12
368044-13
388044-14
368044-15
36E3044-17
368044-17
368044-18
368044-19
366044-22
388044-7
368044-23
368044-24
368048-1
368044-25

328013-3
326013-5
388047-1
368048-1
258022-2
256020-41
25B024-2

278033-10

258020-27
278033-13

258020-36
27E1033-11
278033-10
278033-12
230192-1539

230192-3939

230197-1039

230144-75
238006-18
230192-1049

248008-3
248008-2
248008-1
228018-1

228016-2
228016-7
228016-4
228016-6
228016-5
2213016-8
2213016-9
228016-10
228016-10
228016-8
2213016-11
228018-12
2213016-11
228016-13

228018-14
228016-15
228016-16
228018-17
228016-18
22B016-19
2213016-20
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(part of SIF 1 det block) 020 13-1' demodulator diode 538010-7 SW2 CRT bias switch 168019-2

03A B
05

horiz AFC diode
silicon filament rectifier

538010-2
538010-3

D24
025

silicon filter diode
silicon horiz centering diode

538010-8
538010-9

SW3
S701

normal service switch
spark gap

168019.3
188024.1

diode X301 3.58MHz crystal 53B009-1 F901 circuit breaker 188023-1
D6 silicon 8+ rectifier diode 538010-4 SIF1 sound detector block 368043-15 VHF tuner 348004-2
016 silicon focus rectifier diode 536011-3 TH1 thermistor 238004-2 UHF tuner 3413004.1
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fo =70MHz R  I PHASE

11 rinr ---COIL
C352 12 T302

2ND BANDPASS
TRANS

R368
18K
2W

V1208 8JV8
3.58 MHz OSC

L307
o -70MHz

560

1308 C362
O 33

70MHz A
C363
" C364

33
L309 83?2

fo 70MHz 6800

D20 D21 IN34A
B -Y DEMOD

C360
47 EP5G

c 7111-6 2V

A 21,1

IS 1589
6.501

6

/R34610011

1317
C3557

R 41
3 OK-

1-1 9V1

C347
33

Cc3(543

L303
.3.313Muz
OSC. COIL

T304
3.511MHE
DRIVE
TRANS

1310 C366
fo=70MHz 33

L3I5
fo 7.70MHz L311 C367lo =70MHz 33A

C3t8i,

C359 R35.5
0 01 2700

5%
R370 .1.

R349 4700
47K

411-,
2W D24
SO tHE)

v.
R371 22K

D18 019 IN34A
R Y DEMOD,

R35I 680
R Y BALANCE'

018
VR3011K ,

7v1 35

D19

V121A 12AZ7A
Y

R360%...,co1801( Lr`-'"
; 560

R68001131 BALANCE'

VR302
D20 IK

021

AMP

1275vI

C365
2200

V1218 12AZ7A
BY AMP

H

1436

R354 680013089
L305 D22 D23 IN34AG Y PHASE
COIL G Y DEMOD

C3691343 t6800
%YRIIAL30

6

L312
fo =70MHz

C370

D22

100

C371 D2,33 8358
1 18016

L313 R357 6800, R.366 J fo -70MHz
6814

CHROMA & DEFLECTION
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

R322
100K

R316 R3I7 C315
100K 56K 0 003s 11

V111A 21LU8
VERT OSC

400WV

C3121 C313 k147

2201 15001
R318
270K

6R904 500K

F.
FROM

CONTROL
PLUG
"Pin 6

J

c 906T

TO CONTROL
SOCKET "Prn 8"

-.FROM
CONTROL

PLUG "Pin 7"

--FROM
2CONTROL

PLUG "Pm. 8

.-FROM
CONTROL
PLUG "Pin 9"

VR907 100K
HORIZ HOLD

C317

47001R325
IMEG IW

1C324

4,01600WV

43881

O
327
02
00 0323

61000)WVA

V111B 21LU8
VERT OUTPUT

8319 R320 8321
27K 2W 0 T56K 56K

1551

-A".
--.C321

°

T=620Tsla 51109 6U3 T 222Kovo
.rywI 3i3 WV+

4/K
IW MI .77

R324 C326
2.7MEG 0 039

400WV C327
0000.E

600

V112A 8FQ7
DC AMP

R308 82K

C 301
100 R301 R304
A 390K 680K

C302
D3 10.0st305AFC© -1- 12K

8
,-7:.11t02

1-itec 02}
50WV

74:31 8303 C30'
100K 0 001 600WV

1600WV 68K

304
001

4R307

V112B 8FQ7
HORIZ OSC

853a it

R326 6

1200 16

66M -
R327

C325...
1000

11

I3n1
O

0328
Sc

0 47
15

390

A R701 1K 1W L701 1806H

R 2
4700

C701
C7009 1000100

SERVE NOR r

0 'BLUE DRIVE

SW3

R36I
560

1265V1

C372
2200

V122B 8FQ7
G Y AMP

NORMAL SERVICE
SWITCH

El1

R704 1702
B

10K 7W 330,11

T902
VERT OUTPUT
TRANS

0

V

HHW

U

13011301
HORIZONTA
OSCILLATOR
& STABILIZER
C011. C310

I lip 01
C308 8375
0 005 1000

C 307 600 5%
300 WV

1

THI C 309
SOT 200 4-, 52.

600WV

_C311
2200

R3I3118K
R312 R3I4

10K 27K

R315
220KCr Anne

VDRI IB 13 WME3

R372
1130K

D

c 91C10°958:9 .
1706 450WV

4_ Eiliornfd

89O14
50U 1W

"5:mfd
."5COOW956V I21(

iE;STRONVER-R14515 Cloowv0090m7 td

SOCKET

1-.70 REAR CONTROL
, BOARD S
L-... TO REAR CONTROL

BOARD T

V113
Z310jUST6Apin

R910 '
100

4R920
$2 2MEG

139081

4 10

R9Il
22

MA ., 
I, R912

560

ol

PA.-
R914

C9088 15K
3Ornld
450WV 222

EE!

R?)K.1
SW

TO REAR CONTROL
BOARD "R"

VR702

R705
8200
3W

B2

5K

R703
2700

RED/GREEN
DRIVE

L703
10000H

706
22K
4W

TO CONVERGENCE
YOKE SOCKET
"Pin 3.4.5.6.7."

C911
01

M400WV

T904
HORIZ OUTPUT
TRANS

A
R 915

g V114 3AT2 3 016 HS8/1
E HI VOLT RECT FOCUS RECT

T -

VR703
Sn

TO CHROMA 6 DEFL
BOARD "N" AND DEFL
SOCKET "Pon I"

Sea "NOTE 8"

S 6

SPARK
GAP

S704

S706

C706
001

R711
8206

R713
5601(

jR712
181(
2W

C 705
0 01

R708
820K16,6V 

R709,t560K

R710
,-- I8K

2W

K

R717
33

C707
001

-11---
R714
8201(

R715
18K
2W

R716
560K

1390vI

F:
SW2

2

CRT BIAS
SWITCH

S705

2

L.

O

SPARK
GAP VR704

S703 IM

HORIZ DRIVE I

8725
MEG
1W

R

VR712
100K

VR713 R726
500K IMEG IW

'HI VO1T ADJI

VERT SUB
LIN

V 710
10K

'VERT HEIGHT'

R720 VR708 R719
3.314EG IMEG 1201(

KILLER
THRESHOLD

PINCUSHION
B ALANCE

VERT LIN

AGC

VR7ti R723
500K 1206

V 7 4 R7
50K 27K

MAGNAVOX
Color TV Chassis T932

FROM CHROMA A DEFL BOARD "EE"

FROM SHUNT REG V117 "Pm 5"

FROM FOCUS TRANS T905

FROM SHUNT REG V117 "Pin I"

13901

FROM CHROMA 6 OEFL BOARD "HH"

FROM CHROMA 6 DEFL BOARD "V'

FROM CHROMA 6 DEFL BOARD "8"

54
FROM:n 16R0HORIZTH OUTPUTuGH93TRANSR916

21
2 2MEG D

FROM CHROMA L DEFL BOARD "0"

=3
FROM CHROMA 6 DEFL BOARD "M"

E=2

FROM REAR CONTROL BOARD "B"

V 709 R 22
I M T for
C708+5000 11

'SUB BRIGHT'

'BLUE SCREEN'

S702

OS701

GBH,

-1

VR705
IM

FROM VIDEO & SOUND BOARD "1"

4, 446.7

VR701 10K

R728 I5K

A ---AC 702
GREEN GCREEN 1000

C703
, 0-01000

V F117,16
C704
1000

R903
NEG

- 1V123 16DAP22

'PICTURE TUBE

C9I4

V116 17DW4A
DAMPER

1902
5 60
EPI2

IKEED

L903

EP12pH

IC947 C949
200 1000
IKV -1 Sky

C vcr acorf,
-

KVA 600WV

40
R93
12K

GOMEGR9I8D.
2W

R9I7
IMEG
5%

C918
500
7KV

17
0 082
600WV

C920 0 1

R9I9
100K

2Wa

A

EMI

OS902SPARK
GAP

V117 6BK4A
SHUNT REG

600WV

.4E=D-=11IK

C919 TO REAR CONTROL
500 BOARD ''W"

T905
FOCUS TRANS

TO REAR CONTROL
BOARD "Y"

EFFICIENCY
HORIZONTAL "Roma A,
COIL

DEFL BOARD /

600W
TO REAR CONTROL
BOARD "A"

AA

CABINET.17.

600WV
C9461

4701)

FROM VIDEO & SOUND BOARD "CC"

FROM HORIZ OUTPUT "Pon 16"
THROGH R939

1640v1

REAR CONTROL PRINTED
CIRCUIT BOARD

TO VR902
BRIGHTNESS

FROM VIDEO L SOUND -
BOARD "J"

E21

FROM VIDEO 41 SOUN
BOARD 1.

1Di

TO VR903
CONTRAST

.9,50rnfcl
C904

50WV

ro VR904
VERT HOLD

TO VR907
HORIZ HOLD

89056
CONTROL PLUG

FROM CHROMA DEFL
ARD "V"

FROM CHROVIA DEF1
BOARD "AA"

R902 R909
1MEG 22K
5% P905a

EP CONTROL SOCKET
1.511EG
5%

MT, ..31111 OTWO.St 01011,330
103.10111 43.  OAT

ALL C .31(11.0131 301 SOO
3  M.. I t 101 CAP4(1300 vocummt.

CO.C.TappCf NAL.. 0, I 00 .011 e reco.

CAP. oTANC. NOLVII EU T..
 P. T.( 0311.1. IN. NOWT .11101C1111

10 1111.310, NO 11,0NAL 4.331. <ON ?????
411(  LILL, (3.1113 0Tool (081111103. 6( T
F. NONSIL 1C TY. NMI .0 L IN( .316
 1001( AT3 VOLTAM 13.0.1110 41010
COLO* ONAL CON.03.3 PON N.
1.3 Par TIM re POMO, 1/11111,1(03 ? ur * . 60..66 rar
01./TPPT PM TO 01. 00
111 

 (INCL. WNW. TO 0/13 11.106
PO . 0.00,0 1 431 31.TiON
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1201
SETCHELL
CARLSON
Color TV Chassis
Model U809 U810

JANUARY  1969

v
10011.,4ft. r-

SOK

-

ELECTRONIC J-TVETZTAITECHNICIAN / DEALER

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

UHF TUNER

 sea.'

Ill
33

to

cu

C33

33

IaN

CDS
iCOPI

qM

CIO .3 LS11.1

VHF
TUNER

Lx

C7

-N- -)11g

00

C.

4,

C.

.14400 7,":.
1 1103112. EE f.

2 II - 561
1

v

70.37 - -r.13."'!" )1
CSSE
.04?

..1

'
.3..l ^2:

C,:r7.'.---0---.
cSS3 I

...

r-
03031000

3/P3

T: VS,.
1,11111

CIO

4.1

SO

03

1

CY

Ir..
1 10 100.

COV734 -0.
.07

L

HI
CS011

"'Icon 6JE6A
r 131

loso

tw
Ito

Vr

_T_

13113/Y
010, 10100

.41

TO

T000 Jcov3

12.

 10o vC) I

ur
E..

05 -,DI

04441.300
COIL C 0040

WE.

Tr.

4,

RA  
3A3A

7/ECT.

L

-

0

d
r -

o .0C me Tv
40.0.7. C0.04 TELE -

CAST Si.. 0037.
407 oft0 . ALL 03,3 Woo oar To. Tr.

0 2:73c

3-003 003 Jig
, 11

7..17103

Mr,
1

1174.17

4. 1 1(-
... 0 .. -

.
'°°»f71' °.

Lqi 707 .0033

ooe

.0n

DEF. VOICE 3. 61

MOM

33311.4

icn.7..417:
tscr

C!?
74-171T7r

0.01

:r.r.41%.

CONVERGENCE 110A0O
0S - 1101

("4 4011:PIT
2710

P. KM 1

i

r TOPP03 K. .00. 3110,4
/

1002.

et

MIME
4/4 040.2 PTv.,. -Is\... .-

)1...._713.13.1
:I.Z.
_\

.400.

)
401 J 3C;0!

..o

pit: i

010.

/

*CO

0

0 ,

-

110710 focal

COOS

I Cy.... CON,.

rz,

'
)1

4471

COCO

.00331. IOC Or

004407
.SI.

coov
130

T.0010-)I
Ct.

."..S017

1C:0

VERT. DEF.
IS -107

4, ,=1,0

.003

6GF7

Iitcoot
1

"

CV!

Mar

an .1
21

110
)1 ® I

- I

I

0470 I

sem-0

UR.

1.011T v
071.1 C.1707. 0 I E71

3.4 /MG.

Nv

- .01
1710 .411
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 3 4 r 

C700

/ 0 
C i01311

L

4.04
004

S3,

! AO

.a.f
-41  )1-

C704

.1.4

4.7IC

-41
.371

SG

  'it 0.
1..4

,101

4.11
-4"

VON

PO* -2?

11177,
rrr

,0100

0,

T.
03
C)711;17r

'LT

 ourrartorn whoa rm. car.e. .01401. 413-00 L00

.  C00004 ut  war. 0004.1. .0111400...46 0001.101 

1

Oft

0 0144 MOTS 10.4
.ORS. COLOR M.A.

ISOM. NMI,

151110 01.11

C10110191 O$C.
2-701

o
O,C. Our

04C. Sr® I

I-

---
4.:

SETCHELL CARLSON
Color TV Chassis Model U809
/U810

04041
403.-100

4111443 

.0 r

--)1

7

I

OI

0

.0444 03C VSGO

60011
..11-1048 04040.  344

4406/

AUDIO 113/5
21 - 001

CMS

SI
I /7,0SC

33

10.... .T VV.a.
C

-
0 

4r.
C ?St

IS

004 - -)
07.1

L

0111101.  OUTP.
751

3. 8

T

S
11.4.

/1113, J r-
r SO

S

-
1

'4

1

L

100110,

1100/41.
,

3,0SI 4.442 004

----**- 414'

rat:  ra

10E4

....ic 4.0 INIT.
rm. C300301

.
rri3 1.1 -.F.

_11

Tr. T
ars i

lc»
9

wry 'eta

SC

Ol

'T 10.0

V

C -I
.40

C0C,41114.3 000. _3_ L. 40103.

CSOCI 3.. GO CM..
0004

TT,To, T-^1;;10 ,
)1 /''''''".. 72,-. '',';,'"` c.. -

.t,';'.-inOr

o..,100

.
1:.t. I

3 PS

PC14001
SWITC4
4043

Oa

tgro

r0.
1003 0.71.
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I 40V

I 35V

110V

70V

10.5V

DC VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS ARE
AT NO SIGNAL CONDITION.

1202
AIRLINE
TV Model
GEN-11469A

L

JANUARY  1969

ELECTRONICTECHNICIAN / DEALER 2/1""WALM7 SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

C708A,B,CI2004/2001A/5011
@180v elect

R219 500K ot 19V1
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS R314 1M potp toneAGC 19V149)20)

AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS R315 SW- 1M pot vol wion-off switch
701 (9V151UL)

R517 1M pot vert hold (9V117)
U T 7- 2U 2 R518 1M pot vert size I9V119)

R519 1M Dot vert lin I9V1191

r____

18-101 01 2SC684 2SC387
VHF ANT. PT6-JU2F UHF OS C. MPS6543 or TLSI8

an
lop

--""

Lpt

C103 -
II12P CI

.001

R716 t
2.7K

I0.5V

 174

--
1(15151 r6612KA UHF

'00t
0104-

.001

LIQI

RICH C105
390K e_5p

ICII2 VIOl

3GK5
VHF RF AMP a UHF 0-

R103
2.2K

TP101

RI02
1K 8104

250K
C113 V102

Cuel.001 6CG8A
VHF Mix .03C.6 UHF IF AMP.

UHF
OUTPUT

07
1000P

TUNING

L103 0117
22P

1113  140VR715; ,

27K*

II 1

7

VOLTAGE SYMBOL LEGEND

K28

--e-;70
V

13KV (HIGH VOLTAGE)'

350V (BOOST)

190V

145V

V

P107

I35V

K

145V

R211
13.2m

pr
C2 II
.22

8212
2.2M

390K

T201
47P

15P

#201
2.78

R301
1.5K

V 301A

1/2 6GH8A
SOUND IF AMP.

C30,
7P

-I I
#302

II

7.3V

,00Ki

30V

6

0302
.0047

IP 100

V201

4EH7
1ST PIX iF AMP

TP201

L201
2),(33

150y

9

cah :g5

TP204

30v p- p

I R405
7675H2 $47K

V3018

12 10JY8
1/2 6GH8AV 7016

8402 8403
SYNC. SEP.KEYED A. G.040 I/ TP401

8213 3 -/OV m216 R401
6.2M 470K

i2K -WV

N IB
C2I2

2111111 2

/00V C401 C402
.01 470P

$8215
8214 56K R404
2208 2.2.4 242P

7675ta

8601
660K

.--11
C601
120P

20Vp-p

t
7117511Z

8603
0601

I PI

R2I6 R2I9
56K 500K
444%

AGC

30Vp,

21

7675142

C602
150P

8602
690K

10V p.p.

60
.0018

8604 0.5i1
33011 R605

166K 3
060
04;

7117514F

7676112

I L601

7 Vp-p

TP602(

2

/20V

16
7875H2

V601

R217 of
330K

imbi IR

60Vp-p

8FQ7
1101,112. 05C.

C608
390P

-12V

8406
27K

7202

AIRLINE
PART NO.

TV32164

TV25234
TV25235
TV25236

TV25237
TV25238
TV25238

V 302

6HZ6
SOUND OFT

T301
ow

8304
5 6 K

6P
2

CY 853:J

V202

4E.17
2110 PiX iF AMP.

TP202

0206 C208
0022 660P

1

zOOVp.p

3011Z

P50, 0501
5661 M501

-w..(12, r P.
R502
684

R828 50K pot horiz hold )9V121)
R718 20K pot contrast )8V007)
R719 250K pot bright )9V118)
L201 coil 47.25MHz trap 12TIF4871
L301 coil sound detector ITIF544)
L801 -coil horiz hold ITL23)
1201 xformer 1st pix IF ITIF3671
1202 xformer 2nd pix IF (TIF379)
T203 xformer pix detector (TL99)
T301 xformer sound IF ITIF378)

/SOY

5

- IV

60V
C304
.0022

44.

C303
820P

1203

8306
27K

C305

.0, I

7875 HZ

C-308
0

KI

(306 02330P K 20

#307
51.0K

TONE VOLUME7 77V303

7m :4 \P1,1512FX5
OIM AUDIO OUTPUT

b

8308
C311270K

.0033;39KR309 L

1.1111C307
350V

9-31.
100K

R3Il
150

K19

ka75142

I V7014

3v. 'i2 10J Y8
vi0E0 AMP

0201 L203

R209
470

V501

I 7J Z8
C503 VERT. OSC . VERT. OUTPUT
0047

WA II 30H2
F512512 506

1

81059.3
C504.d.
00221

15. ,5K
-1 '

0

TP203
L204 L205

C701

I

-40
C 502p.
620P

(311
IM

C

517

80V

lv

C505 R509
ISO

6

-15V
9

R504 8505
1K 1.2M

1X)

R5I
8519

*V -HOLD

8609
330K

787514Z
0610 146140047 68

w

86:660:6

16-1TPC66:801;iR60692K
Nf-

'0006°639
16K

8610

I FACTORY JUMPER

10 Vp-p

H -HOLD

R611
82K

R626

50K

8613
R6I2 620K
1611

C609

V602

38HE7
R5(

56 K
30 VNA-P NOR1Z OUTPUT. DAMPER

C615
240P

150V

rf II--
0614
.0012

L602

v -SI ZE

K

8619
224 KM

C507
200

R507
IM

R5I6
56K

4w,

n,4";:t.lt .n
R508 150K

5,4

V L 1N

1601

K4 P

140Y

3V

100

K12

V603
I X2B

N.V. RECT.

ORA

033

60Vp.p

L701

R702
970V 8.2K

8 135Vppm

T;01

TV25240 1302
TV2572
TV25239 T501
TV62248 T801
TV62254 1701
TV61174
TV62362 T702
TV62363 M501
TV62290
TV62364

01

8312 C309

T 701

477
04 00 "Ur4.014

30HZ

L702

C7:3iR %R704
,2K 12K

0 0 0 v

.C509 8613
022 22.

K6

C508
.047

K5 .

85 C5,0
826

100

1V, p
_ t

30I4Z

.10C-164

BLUE IY3

TkL1r0ViT4

50P..

16 6622
066 , 10K

C617
0047

C6 2
15

FACTORY JUMPER

9

ilk
160V

180K

01

.140

P

xformer audio output
171179)
xformer vert output 1811921
xformer horiz output I8FT648)
xformer sound IF & 4.5MHz trap
12TIF4911

xformer power 191204)
capristor IPRC302)
tuner UHF IUT72U2I
tuner VHF (PTIDU2F)
transistor 2SC387 osc

1302 8313
82

111

1111"=SE MO
K2

11

110V

8705 R706
6811 39K

145V .4

I 35V
K53 (7711

680

R707
5.6K

7875HZ

R7113

20K

K28

160VP-P

P710

A
145V K55

K58

I VP,

TV11215

TV11218
TV11217
TV62252

TV11218
TV3455
TV35158
TV35159
TV24387

EARPHONE
J 301

SPUN

FOCUS

TO
OND,145V or 350V
(2) ( 1) (3)

I2CNP4A

60 V p.p

30N2

30PIZ 30NZ

C7064
200

1(4

1U=IJNIT-621

V701 V301 V303

5 4 5 4 4 3

C7,5 0714

.0022; .0022;

L 207

----i-/ 5 4

:0022 .0022 .0022 .0022 .0022
C716

1C7i7 107 ;c719 1c720

R627 R625

iv
(=T.

270. ,00K V702

350V

KI3
3

V302

15V

t1,0v 

1702 -1

K17
v501 V602

12 I 1 2

PT6-JU2F

K52

SR 701

R714
4.7

F701 FUSE
713

022

SW701
(PART faF R3I5 `.,`

INTERLOCK

A.0 -LINE

7875HZ
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1203
SYMBOLS DESCRIPTION

L-506 horiz choke
51507 compensating 1000 µ h
L-700 yoke deflection
L-800 choke filter
T-200 4.5MHz trap incls C135
T-300 4.5MHz rap interstage
T-301 ratio detector incls E300

E301 C308 C309 C310
R306

T-302 audio output
T-500 horiz driver

horiz output xformer com-

plete preset wind can be

MOTOROLA

PART NO.

2406904403
24068002A96
24068523A03
251367554Al2
24068610A14
24068822A01
24V66550A80

25067552A17
251367440403
24068804A07

purchased separately 21

C21TS612
T600 vert output 25065840823
T-800 power xformer 25068164A07
R-120 video bias 22K 18066401 A35
R-130 contrast IK 20 21 8 C2175612 18067502A14
R-202 bright 100K 20 21 8 C2TS612 18067637A63

bright 100K 22TS612 18067637469
R-307 volume 50K 20 21 8 C2TS612 18067637A02

volume 50K 22TS612 18067562A10
RF AGC delay 18K 18066401A20
veil line 4K noise gate 750 U 18067678A05
optimizer 3K
vert hold 3K 21 21 & C21 TS612 18067637A64

R-405
R-408

R-602

C-806 400pf /125040µf /100v 23C65807A33

600 pi /100v 200 pf /50v
elect

C-809 50µf 150 v elect
C-811 5µf 50v elect
C-812 5 ,if 200v elect
E-401 diode crystal AGC gate
E-402 diode crystal AGC amp
E-501 diode dual horiz phase det
E-503 diode silicon DI D damp-

er
E-807 res cap
L-100 37.5 MHz trap incls core
L-101 41.25 MHz trap incls core
L-102 47.25 MHz trap incls core
L-103 1st IF base incls core
L-104 1st IF 8 47.25 MHz trap

23C65808A08
23C65282A37
23C65808A32
48C67120A02
48C65837A02
485134917
485134921

51067517A0I
24067754A20
24067754A23
24067754A22
24067754A23
24V68607A31

ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN / 7=Lfilea

JANUARY  1969
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6

incls C107 8 core
L-106 2nd IF interstage
L-109 choke IF resonant 8.8 µ h
L-111 compensating 900µh
L-300 compensating 100 p h
L-500 horiz osc incls core
L-503 choke horiz suppressor

22TS612 only
L-504 choke horiz suppressor

24067754A27
24068772A11
24068002A38
241)68002A28
24068130A03
24065947A86

241)65947A88

POWER SUPPLY

TE807800
C811 410

R807 1-2M I

AC I NTIRLOCE
U301

120V 6010

CO

8
MOT s'

010,018,024

8

ILE

E800 LK-
1110

8 E C 1170.,E
(1000-1)  

MDI WIl Rl IN 1,3N1
01 THRU 03 srrs

E B C  
CON TO

MO1
"" DOI ram

05,017 ALL OTHERS

RED GRN
SR ON

VHF
TWEE

S=SILICON

UNFILTERED B**
85V

84-1

R8I8 460
B+75V

D

30V
I

+ VHF

TUNER
C8C6C

200MF /L UHF
E8I0A TUNER

ON
VHF

TUNER

SPARE GAPS
IN CRT
ROC UT

37. SIC
TRAP 8100 12

1.41.25 47.2510
TRAP - 1

TRAP

VHF
TUNER

ToOUTPUT
TO TUNE 1 -10 je7.P.QC.S.)

8F ACC

. h

B+
30V

L103
S.

Cab (15 i

T. P.

01

AIG OR A2Y
1ST VIDEO I.F.

267

FM'

1104
02

47.26e0 AIG OR AZY
TRAP 2ND VIDEO I.F.

25.57
2. V I. 178]

AGC

3.3K

012
PIC

AGC AMP

R412 470

2.357 35V

fi71 132.51?,2.38
L5.471Of 2 457 rAnc.

.0015 Liffil 0413 12K
stop Oh V

1

..;." C403 MM
AT 3/ PI1 (

AGC DELAY

B+
30V

R402 18K
ANV

147 PP V

270
37

E1E

(9
o §011

A2B

§?: AGC GATE

607 DMZ] r - A
+

oo

2rrss--.17.r.p.C)L ----J E1

0-

I
e++ B+

30Vofis 75V
RZSI STANCE LIES TRAM 113 NOT INDICATED
VOLTAGE MEATIURZIKINTII
I . ?AKIN TRON POINT INDICATED TO CRASSI 3 WITH A

VTVII 2 201.
2. LINK VOLTAGE MAINTAI KID AT I22V AC.
3. * VARIES WITH CONTROL SETTING/.
4. TAUN VITA CONTRAST CONTROL AT MINIMUM Aim

ALL 055111 CONTROLS IN NORMAL OPERATING POSITION.
5. AVER! TWO VOLTAGES AU 3110113:

VOLTAGE ABOVE BOX - SITS NO SIGNAL INPUT;
TUNZR IN BETWIZN ciuunrsLa AND ANTINIA
TIIUTINALS SNORTED.
IOLTAGI IN BOX - WITH TUNZII ON STRONG STATION
AND 001110! ANTENNA.

WAVEFORM riAsumisars. 11

I. TAZIll FROM POINT INDICATED TO CHASSIS VITA A
VIDE -BAND ONCI LLOSCOPI.

2. OSCILLOSCOPE SYNCED NIAR SKIP RATH I MDICATIM.
3. TAUN 1171 STRONG SIGNAL, CONTRAST CONTROL AT

11A1 INV . ALL onus CONTROLS IN NORMAL OPERATING
0SITlCI.

40v PP H

C402

06
A2T

15T 45MC AMP

R300 270K

30V

5.70
T300

-C

_

30V

07
A2T

2ND 45MC AMP
2.70

03
A1U

3RD VIDEO I.F. 14.88 L107 1108
5. 2v

013

M4842

NOISE GATE
9.E2,

F- R414 220,
AW

C4011(.1
0411 100K

3V!

25,

R304 12K

C320

10018
8+
30V

2v PP V

C125

471

[100 [109 1110

R117 120
MN

-J RI19 18K

R116
ydy 51

SOME SETS
1.2K -ANA,-.-VIDEO BIAS

R120 10K

22 i TO TERM 20, JUNC.

SOU SETS Of R517 8 R620

R4I5 4.7 K

8305 270

04
A2T

VIDEO AMP
IA,

Or,

T

C

AUDIO
TAKE OFF

14

Al V
C404 .02

SEP
8416 33K usv SYNC

MN 
hv C40-5-1

42 27: .047

7.50 PP V SYNC

CC

+3 V

- - INDICATES PRINT1D CIRCUIT BOARD
NUMBERS AND LETTER., III 110051 INDICATE TEST POINTS
Ars AU CROSS-REFZUNCRU TO TR! PARTS LOCATION
ILLUSTRATIONS.

UILL1113 OINE111131 SPECIFIRD: CAPACITOR DECIMAL VALUES
IN IF, ALL OTHERS IN PF. CAPACITANCE VALUES ONLY
AU SHORN ON SCRERATIC DIAGRAM. FOR COMPLETE
DESCRIPTION OF CAPACITORS, ROFIR TO PARTS LIST.

R131371313 AU I 01 1 ,21I UNLESS OTHERWI SE SPEC I PI ED

4 10
9

5

6

1501

7

AUDIO

T301 T.Pp
I

3.v 1C318 68
5

E 300

VIDEO

PP

C500)1.001
85 2K

DI Cr (DR503 100
E 501 T. P.

P

+ 30V

015

A3F
'I \ HORIZ OSC

R507 6.8K

B

E B C

._.! )11

E501
BOT VIER

8C5
IMF

sou
HORIZ HOLD

.0062

R508

°" 390
3fr

B++
1 75V 22,

CII11)

5MF

t I

08 --
AIL- - 2Ly

2 C313 IMF
AUDIO AMP R308 1.8M

C3I2 I
4: I 1,-

14

150 IN
SONE SETS

13+

27 R128 1M

DIAGRAMS
NEW SETS

1-505 horiz size 20,21, & C21 TS612
yen hold 3K 22TS612

R-616 vent size 10 11
R-320 varistor audio output
R-517 1500 10% 3w fixed mtl

film
R-617 varistor vent

MOTOROLA
TV Chassis
TS612A

24069163A02
18067637A68
18068447A02
8C88263A16
17510130807

5A10053080

R3I0
39K

1311

1 113

I5K

1127 10K

218

09 I 010

'
4920/AIN

AUDIO DRIVER
AIL

AUDIO OUTPUT

22 I
i3C1°

4/4..08d
Na.--

tv tD

16

T302

IN 30111 11C013.3

r, 1
I

12

100
1

RID

440 L_J

as

- 85V
UNFILTERED

8++

K R527 47K
+ 170V 4

24...,4,
+ 500V

R518 N,47K I

+ 170V

BRIGHTNESS

e. I CONTRAST

022

4842
VERT OSC

7.50 PP V
1

R419 33K
%W

06001(.047

R600 R602 3K R604

33KVERT HOLD 22K 0
5MF

8- 08

2.6v

.% R619 68

s7v
%._.PP v

021

PI1

VERLOSC

207 PP H VERTICAL

R510

016
PIC

1K HORIZ PULSE SHAPER

29 50

OC

OV

R511 IK

017

AIM
HORIZ

DR I VER

.19, PP P PP N

+30V

HORIZONTAL

C602 3-

R607

39K

130

UNFILTERED 8++
023
A1V

VERT DRIVER

T500

R5I7 1.5K

'27, Pp

T. P.

3 5V

2 3V

VERT cl cc
LIN

41Cr R6I3

2 2K
C605.

R611 -4.7K

e6 R203 1K
ASV

 <

80V, g

BLK 7

R202 .4
100K °

026 A3 2

LINGERING
SPO KILLER

m 0,42
V

R811
12K

17

140 v PP I

ALL CRT PINS
HAVE SPAR' GAPS
BUILT INTO 110C107

.77

I

VERaAT2140UT

30v

DON

R620 390

ttC8415W

14 UNFILTERED

8++

DIAG 63065164M)

VI
21GCP4

222 P4

231EP4

R813 56K

125V PP v

350V PP V

GU

2

...s,1/EI_ izRTE

.,V051,
D-07 urn

I

81+5V4:
4YEL

H0)1412

SIZE

1C005112

- L-503 III 1502
PER 22ra ONLY orinsp____.

01 ON 20TS PULSE
LIMITER
E 502

oa
ISC5

.68 10:

500V D1K

8

C5I1 IMF

4170V
T5251 .(f..13,,, _47

...5.T1:1 1.005
*PIM' 9
OF T5U1

V2

HV RECT

30 g
84+

BOORT
PACT

,w1304.

170V
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1204
RCA VICTOR
TV Chassis
KCS1 75 Series

SYMBOLS DESCRIPTION

C112
C112A
C1128
C112C
C1120
C114
C115
C222
C256
CB101
CR102
L102
L104
L203
1204
1206

UHF
ANTENNA

TO
COO 
coo

4 section elect
80uf 200v
45011 200v
6o4f 175v
5pf 175v
56pf 5%.2000v N1500 cer
0.0027pf 10% 1000v paper
5pf .5p1 500v NPO cer
390p1 5% 500v N750 cer
breaker circuit
diode 400 PIV 500ma
8.2 P h
choke
330p h
36u h
220 fl h

-Cies

PW 200

I RH
Z 5300 N,

I

11140
IRKS

V20IA
SOUND IF

,,6GH8A

111141

111.1048
AN,

ELECTRON IC 7=41 CTECHNICIAN /

JANUARY  1969
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

RCA VICTOR L207 2.7 II h 14486
PART NO. L210 RF 14314

0201 transistor 2450 16079
18401 R111 control width 18704
18401 R123 control horiz hold 18724
18401 R124 control vert hold 18405
18401 R126 control contrast 23796
18401 R257 control vent size yen lin 18408
19339 1101 audio output xformer 18409
24472 1102 HV xformer 24463
04178 1103 yen output xformer 18403
21227 T104 power 24460
18400 T201 4.5MHz )(former 14489
13998 T202 sound IF xformer 18411
07385 T203 quad xformer 18410
15426 T207 1st pix IF xformer 09158
18710 T208 2nd pix IF xformer 21779
16056 RV101 varistor 48v 1 ma 18506
15438 yoke deflection 24245

tI( CM

o

AP, .5.8.5,- - -1
l 1202 s 1

CM I

- - - aJOP

3°1

91611A

k Et_
106

11202

124

VISIE Icaz

V202
SOUND DET
& lit AUDIO

6HZ6

0 TP 3

SECOND DETECTOR
VERTICAL RATE 2V P.

7 v2031 P1E4 9
VIDEO AMPLIFIER PLATE
VERTICAL RATE 110V P.P

ert 2224 I C246 JUNCTION
'-'120440 4A Fvf200 WARD,

VERTKAL RATE 110V P.P

Vs& f(
0247 ,232474 DO*

I
A

0 AE

P KRK 13

SIN
3000

C251

Lllt_10

_ j
50201

4 7410
Nei&

200

"
15:

aC!
Cm

A

I 0

1201A 12018

V203
Ist PIX IF

6EH7

0218

0131
47K

3

.0038 0272
120

T 001 TP4 om
V207

HOR1Z OSC.

11270
0x53

$1
0033

CON

1300
Ott

HS

4

330

A'

ASV
0200

470

1203

t
02733

5K
213

020
1700

112116

.275 21tit
4700

354

Hs

V101 PINS 2 I 6
HORIZONTAL OUTPUT GRID

V2011 PIN 1

SYNC PLATE

HORIZONTAL RATE 1300 PR VERTICAL RATE 601 PP

_a=
(2) V2055 PIN 9 0 07056 PIN 2

VIDEO AMPLIFIER /LATE AGC G410
HORIZONTAL RATE 1100 pP VERTICAL RATE 80V P.P

O v2O5A PIN 3
AGC PLATE

HORIZONTAL RATE 420V P.P

--AAA-FS-2..3500
oat I

cF
.04

91O

27422 Oilis
,07 1 I

4

_1 I

I HOR1ZHOLD

11257,4
380K

VI04
AUDIO

OUTPUT
6E115

1137

0222

5-2

VIKINEsc0.3 PINOPE G210

HORIZONTAL RATE 40V P -P

536
0101

0103 ISO
I MEG

VOLUME

.170

O -1 '1Y60' 
errs.* 1437

L205

0217
21114

O V2010 PIN I

SYNC PLATE
/4011ZONTAL RATE 60V P -P

I 1

441ii ,41.117

v205A PIN 2
AGC GRID

HORIZONTAL RATE 801 VP

V105 PIN 2
KINESCOPE GRID

VERTKAL RATE 03V P.P

1.1706 1120

330V20513ISO
atv VIDEO nin 14

OUTPUT pit * *
1/26L08 AA

( V2068 PIN 9
DvERTICAL OSCILLATOR GRID

VERTKAL RATE 180V PP

V206A PIN 2
VERTICAL OUTPUT GRID
VERTICAL RATE 21V P.P

0 511701 CATHODE JUNCTION 0 SR201 CAT -LODE JUNCTION
HORIZONTAL PHASE DETECTOR HORIZONTAL PHASE DETECTOR

VERTICAL RATE 121 P -P HORIZONTAL RATE I21 P.P

52201 ANODE

Fri
51201 ANODE

HORIZONTAL PHASE DETECTOR HORIZONTAL PHASE DETECTOR
VERTICAL RATE 15V P.P HORIZONTAL RATE 15V P -P

NOTES:
I. K 1000
2. ALL RESISTANCE VALUES ARE IN OHMS.

3. ALL CAPACITANCE VALUES LESS THAN 1.0
ARE INNS. 1.0 AND ABOVE ARE IN 33o
EXCEPT AS INDICATED.

4 ALL RESISTORS ARE I/2 WATT, EXCEPT
AS INDICATED.

5. *DENOTES 5% TOLERANCE.
6 AIMED WITH 23HUP4/A 015.3.

mvia.L7

1034

BRIGHTNESS
01120 t
Sul TO P4200-40

T
1161( = V.17272

I= A Y

0121
22

0250

VERT SIZE

TO 0034 -1

V101
HORIZ

OUTPUT
6JU6

17

4
EEDS 6KEIS

V104

AUDIO
OUT

SEH5

SOUND IF
SYNC SEP

6G3113A

V201 V205
vIDEO OUT

S

van cgcr
B A" 4 101 PIX IF
638015 - 6EH7

4 RV

Rill
470 111

= 5" -- s
Di

1121

1102

0110
2200
219

WA 3
KA
0 2Om-

O I

OONTRAST21*

.1709

TO 002-5

V102
HV RECT
IG 3-GT/
1B3-GT

/ 17v

AH

VIOLET

AVo I
PI0

I

'4 _
Gun -
Aso 2

V103
DAMPER 000'
6CK3

LI

,071.0

004± 1
.02

V 20 4
1g1125

2nd PDX IF

60060

)1 snit Ve
ACK-7 C107 SOS 0114

.047 270K 2200

1+33011 14 420V -I FOCUS

I CII3SW
0027

107

0105
1000

elkey10 TO! It .4
ISO

P0200 -Ax

011405 VERT HOLD75

0124
.1 I. I10101

VERT
OUTPUT

TRANS.

T103

SLACK

TO P4200-44
 1011004THE35

*woo

1709
TO 01211

JI 01

WIREVIEW
3

Ti14*

2 L103

1706
PrAg

C1011
130

8.213h

L 104

CHOKE
1 3

.1709 48--81-4, 000
C11211 ..-} T

45°FIf. mrr CIS
841-840

KCS175 CHASSIS
VOLTAGE
WAVEFORMS

OUTER
COATING

00031 080 T104

5--

COO
TO PW
2

11C0i00
AN

88+

2

OIto

V105 V103
KINE- DAMPER
SCOPE 6CK3

V101

HORIZ
OUT
6JU6

LS5 0207 4 V202 s V206 raw
. HORI2 OSC 5 SOUND DET RT ha Awn

200 = 6F313' Ill AUDIO VERT OUT
ECG/ --= 61126 = SKY%

-411.
0

51.0/
SPIN -

set 1131

- V105
KINESCOPE

20SP4
23HUP4 or
23HUP4A

INNER
COATING

CHOOSE FOR
BEST FOCUS

^304JTSV 0  420v

P101

PIN
VIEW

R 1 1/

w.
ri--71 sow
14

I INSTANT
1 Pi X

J 1

HASTIER

) ON /Of F

Ir-_,
E 3.03 -1

cue

 ',LI:,

INSTANTC' Piz

TO 1289

SLR/ WHT

YOKE

5140
2 214

OM TYR
0111)

5102

1209
GO CYCLE

0102
22
1100 TYPE

ONLY)
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Nine -seventy -live buys you a complete tuner overhaul-in-
cluding parts (except tubes or transistors)-and absolutely
no hidden charges. All makes, color or black and white.
UV combos only $15.

Guaranteed means a full 12 -month warranty against defec-
tive workmanship and parts failure due to normal usage.
That's 9 months to a year better than others. And it's
backed up by the only tuner repair service authorized and
supervised by the world's largest tuner manufacturer-
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.

Four conveniently located service centers assure speedy
in -and -out service. All tuners thoroughly cleaned, inside
and out ... needed repairs made ... all channels aligned to
factory specs, then rushed back to you. They look-and
perform-like new.

TSC

EFFECTIVE 0/67

MUM

Nvew
-Prefer a replacement', Sarkes Tarzian universal r -
placements are only $10.45, customized replacements
$18.25. Universal replacements shipped same day
order received. On customized, we must have original
tuners for comparison purposes, also TV make, chas-
sis, and model number. Send orders for universal
and customized replacements to Indianapolis:

Intermediate AF Amp Osc. Mixer
Part # Frequency Tube Tube Heater

MFT-1

MFT-2

MFT-3

41.25 mc Sound
45.75 mc Video

41.25 mc Sound
45.75 mc Video

41.25 mc Sound
45.75 mc Video

6GK5 61_18 Parallel 6.3V

3GK5 51_18 Series 450 MA

2GK5 5CG8 Series 600 MA

Genuine Sarkes Tarzian universal replacement tuners with
Memory Fine Tuning-UHF Plug in for 82 -channel sets-
Pre-set fine tuning -13 -position detent-Hi gain-Lo noise
-Universal mounting

FOR FASTEST SERVICE, SEND FAULTY TUNER WITH TV MAKE, CHASSIS,
AND MODEL NUMBER, TO TUNER SERVICE CENTER NEAREST YOU

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION FACTORY -SUPERVISED TUNER SERVICE

HOME OFFICE, MIDWEST 817 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., Indianapolis, Indiana TEL: 317-632-3493
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT, EAST 547-49 TONNELE AVE., Jersey City, New Jersey TEL: 201-792-3730

SOUTH-EAST 938 GORDON ST., S. W. Atlanta, Georgia TEL: 404-758-2232

WEST SARKES TARZIAN, Inc. TUNER SERVICE DIVISION
10654 MAGNOLIA BLVD., North Ho lywood, California TEL: 213-769-2720
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MALLORY Tips for Technicians if

New circuit breakers for color TV

ly-vv\-)

DUAL CIRCUIT BREAKER

THERMAL
BREAKERBREAKER
ELEMENT

Typical hook-up for dual circuit breaker

Dual circuit breaker

Practically all the new color TV sets have a new
kind of dual circuit breaker in them which you
may not have run into before. Here's the story.

Remember back when black -and -white television
used two fuses-one in the power supply input,
and one in the horizontal output circuit? Next, in
the interest of economy, the fuse in the horizontal
output was eliminated. Then the designers switched
to re-settable breakers, in the B + line.

Along came color. Overload protection became
necessary, because the horizontal circuits are more
complicated, and more expensive components in-
cluding the flyback transformer could be knocked
out by a defect in the horizontal circuit.

The answer : a dual breaker which pops out from
excess current in either the B+ or the horizontal
output . . . in a single breaker case. It has two elec-
trically isolated but thermally connected circuits,
either of which can cause the B+ contacts to open.

The diagram shows a basic hook-up for the breaker.
The thermal breaker element goes directly in the
B+ line. A resistor inside the breaker, usually
about 1.3 ohms, is connected between the cathode
of the horizontal output stage and ground. This
resistor is located so it will heat up the thermal
breaker element.

Along comes an overload in the B + . The thermal
element pops the contacts open, in the usual man-
ner. When there's excessive current in the horizon-
tal output, the heating of the breaker's resistor
has the same effect as a B+ overload, opening the
contacts and removing voltage from the circuit.

Tip No. 1: breakers can fail because they get
repeatedly reset into a faqlt. Check for gassy tubes
and leaky capacitors before you replace the
breaker, or you'll have the whole job to do over.

Tip No. 2 : always replace with a Mallory breaker.
We have three different dual breaker ratings in
our line. They will replace the dual breakers in all
existing color set applications. All are made to
original equipment specifications. Your nearby
Mallory distributor can supply you off the shelf.
See him soon, or write to Mallory Distributor
Products Company, a division of P. R. Mallory
& Co. Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana 46206.

REM EMBER TO ASK- waaz ewe fleeced ic,ithet9 r
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generate

The RCA WR-50B
RF Signal Genera-

tor with sweep features
is versatile, portable,
and exceptionally
well suited for align-

ment and signal tracing of AM, FM,
hi-fi and citizen's band receivers
and trouble -shooting in nearly all
sections of TV receivers. IT'S ONLY
$65.00. Also available in an easy
to assemble kit, WR-50B(K).

The RCA WP -700A and WP -702A
Power Supplies are extremely re-
liable, solid-state, constant voltage
DC power supplies that provide 0
to 20 volts dc at current levels up to
200mA. WP -702A is actually identi-
cal to WP -700A, except it is a dual
unit with two complete power sup-
ply sections. WP -700A IS ONLY
$40.00, in quantities over five, and
WP -702A IS ONLY $73.00* in quan-
tities over five. Prices on less than
five units are $48.00. and $87.00 ..
respectively.

The RCA WA -504A Transistorized
Sine/Square Wave Audio Signal
Generator covers a frequency
range from 20 Hz to 200,000 Hz with
exceptional frequency stability. For
use in audio, hi-fi and general elec-
tronics applications, as well as in
electronics training, demonstra-
tions and lab work. ONLY $95.00

The RCA WR-70A RF/ IF/ VF Marker
Adder is designed for use with con-
ventional markers and sweep gen-
erators such as the RCA WR-39,
WR-89 and WR-99 series calibra-
tors and the WR-59 and WR-69 se-
ries sweep generators to produce
clean, narrow markers on the
sweep -response curve on an oscil-
loscope. AND IT'S ONLY $96.00.*

. Iii.041000111 %AA Zr OW.0.

The RCA WR-69A Television/FM
Sweep Generator is designed for
lab, service, and production appli-
cations for sweep -frequency align-
ment of color and black and white
TV receivers and broadcast FM
receivers. It's also used to align
VHF tuners, picture -and -sound IF
amplifiers, video amplifiers and
chrominance circuitry in color TV
receivers. AND IT'S ONLY $295.00.*

The RCA WR-99A Crystal -Cali-
brated Marker Generator combines
in one compact, accurate, and
stable instrument the functions of
a multiple -marker generator, crys-
tal calibrator and a heterodyne fre-
quency meter. Ideal for servicing
and aligning color and black and
white TV receivers, communica-
tions and other equipment in the
frequency range of 19 to 260 MHz
ONLY $256.50.*

'Optional Distributor resale price.

For a complete catalog of descriptions and specifications for all RCA test equipment
see your RCA Test Equipment distributor or write RCA Electronic Components, Com-
mercial Engineering, Department No. A-46WA , Harrison, N. J. 07029.

LOOK TO RCA FOR INSTRUMENTS TO TEST/MEASURE/VIEW/MONITOR/GENERATE
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The RCA WT -509A Picture Tube Tester is a precision
instrument in the famous RCA tradition. It tests both
color and black and white picture tubes for emission
quality, interelectrode leakage, and shorted ele-
ments. It's all solid-state AND T'S ONLY $118.00.*

The RCA WR-64B Color-Bar/Dot/Crosshatch Gen-
erator has for years been the finest instrument of its
type. Exceptionally stable, portable, it's a precision
instrument designed for use in the laboratory and
factory as well as for servicing on -the -bench and in -
the -home. AND IT'S ONLY $129.00.*

The RCA WR-502A "CHRO-BAR" color -bar genera-
tor has even more features than the famous WR-64B.
It's all solid-state, battery operated. It provides color
bars, dots, crosshatch, vertical lines, horizontal
lines, blank raster. It has rock -solid stability. All new
circuit design. THE "CHRO-BAR" IS ONLY $168.00.*

*Optional Distributor resale price.
For a complete catalog of descriptions and specificatiors for all
RCA test equipment see your RCA Test Equipment distributor or write
RCA Electronic Components, Commercial Engineering, Department
No. A -46W, Harrison, N.J. 07029.

LOOK TO RCA FOR INSTRUMENTS TO TEST/ MEASURE/VIEW/ MONITOR/GENERATE

JANUARY 1969
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With Stainless Steel

Strapping

Catalog No. 8008
Suggested Net $4.28
(12' lengths)

Catalog No. 8008-L
Suggested Net $5.10
(18' lengths)

New in design ... tops in materials ... first in service life.
Here is the quality -constructed two -bracket chimney
mount designed to give maximum service in high wind,
seasonal storms, adverse weather conditions. Available
with 12 or 18 -foot lengths of stainless steel strapping to
fit any chimney, a locking "U" bolt that accepts antenna
masts up to 1'/2" in diameter. This mount installs in min-
utes, requires only a single wrench to secure to chimney.
Buy with confidence from the world's largest basic manu-
facturer of television hardware ... you'll make your job
easier, faster, and more profitable ... more satisfying to
your customer.

Always insist on r _-- . . .

you'll get more for your money, everytime!

GC
ELECTRONICS

GC ELECTRONICS
A DIVISION OF FlYDROMETALS, INC.

MAIN PLANT ROCKFORD ILIA S.A.

Giant FREE Catalog...
Only CC gives you everything in electronic,

. . . has for almost 40 years. Match every
part and service need from over 10,000

quality items. Write for your copy today!
. . . for more details circle 111 on postcoro
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SHAN
CHIMN

MOUNT w
stainless st

strapping. For ma
Up to 13/4" in diarnet

Catalog No. 8
ed Net $3.

A
URPOSE
NTENNA
MOUNT
For flat

or angle
roofs, and corners.

Rust -resistant,
heavy -gauge ste

For masts up to 1
in diamet

Suggested Net $2.

MEI
HINGED.

TYPE
RIDGE

MOUNT
For peak

or flat
roofs,

sld all
Rust -resistant, heavy.
duty steel. For masts
up to 2' in diameter.

Catalog No. 9022
Suggested Net $2.01

EDITOR'S MEMO

Don't Knock 'Em
As a technician or dealer facing the

public, you represent not just your own
shop, but the entire industry. Let's face
it. If a customer gets stung by an un-
reliable service shop, who gets the
blame? Just that particular man or
shop? No! The whole industry gets a
black eye. Suddenly, every TV shop in
town is "crooked.- Our industry
doesn't need that kind of customer
relations!

This situation is just an example-
not uncommon and not impossible. It
could happen to a reliable service -
dealer with insufficient manpower. It
could happen to an experienced tech-
nician who receives a defective supply
of parts-or no supply at all.

You would be insulting the intelli-
gence of your customer if you expected
him to believe that your product or
service is foolproof and completely
flawless. Be honest. Not all of your cus-
tomers are going to be 100 percent sat-
isfied. But there are steps you can take
to raise the percentage from what it is.

Most of you have heard of NATESA,
TESA, TSA OR NEA. These are or-
ganizations devoted to the technician
and dealer businesses. Their aim is to
promote better communications be-
tween you, the manufacturer, reps,
distributors and the customer. We
aren't selling memberships in these
organizations. If you don't care to have
anything to do with them, that's your
business. And that's just what you
should care about-your business.

Part of that business-the part that
makes money-depends on how well
you do your job. It also depends on
how the customer views your shop and
those of your competition. Maybe you
don't care about joining a large elec-
tronic association, but why not try
communicating on a local level with
other dealers and technicians? Learn
what their problems are and tell them
yours. Chances are that they will be
similar and perhaps together you can
iron out a few of the weak spots. Re-
member, even animals have enough
sense to know there is safety in num-
bers. Communicate.

24 ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER



You can earn more money if
you get a Government FCC License
...and here's our famous
CIE Warranty that you
will get your License
if you study with us
at home

NOT SATISFIED with your present in-
come? The most practical thing you
can do about it is add to your Electron-
ics know-how, pass the FCC exam and
get your Government License.

The demand for licensed men is
enormous. Today there are over a mil-
lion licensed broadcast installations
and mobile transmitters on the air, and
the number is growing constantly. And
according to Federal Law, no one is
permitted to operate or service such
equipment without a Government
FCC License or without being under
the direct supervision of a licensed
operator.

This has resulted in a gold mine of
new business for licensed service tech-
nicians. A typical mobile radio service
contract pays an average of about $100
a month. It's possible for one trained
technician to maintain eight to ten
such mobile systems. Some men cover
as many as fifteen systems, each with
perhaps a dozen units.

Opportunities in Plants

And there are other exciting opportu-
nities in the aerospace industry, elec-
tronics manufacturing, telephone
companies, and plants operated by
electronic automation. Inside indus-

Matt Stuczynski, Senior Trans-
mitter Operator. Radio Station
WBOE: "1 give CIE credit for my
First Class Commercial FCC Li-
cense. Even though I had only
six weeks of high school algebra,
CIE's lessons made Electronics
easy. I now have a good job in
studio operation, transmitting,
proof of performance, equipment
servicing ... and am on my way
PP."

Cleveland Institute of Electronics

WATIRANTY
OF SUCCESS IN OBTAINING

A GOVERNMENT FCC LICENSE

A Cleveland Institute of Electronics
FCC _icense course will quickly pre-
pare you for a Government FCC
License. If you don't pass the FCC
exarr after completing ypur course,
CIE will refund all your tuition. You
get an FCC License...or your money
back! )8V121--

1111111411111PIMMIIIIIINOW011.1111
 I R..1- 

as '-'N.-

trial plants like these, it's the licensed
technician who is always considered
first for promotion and in -plant train-
ing programs. The reason is simple.
Passing the Federal Government's
FCC exam and getting your License is
widely accepted proof that you know
the fundamentals of Electronics.

So why doesn't everybody who
"tinkers" with electronic components
get an FCC License and start cleaning
up?

The answer: it's not that simple. The
Government's licensing exam is tough.
In fact, an average of two out of every
three men who take the FCC exam
fail.

There is one way, however, of being
pretty certain that you will pass the
FCC exam. That's to take one of the
FCC home study courses offered by
the Cleveland Institute of Electronics.

CIE courses are so effective that bet-
ter than 9 out of every 10 CIE gradu-

Thomas E. Miller, Jr., Engineer,
Indiana Bell Telephone Com-
pany: "I completed my CIE
course and passed my FCC exam
while in the Navy. On my dis-
charge, I was swamped with job
offers from all over the country.
My only problem was to pick the
best one,and I did-engineer with
Indiana Bel ITelephone.CIE made
the difference between just a job
and a management position."

CIE

aces who take the exam pass it. That's
why we can afford to back our courses
with the iron -clad Warranty shown
above: you get your FCC License or
your money back.

Mail Coupon for Two Free Books

Want to know more? Send the coupon
below for free copies of our school
catalog, "How To Succeed In Elec-
tronics," describing opportunities in
Electronics, together with our
special booklet, "How To Get A Com-
mercial FCC License." If coupon has
been removed, just send your name
and address to us.

ENROLL UNDER NEW G.I. BILL
All CIE courses are available under
the new G.I. Bill. If you served on
active duty since January 31, 1955,
or are in service now, check box in
coupon for G.I. Bill information.

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114

r-
Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 E. 17th St.. Cleveland, Ohio 44114
Please send me without cost or obligation:
I. Your 40 -page book "How To Succeed In Elec-
tronics" describing the job opportunities in Electron-
ics today and how your courses can prepare me for
them.
2. Your book "How To Get A Commercial FCC Li-
cense."

Name Age
(Please Print)

Address

City

State Zip
Check here for G.I. Bill informatipn

Accredited Member National Home Study Council
A Leader in Electronics Training ...Since 193E4

... for mon details circle 105 en postcard
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UM-
TR n
tuner cleaner

flew from
GC

Quality Leader 
in Electronic
themicals

A V

CATALOG NO. 5555
Suggested Net $2.29

sst tin
`4411,,AUAIIYA
*55\80 kAsi

A new aersosol, specifically formulated for cleaning sensi-
tive nuvistor and transistor tuners. NUVI-TRAN is non-
conductive, non-toxic, will not induce drift or detune
neutralizing circuit. Safe for all plastics used on TV tuners,
NUVI-TRAN leaves no residue, works in seconds. NUVI-
TRAN is an exclusive GC product ... another quality reason
for leadership in electronic chemicals for over 40 years.

Always insist on

you'll get more for your money, every time!

GC ELECTRONICS w
DIVISION OF HYDRO1AETALS, INC.

MAIN PLANT NOCKFORD.IlLu.s.A. /Or
Giant new FREE Eatalog!...

ELECTRONICS Only GC gives you everything in electronics

C21:g.
. . has for almost 40 years. Match every
part and service need from over 10.000

quality items. Write for your copy today!

GC

,G=
has

everything

in

CHEMICRIAS

SPRA-LUBE
Cleaner -lubricant for
all color TV tuners.
Cat. No. 8888
8 -oz. Aerosol Can

Net $1 95

0
NC

-z9 Silicone
eat Sink Compound

Cat No. 8109-5
Tube

Iiggested Net $

POKY GLUE
uper grip, fast set.

NASA approved.
Cat. No. 347
2 -Tube Kit
Suggested Net $2.50

LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR

Have Old Amps
I've been in the electronic business

for 42 years. I read with interest the
Letters to the Editor each month and
find a great deal of useful information in
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER.

However, I have never heard anyone
refer to a Langevin audio amplifier and
so my letter to you. I have two Lange -
yin Model 122 amplifiers-probably
about 8w output. When the manufac-
turer moved, he disposed of all the in-
formation on these old units. Do you
suppose that someone among your
readers would have a schematic on this
amplifier? If so, I would much appre-
ciate a copy of it.

EDWARD SCRIBNER
311 Main St.
Schoharie, N.Y.

Electronic Technician/Dealer
Misnamed

I have finished reading letters to the
editor in the November 1968 issue of
Electronic Technician / Dealer and I
have to agree with Mr. Davis. I have
been a subscriber to ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN/DEALER for about three
years. When I first received ads to sub-
scribe to your magazine, I was in-
formed that all fields of electronics
would be covered.

To me the name Electronic Techni-
cian doesn't mean TV repairman. It
seems that a magazine with that name
would be more in the industrial field.
TV Repairman/Dealer would be a more
honest name than ELECTRONIC TECH-
NICIAN/DEALER for your magazine.

I have found that to keep current in
all phases of electronics, you have to
subscribe to several magazines in dif-
ferent fields because no single magazine
covers everything. I like ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN/DEALER though, and will
probably continue to subscribe because
it covers things other magazines don't.
I wish you continued success.

JOHN J. PODPECHAN
Claremore, Okla.

Miscellaneous Schematics and
Parts Wanted

Sometime ago I acquired an old Du-
mont scope, Model 304A. It needs re-
pair and the circuit is completely
unfamiliar to me. I have written the
company twice and received no answer.

I wonder if you may have one in your
files. If not, perhaps you can give me a
reference where it might be obtained.

PAUL A. KRAGER
Rochester, Minn. 48063

... for more details circle 112 on postcard
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CALL-BACKS

ARE NO FUN,

BE SURE WITH
NUMBER ONE...

DIFILM

ORANGE DROP®

CAPACITORS

Ask your Sprague distributor for full -line Catalog C-618, or write
to Sprague Products Co., 65 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 01247

P.S. You can boost your business 71/2% by participat-
ing in EIA's "What else needs fixing?" program.
Ask your distributor or write to us for details.

nUAL-DIELECTRIC
polyester film and quality
capacitor tissue - combines
best features of both.

EXCLUSIVE HCX4'
solid impregnant produces
rockhard capacitor section
-nothing to leak or drip.

SPRAGUE'
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

JANUARY 1969
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Having trouble getting
Transistor replacements
for manufacturer's
part numbers? ?

MOTOROLA

HEP
SEMICONDUCTORS

Quick! Get a copy of the new MOTOROLA HEP
Cross Reference Guide, number HMA 07-4!
It lists replacements for over 18,000 different
1N, 2N and hard to get manufacturer's House
Numbers for entertainment and consumer
products equipment, and covers transistors,
FETs, integrated circuits, Zener diodes, rectifiers,
germanium diodes, SCRt, triacs, dual diodes,
rectifier bridges and unijunction transistors.
Hundreds of Japanese and other foreign
manufacturer's types are included.

Motorola HEP has replacements for
"hard to get" parts that you can't
find anywhere else.

End those replacement problems today. See
your Motorola HEP distributor and pick up your
Free Copy of the new Motorola HEP Cross
Reference Guide.

Get HEP ... by MOTOROLA

MOTOROLA HEP SEMICONDUCTORS
P. O. BOX 20924 / PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85034

... for more details circle 121 on postcard

LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR

I have a geiger counter, Model 1953
Detectron DG -2. It was made by a
company in California and distributed
by the Radiac Co. in the East. Unfor-
tunately, I am unable to obtain a sche-
matic from the Radiac Co.

I Would appreciate your help in ob-
taining a schematic so I can repair the
unit.

JOHN S. JACKSON
61 Woodchuck Hollow Rd.
Huntington, N.Y. 11743

I own a TEC Transistor stereo
amplifier, Model S1.5 manufactured
by Transi-Tronic, Inc. It is now out
of business and I need an audio out-
put transformer, part number P-43-
ATC133. Maybe one of your readers
can help me locate one.

JOSEPH GAYLIARDO
128 Clinton Ave.
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11205

I have a Superior Model 83-A CRT
tester and a Superior Model 85 dynam-
ic tube tester. However, I do not
have instructions for them. I tried writ-
ing to Superior Instrument Co., but it
seems to have liquidated and cannot
supply the data I need.

The testers are useless without the
instructions and I thought perhaps one
of your readers might be able to help
me.

IRVING KOHN
300 Valley St.
Sausalito, Calif. 94965

We have a nice Philco color TV set
that is old, but worked fine until the
damper tube went out. We tried to ob-
tain a replacement at the Philco parts
house with a "no longer available" re-
ply. Maybe one of your readers can
help us get one. It is a 6M3 tube.

GRAVELY TV
977 Sebastopol Rd.
Santa Rosa, Calif. 95401

Could a fellow subscriber help me
obtain information on the following
units: Schematic for a Midgetscope
Model 533 M made by Radio City
Products Co.; schematic, power sup-
ply requirements and frequency cover-
age for an Abbott Instrument Model
DK-3 Ultra Short Wave Transceiver.

KEN REUBEN
P.O. Box 142
Wallingford, Conn. 06492
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YOU AND ME, GEORGE!
REGULAR TV HEROES,

WITH THIS NEW
BELDEN COAX!

Fri; LIKE WE DISCOVERED
THE MISSING LINK!

TV REPAIR
SERVICE

Jacket
Black all-weather PVC .030
nominal wall with a .242"
nominal 0.D.

Drain Wires
4-28 AWG solid tinned copperweld
conductors applied spirally and posi-
tioned uniformly around the circum-
ference of the shield.

Dielectric
Low loss cellular polyethy-
lene, .180" nominal O.D.

Shield
\Belden DUOFOIL 100%

shield is a polyester film with
aluminum lamination on
both outside surfaces.

Conductor
18 AWG solid, annealed,
bare copper.

THE MISSING LINK TO PERFECT VHF AND UHF COLOR AND B/W RECEPT ON

BELDEN 8228 11110170111,
75 OHM COAXIAL CABLE  100% SHIELDED  100% SWEEP TESTED

'4IF

For MATV distribution systems, DUOFOIL is the
finest coax yet. Its low loss, 100% shielding keeps
B/W and color VHF and UHF signals pure. Apart-
ment dwellers, hotel and motel tenants, etc.-
even in congested areas-get sharp, clear recep-
tion. Its small diameter provides extra space
savings in conduit installations.

Is CATV coming into your area? DUOFOIL is the
perfect underground drop cable. Its exceptional
flexibility and moisture resistance assures extra -
long service life, and preserves the impedance
values of the cable design. 5.8

LOW, LOW ATTENUATION

Non. Attenuation
per 100'

MC db
50 1.5

100 2.1
200 3.1
300 3.8
400 4.5
500 5.0
600 5.5
700 6.0
800 6.5
900 6.9

Available in 100, 500 and 1000 ft. spools. See
your local Belden Distributor for full details
or to order. For a copy of the reprint article,
"Electronic Cable," write: Belden Corporation,
P.O. Box 5070-A, Chicago, Illinois 60680.

Don't forget to ask them what else needs fixing?

BELDEN

JANUARY 1969
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BOOK REVIEWS

WORKING WITH THE OSCILLO-
SCOPE. By Albert C. W. Saunders.
Published by TAB Books. 104 pages,
soft cover. $4.95.

The first part of the book is a some-
what basic introduction to oscilloscope
theory and works into usage of the
scope in the "projects" section.

The book is 81/2 x 11 in. with large,
easy -to -read diagrams and drawings on

almost every page. The text starts with
several short lessons describing the
theory of the oscilloscope, methods of
obtaining patterns and time base cir-
cuits. Following this are about 27 scope
"projects" aimed at giving the reader
a practical demonstration of the use of
a scope for various measurements.
These applications include many use-
ful "projects" such as measuring phase
shift with lissajous patterns, measuring
amplifier frequency response, checking
transistor characteristics, checking
bandpass amplifiers in color receivers
and many other color TV service tech-
niques.

The last pages of this book go into

easy answers to common color complaints

Perma-Power
puts back Color TV Quality!

Puts back
brightness
Color- Brite
Picture Tube
Briteners
Color-Brite brings out lost
sharpness and details of
fading color picture tubes.
Provides increased
filament voltage to boost
electron emission, returns
full contrast and color
quality.
MODEL C-501
for round tubes
Dealer Net $5.85

MODEL C-511
for rectangular tubes
Dealer Net $5.85

Puts back
black -and -white

Color-Brite
Isolation
Briteners
No Boost. Corrects for
cathode -to -filament short
causing loss of black and
white video drive. Isolates
the short, restores the
black and white
information that gives the
color picture its quality.
MODEL C-502
for round tubes
Dealer Net 57.25

MODEL C-512
for rectangular tubes
Dealer Net $7.25

Put Back Profit-Use
Perma-Power Briteners

Free technical literature on request)

30

Puts back
full voltage
Automatic
Voltage
Regulator
Automatically boosts
voltage 10 volts when
line voltage drops below
110 volts. Eliminates
shrinking, loss of
brightness, loss of
convergence. Combats
poor line voltage
regulation, overloaded
circuits.
MODEL D-210
for appliances
rated up to 400 watts
Dealer Net $14.95

COMPANY
Division of Chamberlain Manufacturing Corp.

5740 North Tripp Ave. Chicago, III. 60646
Phone: (312) 539-7171

. for more details circle 125 on postcard

waveform analysis showing actual
waveform photos with an explanation
of the display and how it's used.

The book is well done in bold, easy -
to -read type and should be of value to
the technician wanting to learn more
about his oscilloscope and its applica-
tion in servicing modern equipment.

101 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
ABOUT CATV AND MATV. By
Robert E. and Theodore B. Baum. Pub-
lisher, Howard W. Sams & Co. 96
pages, 51/2 x 81/2 in. $2.50. ($3.15 in
Canada).

This book explains the application of
CATV and MATV. It goes into detail
about systems used in schools, public
safety, industry and home entertain-
ment. The information is to the point
and outlines typical installations in
apartment buildings, hotels and motels.
There are six parts to the book which
carries system explanations from basics
through future needs.

This book is well written and illus-
trated. It should be a handy source of
information to the television techni-
cian and dealer working with CATV-
MATV installations or considering
these systems as part of future business.

PRACTICAL CB RADIO SERVIC-
ING. By R. R. Freeland and Leo
Sands, Published by Hayden Book Co.
192 pages, 6x9 soft paperbound $4.25.

This book is written for the techni-
cian who needs a complete CB trouble-
shooting and repair guide. It is also of
value to the CB user because it con-
tains many step-by-step service proce-
dures in chart form which he can follow
to repair his own equipment within
legal limits. The book is unique be-
cause it is so well detailed in each of
the 12 chapters, that each chapter
stands by itself. You don't have to hop
around to get the full story. It gives full
coverage to the receiver and transmit-
ter circuitry and is written to be under-
stood. It also covers power supplies,
noise, TV interference and is compre-
hensively illustrated throughout. Any
CB user, technician or student will find
this book an indispensible reference
source.

MOVING?
Be sure to let us know your
new address. Please enclose
a complete address label
from one of your recent issues.
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Color Power.
EICO gives you the most professional

color power for your instrument dollar.
000

INTRODUCING THE VALUE LEADER IN BATTERY -OPERATED PORTABLE
SOLID STATE COLOR GENERATORS- EICO 385!

e.m.-'"-N- Exclusive Features et:mm5
 Compact "Tote -Easy" Design  Computer -Type Circuitry  Double Sided PC Board Construction  Low

The versatile "go everywhere" EICO 385 solid state color generator, packaged in an exclusive compact
portable/storage case, has been designed to furnish the service technician with five essential functions.
The generated patterns are the standard offset carrier -type 10 color bars,
precision dots, crosshatch, and an individual series of vertical and
horizontal lines.
Advanced computer -type circuitry, coupled with three temperature
compensated crystals, provides the drift -free stability inherent in
this instrument. A multipurpose color -coded gun killer with its
convenient socket -adaptor assembly, (no more fumbling) stores
in the case. Clips directly to TV antenna terminals (fast & sure!).
The EICO 385 is powered by six long -life "C" cells or the AC
adaptor accessory. The economical package contains
all you need to enable you to do a fast yet reliable iob.
Easy -to -assemble Kit:
Wired: $109.95 $79"

EICO's complete Color TV Lab for the pro
:Doratory precision at lowest cost

gik

Price

Model 369 Sweep/Marker Generator. For easiest, fastest visual
alignment of color or b/w TV and FM RF and IF circuits.
Five sweep ranges from 3-220 MHz. Four marker ranges from
2-225 MHz. Crystal marker oscillator. Post injection of
markers. $99.95 Kit, $149.95 wired.

Model 435 Direct -Coupled Wideband Scope. Top-quality DC -4.5
MHz scope with 3" flat -face. CRT Zener calibrator:
Outperforms 5" scopes, facilitates on -location color TV and
other servicing. $119.95 Kit, $169.95 wired.

New Model 235 Professional VTVM. Designed especially for solid-state servicing.
Accurate to as little as 0.01 volts on Is 1/2 -volt scale. RMS/p-p/DS/ohms in 7 overlapping

ranges. Big six-inch meter, 200 ua movement. $49.95 Kit, $69.95 wired.

NEW EICO 633 Portable All -
Solid -State CRT Tester and
Rejuvenator. Rapidly tests and
rejuvenates color as well as
black and white picture tubes.
Line adjustment control, 12
different filament voltages,
individual voltages applied to
two of the grids, accurate meter
- all insure precise measure-
ments. Continuity and leakage
checked through transistorized
VOM, read directly on meter.
$69.95 Kit, $99.95 wired.

NEW EICO 635 Deluxe All -
Purpose Portable Tube Tester.
Thoroughly professional,
full -range modern versatility.
Tests all staneard tubes and
even the new decals, magnovals,
7 -pin nuvistors, and popular
TV picture tubes. "Take -it -
anywhere" design expressed in a
modern, rugged, scuff -proof,
luggage case. Compact (4"H,
121/2"W, 9"D) and lightweight,
41/2 lbs. Quick, accurate,
dependable and the price is
modest.
$44.95 Kit, $69.95 wired.

NEW EICO PSI -1 Solid -State Signal Injector Probe.
Perfect for on -the -spot signal tracing in the field.
Pen -size, self -powered, self-contained signal generator
from 1,000 Hz with harmonics to 30 MHz. Ideal
for trouble -shooting audio, IF & RF circuitry in any
electronic equipment, transistorized or vacuum
tube. Use it once - you'll never want to be without it!
$5.95 Kit, $9.95 wired.

FREE 1969 CATALOG
EICO Electronic Instrument Co.. Inc.
283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207
c] Send me FREE catalog describing the full EICO
line of 200 best buys, and name of nearest dealer.

Name

Address

City

State Zip

JANUARY 1969

1
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TECHNICAL DIGEST

ADMIRAL

TV Chassis H2, H3, H4,-Slow Starting Horizontal Oscillators

A number of 94D17-19 horizontal oscillator coils which
have been returned as defective actually tested good. Inves-
tigation disclosed that these coils had been replaced in H 1,
H2, H3 and H4 chassis to cure slow -starting or intermittent
horizontal oscillators. We suggest that you merely move the
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end of R424, which is now connected to B+ 2, to the plate of
V402B, the oscillator. This modification will provide more
starting current. This revision has been made in production.

Special Tools for Commercial TV

Special tamper -proof screws are used to secure the
cabinet backs on commercial (hotel -motel, ETV) TV sets.
The screwdriver bits illustrated will fit standard Vain. hex
nut drivers or power tools. You will need a 98A30-27 male

98A30-27 -0-

98A30-24

bit for plastic backs where screwheads are recessed. How-
ever, the screwheads are exposed on most sets, so the
98A30-24 female bit will give you a better grip and guard
against slipping. Order from your Admiral distributor.

Stereo Console - Chassis Removal

Most of Admiral's current console stereo models use a
chassis design of two boards placed back-to-back. Removal
of the chassis is often not easy; however, as on most jobs,
the right tools and know-how make the job a lot easier.

A Nin. hex nut driver 9in. long, or longer (XceLite
No. A8) does the trick. Some chassis are held by a metal
cup and a 9/16in. nut on the control shafts; use a driver
similar to XceLite HS18 for these and remove the chassis
in the following manner: (1) Pull knobs off; (2) disconnect
chassis connectors; (3) while supporting chassis, remove
one screw in each corner of chassis that screws into the
escutcheon; (4) When reinstalling chassis, reverse the pro-
cedure using beeswax, permagum or masking tape in the
nut driver to hold the nut.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

Record Changer RD400/RD500 Series Multiple Record Drop

Reports from the field indicate that an occasional com-
plaint of multiple record drop exists on RD400 and RD500
series changers.

This problem occurs when the small blade in top of
spindle does not move freely to select a single record. The
blade movement may be restricted by the presence of small
particles of solidified rust inhibitor remaining on the spindle.

UPPER
BLADE

/if-L SPINDLE

To dissolve the rust inhibitor particles, wipe the spindle
with a soft cloth soaked in alcohol. Check the movement of
blade for correct vertical travel; it must fall freely of its own
weight. See illustration.

Radio/Phono Model T845 - Safety Modification

A safety modification must be applied to all Model
T845's received for service previous to serial number
1250043. Because of the proximity of the ac line cord and
the metal edge of the jack pack bulkhead, there is a possible
safety problem.

The corrective modification is as follows: Remove
back cover by removing 10 cover screws and two jack pack
screws. Lay back cover flat on work bench. Do not remove
ac line cord from strain relief. Tape (electrical) lip of
cabinet frame at point A as shown in Fig. 1. Bend bottom

32 ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER



Introducing
a cooling system

for the 6JS6.

06-17ria

Our new cooling system takes the
heat off horizontal amplifier tube re-
placement.

It's a design advance over the
6JS6A and B.

A patented fin radiator in our new
6JS6C conducts heat out of the plate
structure, and dissipates it quickly and
uniformly to prevent hot -spots.

The result . . . a cooler running.
longer lasting tube. Fins don't buckle,

electrical characteristics remain stable.
And better still, Sylvania's exclu-

sive Cavitrap anode design and ripple -
edge beam plate eliminate "snivets."

For you, the new "C" means fewer
callbacks, more satisfied customers.

You might say our new cooling
system helps everybody keep their cool.

Sylvania Electronic Components,
Electronic Tube Division, West Third
St., Emporium, Pa. 15834. The new "C"runs cooler, lives longer.

SYLVANIA
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS



where quality installations are a habit ...
service men
insist on ..
TV
ANTENNA MOUNTS
AND ACCESSORIES

e9(44Pell

C.OMPLET ELY

CLOSED

0

HALF -

OPEN

TRM 520
5 ft. x 144" x 20 ga.
TRM 518
5 ft. x VA" a 18 ga.

MOUNTS QUICKLY ON:
FLAT ROOF/ROOF PEAK

SLOPED SIDE/EAVE ROOF PEAK

NEW, HEAVY-DUTY

TRI-MOUNT
ROOF

TOWER

PATENT PENDING

 Completely pre -assembled for faster installa-
tion  Shipped folded - saves space  Opens
quickly & easily like an umbrella  Comes com-
plete with all hardware including pitch patches
& special mounting nails  Made of heavy -gage,
hot -dip galvanized steel tubing  Also available
n kit with wire & insulators

SEND FOR COMPLETE DATA SHEET

SOLD THROUGH DISTRIBUTORS

SOUTH RIVER METAL PRODUCTS CO., INC.
SOUTH RIVER, NEW JERSEY 08882 / (201) 254-5252

TECHNICAL DIGEST

edge of jack pack bulkhead in toward changer compartment
until frame edge is parallel with back cover. Bend should
be made at point B as shown. Tape (electrical) frame edge
as shown in Fig. 2. Install foam tape as shown. Install a
piece of (plastic) wire spiral around the ac line cord between

REAR VIEW OF T845 (BACK
COVER
REMOVED)

AMP

BACK
COVER

WIRE
SPIRAL

-FIG. I

AMP

FIG. 2 -

Mt 1
0
0
0

0

0

FOAM
TAPE

CHANGER
COMPARTMENT

BEND THIS
WAY

CHANGER
COMPARTMENT

'/TAPE
Afr

ac line cord strain relief and wire bundle. Insure sufficient
spiral is used to cover cord. Note: Insure wire tie holding
wire bundle is secure (See Fig. 1). Reinstall back cover ob-
serving ac lead dress to make sure that ac cord is dressed by
taped area. Perform this normal safety check as follows:

a. Inspect lead dress. Wires should not be pinched by
chassis, and leads should be dressed and secured to
prevent any possibility of being pinched by the
changer or becoming entrapped in the changer
mechanism.

b. Temporarily connect a jumper between the two
blades of the line cord plug.

. for more details circle 130 on postcard
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Drop in, anytime
...morning, noon, night, 7 days a week,
24 hours a day, 365 days a year, week-
ends, holidays and any other time you can
think of. Greyhound Package Express
is always wide awake and ready to
accept and ship your packages. GPX
carries your shipment aboard regular
Greyhound buses running on fast fre-

quent passenger schedules. Your ship-
ment goes wherever Greyhound goes.
And Greyhound goes just about every-
where in the U.S.A. Sleep is for puppies,
pussycats and people. GPX never sleeps.
Got a package or a complete shipment
you want to get someplace in a hurry?
Remember GPX! You'll save time and

It's there in hours and costs you less
For Example Buses Daily Running Time 10 lbs. 30 lbs. 50 lbs

BOSTON
NEW YORK

30 4 hrs. 15 min. 2.30 2.90 3.60

LOS ANGELES
OAKLAND

9 8 hrs. 50 min. 1.80 2.45 3.20

DALLAS
SAN ANTONIO 12 5 hrs. 30 min. 1.90 2.40 3.00

ATLANTA
BIRMINGHAM

9 3 hrs. 30 min. 2.05 2.60 3.40

Rates subject to change 'Other low rates up to 100 lbs. Lot shipments, too.

money. Choice of C.O.D., Collect, Pre-
paid, or open a Greyhound Package
Express Charge Account. For additional
information about service, rates, sched-
ules and routes, call Greyhound or
write: Greyhound Package Express,

Dept. 53-A,10 South Riverside Plaza,
Chicago, Illinois 60606.

JANUARY 1969

It's another service of diversified Greyhound Corporation.
... for more details circle 114 on postcard
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Sine & Square Waves,
Simultaneously,
To 100 kHz,
Switch -Selected,
At 0.1% Distortion,
<50 nanosec. Rise Time

NEW Heathkit® IG-18
Solid -State

Sine -Square Audio Generator
Kit $67.50* Assembled $99.50*
 Generates sine waves from 1 Hz to 100 kHz
 Generates square waves from 5 Hz to 100 kHz
 Repeatable switch -selected output frequency
 Variable third -place frequency control permits Zero -

beat
 Metered sine wave output voltage and dB scales

Floating outputs
8 output voltage ranges for sine wave from 0.003 V
to 10 V
3 output voltage ranges for square wave from 0.1 V
to 10 V

 Switch -selected internal 600 ohm load
 5% frequency accuracy

A precision source of sine -square waves for design or service, the
IG-18 is ideally suited for such applications as testing audio ampli-
fiers for gain and frequency response, as a signal source for harmonic
distortion or as an external modulator for an RF signal generator.
Kit 10-18, 10 lbs., no money dn.,S7 mo $67.50'
Assembled IGW-18, 9 lbs., no money dn.,$10 mo. . $99.50'
10-11 SPECIFICATIONS - GENERAL: Frequency Selection: Digital selection consisting
of: 0-100 switch (steps of 10), 0-10 switch (steps of 1), 0-1 control (vernier) & multiplier
switch lx 1, 10, 100, 1000). Frequency Accuracy: Within =5%. SINE WAVE OUTPUT:
Frequency Range: 1 Hz to 100 kHz. Output Voltage Ranges: 8 ranges, .003 to 10
volts EMS (full scale) with 10 K ohm or higher external load. 6 ranges, .003 to 1 volt (full
scale) with 600 ohm internal or external load. dB Ranges: -62 dB to +22 dB, d8
to +2 dB on the meter and -50 dB to +20 dB on the amplitude switch in 10 d8 steps.
+2 dB maximum into 600 ohm load. (0 dB - 1 mw in 600 ohm.) Output Variation:
+1 dB 10 Hz to 100 kHz. Output Indication: Two voltage and one dB scale on meter.
Output Impedance: 10 volt range: 0.1000 ohm; 3 volt range: 800.1000 ohm; 1 volt
range and lower: 600 ohm. Meter Accuracy: .k 5% of full scale with proper load ter-
mination. Distortion: less than 0.1% from 10 Hz to 20 kHz. Type of Circuit: Differential
amplifier with complementary -pair output. Notch filter frequency determination. SQUARE
WAVE OUTPUT: Frequency Range: 5 Hz to 100 kHz. Output Voltage Ranges (Peak -
To -Peak): Three Ranges: .1,1,10 volt into 2000 ohm load or higher. Output Impedance:
.1 V and 1 V ranges: 52 ohm; 10 V range; up to 220 ohm. Rise Time: Less than 50 ns.
Dimensions: 534' H. x 13W W. x 7' D. Net Weight: 7 lbs. Powsee Requirements:
105-125 VAC or 210-250 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 6 watts.

FREE
1969

Heathkit
Catalog

World's largest se-
lection of electronic
kits ... over 300 to
choose from ... for
school, home, and
industry. Send for
your free copy to-
day.

ra=n/
HEATH COMPANY, Dept, 84-1
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

 Rush my FREE Heathkit Catalog.
 Enclosed is $ including shipping.

Please send model(s)

Name

Address

City State Zip
Prices & specifications subject to change
without notice.
*Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory. 7E-195 j

TECHNICAL DIGEST

c. Measure the resistance (with unit completely as-
sembled) from the two shorted blades of the pOwer
plug to exposed metal portions of the set. Must
indicate an open circuit when using the R X 10,000
scale of VOM.

d. Should a reading other than an open circuit be ob-
tained, locate and correct the cause and re -perform
safety check.

General Electric Audio Products Dept. is Shipping
adhesive -backed tape and spiral material to make the above -
mentioned safety modification. If you need additional
material for performing these safety modifications, call or
wire Fred Furnish 8-322-6313.

If you receive units for safety check and modification
that are still in the unopened factory carton, it is not neces-
sary to remove set frotn the carton. Turn carton upside
down and open carton from the bottom -back cover of unit
is now exposed-and perform corrective steps described
above.

MAGNAVOX

Remote Speaker System Model 1S8716- Access to Spea kers
and Crossover Network

This speaker system uses a completely sealed acousti-
cal enclosure. Access to the speakers and crossover network
is provided through a removable front grill panel held in
place by two nylon spring clips. The panel is released by
depressing the clips.

With the speaker cabinet on its back as illustrated, in-
sert a strip of stiff cardboard between the grill panel and the
cabinet molding, about 3in. in from the top and bottom of
the cabinet. Sliding this strip along the opening will release
the spring clip and allow this side of the panel to be opened.

SPRING CLIPS

STATIONARY CLIPS

4181 -

SPEAKER CABLE

A dull -edged knife blade can also be used, but use care to
avoid scratching the cabinet. The speakers are mounted
from the front of the baffle board and sealed with caulking
compound. The crossover network is mounted inside the
cabinet. Therefore, the bass speaker must be removed to
gain access to the network.

In some cases, the speaker leads had been reversed at
the crossover network resulting in a loss of high frequencies.
Proper connection is achieved with the green wire from the
bass speaker going to the crossover capacitor, the gray wire
from the horn going to the resistor, and the black (or com-
mon) lead going to the inductance.

Be sure to re -seal the speaker properly when it is re-
placed. Use ribbon caulking compound-Part No. 800313-1
or equivalent.

. . for more details circle 115 on postcard
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The best TV deserves
the best antenna!
Install a Zenith Quality -Engineered Antenna!

Model 973-94
designed for far fringe areas

Exciting Surprises
for You-

and Your Family!
Fun for all!

Get the details
at your Zenith
Distributor's

Parts Department.

These features help a Zenith outdoor antenna pro-
vide the superior reception that makes for satisfied
customers:

 Capacitor coupled cap -electronic VHF dipoles.
 Tapered UHF grid driver.
 Staggered square UHF directors.
 Low -impedance, triple boom construction.

You can choose from twelve all -new Zenith VHF/
UHF/FM or VHF/FM antennas. All are gold color
alodized aluminum for better conductivity, greater
corrosion resistance and longer service.

Ask your Zenith distributor for a free technical man-
ual. He has charted the reception characteristics of
your area, so he can recommend the best antenna
for each installation.

WHY NOT SELL THE BEST

irot...74171W
The quality goes in before
the name goes on

. . . for more details circle 133 on postcard
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when the cable

goes down the

gutter...does the

picture go down

the drain?
Not with Columbia Wire's new
ultra -low loss shielded
Permafoam transmission
cable! You can tape it to the
antenna mast . . . run it along

gutters . . . tape it to down-

spouts . . lead it in by the
quickest, easiest route
and there's never any pickup
interference! And the antenna
terminals are already installed
for you ... so you get the job
done faster than you ever have

before .. . easily terminated

Shielded Permafoam cable

makes set hookup more
profitable. Ask for a spec sheet

at your distributor.

Mt=
Available in 50', 75' and 100'
coils - 500' spools and
1000' reels.

COLUMBIA
ELECTRONIC CABLES

(formerly Columbia Wire Products,
Chicago, Ill.)

150 HAMLET AVENUE
WOONSOCKET, RHODE ISLAND 02895

Telex No. 92-7786
Phone No. (401) 767-2800

YOU'VE COME A LONG WAY

els

In my travels around the country visiting with you
and our other readers, I can't help but be impressed
with the evolution that has taken place in TV and
radio shops during the past 10 years.

As you well know, you've come a long way.

Not only are you servicing every TV and radio set
sold-but you're also selling a heck of a lot of them.

The average TV -radio shop I see today has four or
five times the floor space of a decade ago. Most have bright and inviting
store fronts, show rooms with every conceivable type of home entertain-
ment electronic equipment. Big and efficient service departments have
inventories of replacement parts that would have staggered the imagi-
nation of the technician 10 years back.

Not only is today's shop owner a good technician, he's also a good
salesman. As service dealers, your advice and recommendations are
sougnt by consumers. Your customers have confidence in your techni-
cal knowledge.

In recognition of this evolution among TV -radio shops, we changed our
name one year ago this issue. We added the word "DEALER" and be-
came ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER. We feel this title more ac-
curately reflects your role as TV -radio sales and service specialists.

Our goal was, and continues to be, to provide you with the best techni-
cal and servicing know-how available-but at the same time, to expand
our information to cover your business in its widest definition ... sales
as well as service.

Your response to our program has been gratifying. We thank you. ELEC-
TRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER today reaches more TV -radio shops
than any other publication in the world.

We're proud of our readers-the owners and technicians of the TV -radio
shops. We're proud of the fact too that last year more advertisers car-
ried more advertising in ET/ D than any other TV -radio servicing maga-
zine in the world.

Thanks for making it all possible.

Hugh "Scotty" Wallace

Cordially,

Publisher
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER

. . . for more details circle 107 on postcard
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PART 1

Johnson Messenger 323,
a 23 channel

solid-state SSB CB
transceiver for two

channel operation.

ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN / DEALER

JANUARY. 1969

Two -Way
Radio on
The Go
 New concepts in circuit de-

sign and more frequent use of
solid-state components in CB
transceivers warrant a general
re-evaluation of service proce-
dures and test instruments.

Because of the scope of two-
way radio ser-
vicing, this art-
icle confines it-
self to CB trans-
ceivers and the
test instru-
ments neces-
sary for ser-
vice. Busi-
ness / industrial
two-way radio
with its own
special breed of
test procedures
and instru-
ments, will be

covered in subsequent articles.

Who Can Service CB Radio?

The best man to service any
two-way radio is the qualified,
licensed (1st or 2nd class FCC
radio telephone) and properly
equipped technician. That's
a line full of qualifications, but
in actual theory, the best quali-
fied service technician is not
always the man who repairs
the radio. This is especially true

of CB radio because everyone
and anyone can own a unit with
no special requirements other
than having a use for it, a license
and money for equipment. There-
fore as a service technician you
may find yourself working on a
CB transceiver which has been
modified, incorrectly aligned or
"operator repaired" with wrong
parts and valves.

There are a number of legal
maintenance repairs that an
owner, without a 1st or 2nd class
FCC license, can make to his
transceiver. Generally, these
repairs are those which do not
affect the operation or legal toler-
ance of the transmitted signal.
For example, a CB operator
may replace defective parts
in the receiver and power sup-
ply. He may replace fuses, lamps,
transistors, capacitors and diodes
even in the transmitter-pro-
viding that he does not tamper
with adjustments which affect
the legal transmitter frequency
or power limits.

Transistor and coil replace-
ments in most transmitter oscil-
lator and power circuits require
retuning of the transmitter.
Only properly licensed personnel
make these adjustments. How -
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Amphenol Model 750,
six channel 5w AM
transceiverfor CB mobile
or marine use with

speaker mike
combination

Hallicrafters Model
CB20, five channel,
5w solid-state AM
transceiver features

diode switching.

PLUG TO >
MATE WITH
TRANSCEIVER
ANT JACK

IN34A

<SOCKET TO MATE
WITH PLUG ON ANT. 0
CABLE

I

Ur

Schematic diagram of peak reading probe.

ever, don't be surprised if dur-
ing repair you find the trans-
mitter coils incorrectly aligned.

Test Instrument Requirements

There is a great
variety in test in-
struments - and
test instrument
budgets. We men-
tioned earlier that
the new circuit
designs in solid-
state units requir-
ed new test instru-
ments. You can
no longer service
the modern CB

transceiver with a wet finger
and a VOM. But this doesn't.
mean you have to spend $10,000
on test instruments. Many exist-
ing TV -radio service shops are
already well equipped with the

basic needs such
as an oscilloscope,
ac meter, audio
generator and dc
power supply.
Some inexpensive
but helpful in-
struments for ser-
vice might include
a transistorized

audio signal injector and a trans-
istorized RF oscillator. An inex-
pensive battery -operated trans-
istor oscillator can be obtained for
on -channel receiver tests with
crystals for any channel. Fig.
1 and 2 are schematics of two
simple test jigs you may find
useful.

The bulk of the CB transceivers
are AM, multi -channeled transis-

TO 20,000
,OHMS PER
VOLT VOM

torized units. Some of these
utilize frequency synthesis to
obtain 23 channels using only
10 crystals, a couple of oscillators
and a mixer. This provides "sim-
plex" operation -the transmitter
and receiver use the same crys-
tals. Servicing transceivers of
this type requires circuit knowl-
edge and more sophisticated
test instruments. The use of
SSB (Single Side Band) trans-
mission in some CB units also
presents some interesting ser-
vice techniques new to some
of the AM boys, and again, re-
quires additional circuit
standing.

A relatively complete test
instrument list for AM multi-
channel, synthesized and SSB
transceivers follows:

- RF signal generator with
provision for 30 percent modu-
lation at 1000Hz.

- RF wattmeter -0 to 5w nor-
mal ohm

- 50 dummy load (may be
built into wattmeter)

- Frequency counter or equi-
valent

- DC power supply -0 to 15v,
3a minimum, regulated and fil-
tered

- DC-VTVM
- AC-VTVM
- DC ammeter 0 -la
- Audio generator (two re-

quired for SSB)
- VTVM with RF probe
- VOM-20k per volt
- Miscellaneous alignment tools
- Miscellaneous resistors, ca-

pacitors and clip leads
-5011 6db pad
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Solid -State Servicing

Solid-state CB transceivers
normally operate from 12 to
13.8 vdc sources with the excep-
tion of walkie-talkies. Tube type
transceivers may operate from
eithei 12 vdc or 117vac depend-
ing on the model. The difference
in the operating voltages of tube
and solid-state transceivers is
only one factor. Solid-state cir-
cuits are normally mounted on
an epoxy board with a thin layer
of copper providing the circuit
connections and care should
be used during component removal
and replacement to prevent
lifting the copper from the board.
The solid-state devices them-
selves are susceptible to extreme
heat and also require some pre-
caution when soldering. A low
wattage soldering iron is gen-
erally acceptable.

When replacing diodes or
other components subject to
thermal damage, it is best to
use a "heat sink." This can be
an ordinary alligator clip attached
to the component's lead between
the soldering point and the com-
ponent. Another useful tool for
solid-state repair is a "solder
sipper" for removing molten
solder during component replace-
ment.

A common design in trans-
istorized transceivers is "float-
ing" circuit voltages. Many of the
transistorized units which oper-
ate directly from 12vdc are de-
signed with circuit voltages above
common ground. One of the
reasons is that it provides for
operation from negative or pos-
itive de ground. However, it
also means that test instrument

10K GAIN
CONTROL

1, ;TO
AUDIO
INPUT

GROUND

connections and polarity must
follow certain precautions.

In many units, the circuit ground
is B (+ l2vdc) and B- is the sup-
ply voltage. The metal chassis rails
supporting the circuit board
and the cabi-
net are both
at common chas-
sis ground. The
point here is
that there are
two grounds:
circuit gt.ound
(B+ ) and chassis
ground.

Test instru-
ments may be
of the grounded
or ungrounded
types. Your bench power supply
normally provides minus and
positive de voltages, neither
of which is common to chassis
ground and you simply connect
positive and negative leads to
their respective inputs. How-
ever, the ground lead on an
audio generator or VTVM may
be at Chassis ground potential
and requiie iso-
lation or connec-
tion to a parti-
cular test point
in the trans-
ceiver. See Fig.
3 for typical
test instrument
connection to a
transceiver with
"floating" circuit potentials.
Before making any connections
to the transceiver, read the
manufacturer's service instruc-
tions and look over the sche-
matic diagram. Many schema-
tics have test instrument con-
nections listed as foot notes
which may indicate that

Courier Traveller. 23
chznnel solid-state
transceiver using
frequency synthesizing
networks

Allied Radio Model
A-2530 CB transceiver
for ten channel AM
operation includes ac
and dc power
supplies.
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a signal generator ground lead
must connect to an IF can shield,
a part of the chassis mounting
rail or to the metal ring of an
earphone jack. It will pay you
to observe the recommendations
indicated in the transceiver's
service instructions.
Transistor Tests

Transistor voltages, much
like tubes, can frequently help
to isolate a defective stage. If
the transistor emitter voltage
is higher than normal or there
is no voltage difference between
the base and emitter, chances
are you have an open bypass
capacitor or an open emitter
resistor.

A low emitter voltage indi-
cates an open transformer or
defective transistor. If the collec-
tor voltage is low or equals the
emitter voltage, it indicates
a leaky or shorted transistor.
Zero collector voltage could indi-
cate an open transformer or
decoupling resistor.
Receiver Troubleshooting

After you have familiarized
yourself with the transceiver
schematic and general circuit
board layout, you can apply your
troubleshooting skills.

Some of the major receiver
problems you are likely to en-
counter are: receiver dead, no
audio or audio distorted, no
squelch action and low sensi-
tivity.

There are, of course, other

SPKR

UNGROUNDED

GROUND LEAD
TO 8+ COMMON

TRANSMITTER
CURRENT TEST
CONNECTION

A C-VTVM

common ailments such as "noisy"
and "weak," but many times
symptoms of this type are caused
by poor connections, interference
or defective antennas and in-
stallations.

Before troubleshooting a CB
transceiver, it would be wise
to first determine whether the
problem is in the unit itself or
in the installation. Connect the
transmitter to a proper load
or antenna with some means
of checking transmitter power.
Connect the de power supply
(if needed) and switch the trans-
ceiver on. Check for normal cur-
rent drain, squelch, volume and
transmitter output.

once you determine what
is wrong with the unit, you cdn
make the necessary voltage,
current and gain tests according
to the manufacturer's specifi-
cations. Start with a visual in-
spection of the unit. Look for
broken leads, cracked circuit
boards, burned components and
poor solder connections.

Most transceivers utilize some
circuits which are common to
both receiver and transmitter
such as the audio, oscillator,
antenna and power supply cir-
cuits.

Knowledge of these can shorten
troubleshooting service time.
The synthesized transmitter and
receiver circuits make use of
common oscillators and a mixer
stage to provide 23 channel op-
eration. Part 2 of this series
will continue CB servicing. O

n
SCOPE

Block diagram of test
instrument connections
for receiver
troubleshooting and
alignment.
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Rear view of chassis
showing service controls.

One hour of circuit
study could save
you money and many
hours troubleshooting

General Electric's KE Color Chassis

General Electric s Model M275EMP employing the KE color chassis.

 Recently, we unpacked a mod-
el M275EMP General Electric
TV with the new KE color chas-
sis.

Looking at the front of the
set, there was an obvious new
feature- a new automatic fine-
tuning control (AFC) which keeps
all channels "locked -on" to the
best picture. AFC is a solid-state
electronic circuit which is cus-
tomer controlled by the AFC
switch ring located behind the
volume control knob on the front
panel.

The color controls on the front
panel are positioned so that the
knob pointers are always in the
straight -up position (12 o'clock)
for color reception. Some mod-
els have the pointers set at 3
o'clock position.

Once a color program is tun-
ed in to suit the viewer, the sec-
ondary control knobs can be
pulled off and re -installed on
their respective shafts so the

Slightly more than 31
percent of all households
in the U.S. had color tele-
vision sets on Novem-
ber 1, 1968 according
to estimates made by
the National Broadcast-
ing Co.

Every year we see the
table and portable models
taking a bigger percent-
age of the total color sets
sold.

The small screen TV
sets make color TV avail-
able to families who could
never afford the larger
consoles and many are
buying the small screen
as a second set.

To make the new cir-
cuits easier to understand
we will look into a new
table model color set.

knobs all point in the same dir-
ection. This feature simplifies
restoring correct knob adjust-
ments for subsequent color pro-
grams.

The controls located on the
chassis rear apron are: circuit
breaker, Insta-Color switch,
horizontal hold, HV adjustment,
efficiency coil and pincushion
phasing is on the chassis top
between the horizontal center-
ing and focus controls which
protrude from the rear of the
high voltage cage. All other con-
trols are on an etched circuit
board called the "Set -Up" board.

The vertical centering con-
trol replaces the fixed resistor
in KD chassis which required
changing wire connections to
achieve vertical centering.

The KE chassis is used in all
1969 General Electric large screen
color TV models.

Picture tube sizes are 18, 20
and 23 in. diagonal picture mea-
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surement. All picture tubes have
integral implosion protection and
rare earth phosphors.

A new device called a "Grip -
let" is used in many of the com-
ponent mounting holes in the
circuit board (shown in Fig. 1).
The Griplet looks like a n eye-
let but has a grip inside o hold
certain components firmly in
place during the automatic solder-
ing operation at the factory.

If the component is replac-
ed without removing the chas-
sis from the cabinet, clip the
component leads close and sold-
er the new component leads
to the leads remaining in the
Griplet.

Most of the circuits employ-
ed in the KE chassis are the
same as the preceding KD chas-
sis.

We will cover some of the
new circuit differences between
the KD and KE chassis.

Fig. 1 --The Griplet, similar
eyelet, has a grip inside holding com-
ponents during the solder operation
at the factory.

to an

Automatic Fine -Tuning Control

The Automatic Fine-tuning
Control (AFC) is a new feature
in General Electric color tele-
vision receivers. The purpose
of the AFC circuit is to produce
a correction voltage to adjust
a mistuned local oscillator fre-
quency in the tuner and place
the picture carrier at 45.75MHz
in the IF pass -band. A picture
fine-tuned into sound (crystal-
lization) will produce a positive
dc correction voltage to increase
the capacity in the tuner oscil-
lator which lowers the frequency
of the oscillator and places the

picture carrier back at 45.75MHz
in the IF passband. Likewise,
fine-tuning the picture into smear
will produce a negative de correc-
tion voltage to return the pic-
ture carrier to 45.75MHz.

By analyzing the circuit of
the AFC module it will be shown
how the correction voltage is
developed. The module consists
of an amplifier and a discrimina-
tor.

IF energy is coupled from
the plate of the 3rd IF ampli-
fier V5 to the AFC input, or take-
off coil, L350 by the capacity
(.17pf) of R314, a 1M, 1/4w Al-
len-Bradley resistor. The ca-
pacity must be very small to
eliminate interaction between
the IF amplifier and L350. If
the capacity were large, tun-
ing of L350 would upset align-
ment of the IF passband. L350
is tuned near 46MHz to shape
the overall discriminator curve.

The signal, through C351 to
the base, is amplified by Q351
to the primary of the discrimina-
tor transformer T351 which
is tuned to 45.75HMz. Inductive
and capacitive coupling trans-
form the signal from the primary
to the secondary of T351 which
is also tuned to 45.75MHz. Ca-
pacitive coupling is from the
high impedance end of T351
primary to one end of T351 sec-
ondary through C357 and to
the other end through C358.

At this point we could say
that a discriminator is a form
of phase dptector comparing
the phase of the signal at the
primary with the phase of the
signal at the secondary of the
discriminator transformer. The
phase relationships that exist
in the circuit are very complex
and beyond the scope of this
analysis.

The secondary circuit is strict-
ly ac as there is no de supply
or dc return although a dc volt-
age is developed. The two dis-
criminator diodes CR351 and
CR352 are connected back to
back because their cathodes
are connected by C359. With

this configuration, when one
diode conducts the other diode
is cut off. Since there is no de
return, each of the diode loads
R355, and R356 must be con-
nected in parallel with the op-
posite diode so that electrons
can flow through the entire sec-
ondary circuit when one diode
is cut off.

With 45.75MHz energy fed
through the circuit, and with
the primary and secondary of
T351 tuned to 45.75MHz, both
ends of the secondary are in

phase by capacitive coupling
of the common signal source
through C357 and C358. With
no phase difference, no voltage
is developed across the secondary
winding, resulting in zero volts
output from the discriminator.

If a higher frequency, say
46.0 MHz, is fed through the
45.75MHz tuned circuit, induc-
tive coupling of the higher fre-
quency signal from primary
to secondary produces a phase
shift which unbalances the phase
relationship at the secondary
in direction to produce a posi-
tive voltage which is rectified
by CR351 while CR352 is cut
off. Electron flow is from C359
through C351, T351 and R356
to the other plate of C359. C359,
R357, C360, R358 and C74 (at
the defeat switch) filter RF from
the output and C74 becomes
charged to act as an effective
positive (relative to ground)
bias battery across the variable
capacitor diodes in the tuner.

If a lower frequency, 45.5MHz,
is fed through the 45.75MHz
tuned circuit, the process is re-
versed and a positive voltage
is produced at the other end
of the secondary winding which
is rectified by CR352. Electron
flow is from C359 through CR352,
T351 and R355 to C359. C74 now
has a negative (relative to ground)
charge and becomes a negative
bias source across the variable
capacitor diodes in the tuner.

Now that the correction volt-
age has been developed it re-
mains to see how this voltage
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Fig. 2 --Block diagram and
response curves of the AFC
system
employed in the KE chassis.

corrects frequency error at the
tuners.

Refer to the block diagram
and response curves in Fig. 2.
An incoming picture signal mixes
with the local oscillator in the
tuner to produce an intermedi-
ate frequency picture signal.
This signal is amplified in the
video IF amplifier: The signal
is taken from the plate of the
3rd video IF amplifier V5 and
fed through R314, a 1M 1/4w
Allen-Bradley resistor with a
capacity of .17pf., to the input
of the AFC circuit just describ-
ed. The output of the AFC cir-
cuit is a correction voltage us-
ed to correct the frequency of
an incorrectly tuned oscillator.
This correction voltage is fed
to the back biased variable ca-
pacitor diodes: BA142 in the
VHF tuner and CR2 in the UHF
tuner.

If the fine tuning control has
been adjusted properly for best
picture, the tuner oscillator mix-
ing with the incoming signal
will produce a picture IF of 45.75
MHz at the crossover on the dis-
criminator response and the
correction voltage output is zero.

If the fine tuning is mistun-
ed towards audio (crystalliza-
tion), the oscillator is higher
in frequency and will produce
a higher picture IF, 46.0MHz.
This is in the positive direction
on the discriminator response
curve and will produce a posi-
tive correction voltage. The
positive voltage applied to the
variable capacitor diode will
decrease the voltage across the
diode (the difference between
the back bias and the correc-
tion voltage). The reduced volt-
age across the diode causes an
increase in its capacity to low-
er the frequency of the tuner
oscillator, since the capacity
of the diode is connected to the
tuner oscillator, to lower the
picture IF to 45.75MHz.

In the same manner, if the
fine tuning is misadjusted to-
ward smear, a lower frequency
IF picture carrier will be pro-
duced about 45.5MHz and a neg-
ative correction voltage will
adjust the diode to a lower ca-
pacity which will increase the
frequency of the tuner oscilla-
tor and increase the picture IF
to 45.75MHz.

However, the system is not
quite as ideal as it appears. In
the mistuned conditions des-
cribed above, as soon as the Cor-
rection voltage retunes the os-
cillator to produce a 45.75MHz
IF there is obviously no correc-
tion voltage and-with the tun-
er oscillator still mistuned-a
correction voltage is again pro-
duced. In other words, when
the oscillator is mistuned, the
system "hunts" and the correct-
ed oscillator never quite pro-
duces an IF of 45.75MHz. In
fact, the more the oscillator is
mistuned, the less will be the
amount of correction.
Chroma Detectors and
Color Difference Amplifiers

There are two main design
changes in the circuits between
the KE and KD chassis. These
are the addition of low pass filt-
ers L711 and L712 in the grid
circuits of the R -Y* and B -Y col-
or difference amplifiers, and
the method of obtaining the G -

Y color difference signal.
The low  pass filters (shown

in Fig. 3) have been added to
remove any 3:58VHz in the pic-
ture and reduce 3.58MHz radia-
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Fig. 3 --Low pass filters are added in the grid circuits of the R -Y and B -Y color
difference amplifiers.

tion from the chassis. The filt-
ers in the KD plate circuits were
deleted in the KE chassis.

The method of obtaining the
G -Y color difference signal in
the KE chassis is different than
the method used in the KD chas-
sis. The G -Y demodulator has
been abandoned in favor of ma-
trixing the proper proportions
of R -Y and B -Y to form -(G-Y)
at the grid of the G -Y color dif-
ference amplifier. The -(G-Y)
at the grid becomes G -Y at the
plate. The actual proportions
are: -(G-Y) =.51 (R -Y) + .186
(B -Y).

The R -Y and B -Y components
are obtained from the plates
of their respective color differ-
ence amplifiers and fed through
RC networks to the matrix re-
sistor R741. The proper prop-
ortions of R -Y and B -Y are de-
termined primarily by the ra-
tio of resistors R740 and R742.
The matrixed signal is coupled
through C738 to the grid of the
G -Y amplifier.

Horizontal Output
and High Voltage

There is only one change in
these circuits. V14, the horizon-
tal output tube, is a 6LB6. This
tube has a greater reliability
with its lower drive requirements,
lower screen voltage and high-
er dissipation rating.

The thermostat CB102 (shown
in Fig. 4) is mounted on the set-
up board adjacent to the glass
envelope of the horizontal out-
put tube V14.

The thermostat is connect-
ed in series with the ground-
ed cathode lead of V14. The ca-
thode is connected to the top
terminal of CB102 and the bot-
tom terminal is connected to
chassis ground.

Abnormal heat from the glass
envelope of V14 will cause the
thermostat to open and V14
will become inoperative because
of its open cathode circuit. Ab-
normal heat would be caused
by either a failure of V14 itself
or a malfunction in its input or

output circuits such as loss of
grid drive from the horizontal
oscillator, a defective regula-
tor tube, sweep transformer
or other components.

When the temperature of
V14 returns to normal, the ther-
mostat will continue to cycle
on and off until the trouble in
the horizontal circuits is cor-
rected.

B ± Power Supply

A new B+ power supply has
been designed for the KE chas-
sis. In the KD chassis, a bridge
rectifier produced 400 vdc with
lower voltages derived from
high wattage, power consum-
ing dropping resistors. In the
KE chassis, the power trans-
former has been designed to
accomodate three separate
rectifier circuits to produce 400,
285 and 18v. Lower voltages
are derived from taps in the
filter networks. With this cir-
cuit, many of the power consum-
ing resistors used in the KD
chassis have been eliminated.
Although more power is con-
sumed in the KE operating cir-
cuits than in the KD, the pow-
er transformer supplies less
power and runs cooler.

It was determined that a more
efficient degaussing system
'would result if the currents
through the coil were symmetri-
cal-the same during each cycle.

The power supply is balanced
for current through the degauss-
ing coil. The power transform-
er features a secondary wind-
ing split at the center into two
equal windings. A tap on each
winding provides a source for
full wave rectification of the
285v supply. This replaces the
half wave system used in the
first power supply. The degauss-
ing circuit is connected between
the center terminations of the
two secondary windings.

A simplified schematic dia-
gram of the balanced power
supply is- shown if Fig. 5.

The three dc power sources
are all derived from full wave
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rectifier systems. Therefore,
with the degaussing circuit con-
nected in the center of the com-
plete system at the junction
of the two secondary windings,
all of the current from both the
negative and positive half cycles
flows through the degaussing
coil when the receiver is first
turned on.

Two 160 fl resistors, R154 and
R160, are connected in series
across the degaussing coil
L111 to connect the two secon-
dary windings together and
provide a connection for CR108
at the center of the secondary
winding without creating a short
circuit across L111.

When the receiver is first
turned on, RG102 is cold. And
at a high resistance, most of
the current flows through the
low resistance of the degauss-
ing coil. The small current through
RG102 causes it to heat and
since it is a negative coefficient
device, its resistance becomes
lower and the current increases
through RG102. Finally, the
resistance of RG102 becomes
so low that the small current
flowing in L111 is switched off
by VDR101. The low resistance
of RG102 is now effectively a
short circuit connecting the two
secondary windings together

and connecting R154 and R160
in parallel at son. This re-
sistance is equal to the 80
II surge resistor R154 in the
first power supply and serves
the same function.

In the new power supply, 285v
is obtained by full wave recti-
fication. This full wave system
operates in a different manner
than a conventional center tap-
ped system because the return
circuit is through the bridge
Fig. 4 --The horizontal output
thermostat is shown mounted
on the setup board.

Fig. 5 --Simplified
schematic of the later
balanced power supply.

rectifier diodes. CR110 func-
tions from the potential exist-
ing between terminals 1 and
3. Current flow for one half cycle
would then be from terminal
2 through CR110, RL2 and CR107
to terminal 4. In like manner
on the other half cycle, current
flows from terminal 3 through
CR109, RL2 and CR105 to termin-
al 1.

It appears that both CR109
and CR110 might conduct at
the same time since both diodes
are included in the circuit for
each half cycle of rectification.
This is true, but only for a short
time when the power supply
is initially turned on and no
charge is on C152A. For instance,
when CR110 is functioning as
previously described, the poten-
tial between terminals 3 and 4
on CR109 is very small compared
with the potential on CR110
Initially, both diodes do conduct
at the same time with no charge
on C152A. As C152A becomes
charged, it reaches a potential
which exceeds that between
terminals 3 and 4 resulting in
CR109 being cut off. C152A at-
tains its full charge and CR110
continues to rectify one half
cycle. The same conditions apply
to the rectification of the oth-
er half of the cycle. 
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SOLVING
COLOR
PROBLEMS

Apply basic circuit knowledge and the

scope for faster trouble shooting procedures

 More and more color TV sets
are being sold and records show
that the ratio of color TV calls
is often high in comparison to
B/W sets.

In most cases the public will
spend more money keeping color
sets operating than on the B/W
sets. So if the technician is not
keeping up with color servic-
ing, he is missing many busi-
ness opportunities.

Many customers will call the
color television service technic-
ian to service both their color
sets and their B/W sets, rather
than call their "old" serviceman
who never learned to service
color sets.

In order for a techni-
cian to effectively
troubleshoot and re-
pair a color TV, there
are certain require-
ments that he must

fulfill. First, he must have a basic
knowledge of the circuits in a
color chassis, then he needs the
necessary tools and test equip-

ment for
proper
servicing.

It is pos-
sible to re-
pair color

receivers without special equip-
ment or perform convergence
adjustments with the "eyeball"
method, but with proper equip-
ment the job can be done more
accurately and faster.

The following actual color
problems were solved in a short
time by studying the circuits
and using proper test instru-
ments.

The Case of the Missing Green

A Motorola color chassis TS908/
Y was brought in for service
with the green color complete-
ly out. All tubes including the
CRT were tested and all volt-

ages checked normal with a
VTVM.

A color bar generator was
connected to the antenna term-
inals and set to produce a col-
or bar pattern. A check of the
color bar pattern confirmed the
green color bars were missing
and in their place were blue bars,
but none of the blue bars appear-
ed correctly.

Going through the color cir-
cuits, all of the key points were
checked with the scope. At the
cathode, pin seven of the 6BL8
Z blue demodulator, the 3.58MHz
CW signal was missing. This
normally is a 10v P -P CW sig-
nal. The waveshapes at the B-
Y and G -Y amplifiers were identi-
cal. Checking pin four on the
reference coil, we still didn't
have signal. We then connect-
ed a .0010 capacitor from pin
four and five of the coil (shown
in Fig. 1) for a quick check and
the green came in strong. A
new coil was ordered, and when
replaced and aligned, all colors
were back to normal. Total bench
time to isolate this trouble was
five minutes. A good scope on
your bench and the right know-
how can be a money making
combination. A VTVM was us-
ed to compare the voltages on
both cathodes of the X and Z
demodulators, the result both
measured 1.5v, which was not
much of a clue.

Fading Color and Brightness
Level

You may have had a few in-
termittent problems like the
one in this RCA Victor CTC16
color chassis. It would act up
a few times a day and then again
might perform perfectly for
two or three days. The bright-
ness and color level would both
fade or dim at the same time.
Voltages and resistance checks
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reference coil which caused no green color.
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Fig. 3. --Partial schematic of the General Electric CB chassis showing the
shorted diode which caused saturated green. The saturated red color was
caused by a defective capacitor.

were made; then scope wave -
shapes were taken with no re-
sults. The circuit board was prob-
ed, heated and then cooled; still
no clues.

II you will study the circuits
in this color chassis that could
cause both of these troubles
at the same time, the problem
could be simplified. Referring
to the color section schematic
Fig. 2 the cathodes of the blank-
er tube V707B and the color
bandpass amplifier V701A ca-
thode are connected.

You guessed it, a cold sold-
er connection at the ground point
was causing the color and bright-
ness fade.

Saturated Green

The color service technician
tackles problems from one ex-
treme to another. This General
Electric CBchassis partial schema-
tic Fig. 3 found its way to the
service shop saturated with
green. The green screen con-
trol had little effect on the pic-
ture when gray scale tracking
was attempted. With a prob-
lem like this, first measure all
voltages at the CRT socket. We
found pin 7 green control grid
measuring about 100v too low.
This clue told us the G -Y amp-
lifier V703B was conducting
too hard and the cathode and
control grid were then measur-
ed. At the control grid a posi-
tive 6v was found, but which
should have been at zero poten-
tial. A few resistance checks
revealed that diode CR704 was
shorted. Another General Elec-
tric color chassis CB was repair-
ed a few days later that had too
much red in the picture and again
the red screen control had no
effect. Low plate voltage was
fcund on V703C R -Y color ampli-
fier. This time about 35v posi-
tive was found on the control
grid of V703C. The 200 cap-
acitor C732 had developed leak-
age. Notice 270v is applied to
the RY transformer T703 see
Fig 3. When making repairs
on the color amplifiers of the
color chassis, the red, green
and blue balance controls should
be adjusted to proper settings
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SOLVING
COLOR
PROBLEMS

as found in the service manuals.
A few General Electric CB

color chassis developed inter-
mittent color fadeout. Any col-
or chassis that uses a neon bulb
to feed the horizontal gate pulse
to the burst gate amplifier can
have this problem. See color
section schematic Fig. 3, show-
ing neon bulb N701. A close vis-
ual inspection should be made
when the set is in operation to
see if the bulb is firing and if
there is any discoloration (dark-
ness) of the bulb. These color
chassis use synchronous detec-
tors and are of the balanced diode
type. The burst signal, if induc-
tively coupled to the secondary of
T702, excites the high Q reson-
ant crystal circuit (T702, 0714,
Y701) into a sine wave oscilla-
tion. Since the burst "rings"
the crystal circuit only during
retrace time, the resulting wave -
train is decaying during trace
time. Coil L705 adjusts the amp-
litude of this sine wave train
output.

Zenith Sheet Beam High Le-
vel Demodulator Problems

Any shift in color or black
and white tracking is normally
found in the demodulator tubes
or circuits. The following prob-
lems were found in a 24NC31Z
Zenith color chassis shown in
partial schematic Fig. 4. The
same problems have been found
in other Zenith color chassis
with similar circuits.

All later chassis use a .010
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Fig. 4 --The color section of a Zenith 24NC31Z chassis showing the defec-
tive dual capacitor causing weak ret color reproduction.

screen bypass capacitor on the
demodulator tubes. If C71 shorts,
the picture will be too blue and
cannot be turned down by the
blue screen control. Leakage
in these capacitors can cause
error in the B/W tracking. Should
color roll vertically through the
picture, and the B/W picture
locks in, but has a hum bar, -sus-
pect heater to cathode leakage
in ot e of the demodulator tubes.
A normal B/W picture, but with
color rolling up or down like
a window shade, can be caus-
ed by a heater to cathode short
in color phase detector.

This color problem gave us
a merry chase and no doubt is
rare, but it may give you a clue
in finding other troubles. The
set had a complaint of weak red
color reproduction. A color bar
test pattern confirmed this. Volt-
age and scope checks were then

made but all appeared within
tolerance. Next, a complete align
ment of the color section was
made, but with no results or
improvements. All alignment
adjustments gave the proper
response and indications. A sweep
alignment check was even
made for the tuner and IF res-
ponse again with negative re-
sults. All of the trouble seem-
ed to be in the R -Y demodula-
tor but everything seemed to
check out. Then a scope check
of the cathode, pin 7 of the R -
Y demodulator tube V13 and
the correct waveshape of about
4v P -P was found. Further checks
revealed that one-half of the
C72 a .0015 pf cathode capaci-
tor (shown in Fig. 4) had open-
ed. Now should these dual units
short together (both cathodes
are in effect tied to each oth-
er), the CRT screen will turn
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Fig. 5 --Partial schematic of the audio section in the RCA Victor color ciassis
CTC5N showing the defective resistor causing audio distortion during color
programs.

a greenish cast on black and
white reproduction. Sometimes
this trouble can be an intermit-
tent condition. It is suggested
that when this dual capacitor
is replaced, use two separate
capacitors. Always be on the
lookout for those abnormal wave-

shapes with your scope.

Improper Color B/W Picture
Normal

If adjustments do not respond
as outlined in service manual,
suspect a defective injection
transformer. Also, suspect the
transformer if adjustments do
not stay accurate, or if set own-
er complains of poor color, es-
pecially on flesh tones, or yel-
lows and browns. Misalignment
of the injection transformer
can also cause this type of trouble.

A 24NC312 Zenith chassis
had weak blues and the flesh
tones could not be adjusted prop-
erly. The injection transform-
er did not seem to respond cor-
rectly to the alignment proce-
dures. A scope check at pins
1 and 2 deflectors of the B -Y
demodulator for 3.58MHz CW
drive revealed about 30v P -P.
The correct drive should have
been 111v P -P. The quadrature
coil was found to have short-
ed turns and a new one was in-
stalled producing normal col-
or.

Intermittent Color

If the color changes on the
screen during a color telecast

or intermittently cuts off and
on and all components check
out, do not overlook this pos-
sibility. If the set employs a plug
connection from the color and
tint controls like that found on
a Zenith chassis 24NC31Z, the
plug and socket with a direct
wire. These sockets have caus-
ed some tough intermittent col-
or problems that are hard to
catch.

A defective or cold solder
joint in the pin of the plug that
connects the IF cable to the VHF
or UHF tuners can cause all
sorts of problems. The color
will fade in and out, streaks and
lines may run across the screen
and sometimes you may think
the tuner is defective. If you
have any doubts, resolder this
pin for a good connection. Al-
so check for a good ground con-
nection.

Color Signal Causing Audio
Distortion

This problem occurred in an
older model RCA color chassis
CTC5N partial audio schema-
tic (shown in Fig. 5). During B/W
programs the audio was clear
but when color information was
received, the audio would be
garbled and distorted. Think-
ing back to our B/W TV service
days, it was recalled that voltage
divider type audio output sta-
ges as found in this chassis can
cause all sorts of strange trou-
bles. It was noted with a VTVM
that the plate voltage and also

control grid voltage pin 1-7 of
V204 would drop about five or
ten volts during color programs.
The set draws more current
when the color stages are ac-
tive. The resistors in this stage
were checked out and a 820K
resistor R212 had increased
in value up to 2.50M. A new 820K
resistor solved this problem. The
increased resistor value and the
drop in B+ voltage made enough
change in the tubes characteristics
curves to cause distortion of the
audio amplified signal output.

Many color TV problems have
interactions which are related
and are caused by other sections
of the receiver. This is why you
will have to study the circuits
to come up with a fast solution
for these color problems.

Saturated Red Green or Blue
Sc-een Controls Had No Effect

This trouble can be misleading
and tricky. A Westinghouse
color TV receiver and also se-
veral other brands had too much
red, green or blue in the picture
but the screen controls had nega-
tive control. All voltages right
up to the CRT socket plug checked
out okay, as did the CRT. This
trouble can be caused by an open
connection or cold solder joint
in the CRT socket itself. Some
have been found with one or
more broken or open plug pin
connections. The best solution
is to replace the complete CRT
socket and wiring harness. 
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FM
STEREO

ALIGNMENT
II A basic understanding of the
signals transmitted by the FM
station is important to FM stereo
servicing.

The FCC required that a com-
patible method of transmission
be developed to insure that ex-
isting FM monaural receivers
could still receive the normal
monaural FM with complete
response over the 50-15, 000Hz
frequency range. The final so-
lution io this problem was to
combine the right channel with
the left channel to produce a
L ±R signal and modulate the
FM transmitter with this infor-
mation (Fig. 1).

The right channel microphone,
R, and the left channel, L,

are introduced to an Adder ampli-
fier with the resulting L + R,
50-15,000Hz signal modulating
the 'reactance modulator up to
96 percent. This method meets
the FCC requirement allowing
the old non -stereo FM receivers
to receive FM without distortion
or loss of fidelity.

To introduce FM stereo, it
is necessary to obtain a separ-
ate right channel and a separ-
ate left channel with 40db separ-
ation to compare with the chan-
nel separation of a stereo re-
cording. Forty db of separation
provides for almost no cross-
talk between the channels.

Observing the polarity indi-
cations in Fig. 1, the L +R ampli-
fier is being fed the left chan-
nel signal and the right chan-

Today's standards
of FM transmission

require accurate
alignment of the

FM receivers.
Avoid problems of

inaccurate adjustment
by using proper
test instruments
and procedures

nel signals in phase. The L -R
amplifier is being fed the left
channel and right channel sig-
nals, but by passing the +R chan-
nel through a phase inverter,
the L -R amplifier is fed a + L
and a -R, producing a L -R out-
put signal. The resultant sig-
nal in both cases contains the
same frequency components
in the same amplitudes. There-
foreF they would sound the same
to the ear.

'The L -R, 50-15,000Hz signal
is then used to amplitude -modu-
late a 38kHz carrier signal. Since
this modulation occurs in a ba-
lanced modulator, the output
from this stage is a double -side -
band -suppressed carrier con-
taining supersonic ac signals
(Fig. 2) having frequency com-
ponents in the range of 23 to
53kHz. By modulating the 38kHz
carrier frequency with an ac
signal of 50-15,000Hz, the side -
bands produced would extend
15kHz above and below the car-

rier, or from 23 to 53kHz. None
of these supersonic frequencies
are audible, until they are de-
tected from the transmitted
signal in a FM MPX receiver.

The 38kHz carrier cannot
be transmitted, as it would pro-
duce an undesirable beat inter-
ference in the receiver. There-
fore, a balanced modulator is
used where the output carrier
is suppressed to less than 1 per-
cent.

Fig. 1 shows the 19kHz os-
cillator. This is the pilot sub -
carrier signal; the 19kHz sub-
carkier is not audible in the re-
ceiver. The 19kHz is used to
modulate the transmitter from
8 to 10 percent.

The multiplex modulating
signal for an FM stereo broad-
cast consists of the monaural
L +R audio ac signals, a 19kHz
ac pilot subcarrier, and the side -
nand from 23 to 53kHz, but with-
out the 38kHz carrier.

FM Stereo Receivers
Basically there are two types
of stereo converters used in
an FM receiver, the matrix type
and the switching type. Fig.
3 and 4 show simplified block
diagrams of these two circuits
which will be explained separ-
ately.

The matrix type of FM multi-
plex signal is received by an
FM receiver and is passed through
the front end and IF circuits
to the detector. The detected
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of a switching type FM receiver.

FM signal is applied to a de -em-
phasis network which rolls off
all but the L + R part of the signal,
to the monophonic circuits of
the FM receiver. The detected
signal, consisting of L +R and
the 19kHz pilot subcarrier, is
applied to the low-pass filter,
a band-pass filter and to the
desired 38kHz double R circuit.
The low-pass filter permits only
the L + R signal to pass through
(Fig. 3). The L+ R double -side -
band signal passes through the
bank -pass filter and is applied to
the balanced differential detector.

In the 19kHz filter and 38kHz
doubler circuit, the 19kHz pi-
lot signal is used to synchro-
nize the 38kHz doubler circuit
of the receiver with the suppressed
38kHz subcarrier used at the
transmitter. The 19kHz pilot
signal is then filtered out and
the 38kHz doubler signal is ap-
plied to the balanced differen-
tial detector circuit.

In the balanced differential
detector circuit, the 38kHz sig-
nal is mixed with the L -R dou-
ble-sideband signal. The resul-
ting signal is then demodulated
to produce L -R and -L +R sig-
nals. The L -R, -L R and the
L +R signals are applied to the
matrix circuit which combines
the L +R and the L -R signals.
The -R and + R signals cancel
leaving a 2L signal for the left
channel output. When the L
+R and the -L R signals are
combined in the matrix network,
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Fig. 6. Stereo output forms a circular
pattern.

Fig. 9. Multiplex circuit of the matrix type.

the + L and -L signals cancel
leaving a 2 R signal for the right
channel output.

Switching Type Receiver

In the switching type circuit,
shown in simplified blodk dia-
gram of Fig. 4, the signal from
the FM detector (L + R, L -R
double side -band, and the 19kHz
pilot subcarrier) is applied to the
switching detector circuit, the
19kHz filter and 38kHz doubler
circuits. The 19kHz pilot signal
is used to synchronize the 38kHz
doubler signal of the receiver
with the 38kHz subcarrier of
the multiplex signal. The 19kHz
pilot signal is then filtered out
and the 38k Hz subcarrier is applied
to the switching circuit. Here
it is used to synchronize the left
and right channels, switching
detectors with the incoming
waveform. This causes the switch-
ing detectors to alternately turn
on and off. The left channel de-
tector operates only when the
incoming waveform carries left
channel signal information. Con-
versely, the right channel detec-
tor operates only when the in-
coming signal contains right
channel signal information.

Measuring Channel Separation

The following test setup will
allow you to measure the per-
formance of your stereo system
as it responds to a given recording.
Connect the left channel of your
pickup or left preamp output
to the vertical input of your
scope, and connect the vertical
and horizontal inputs together.
Adjust the scope so that both
vertical and horizontal ampli-
fiers are in the ac position. Set
the horizontal gain to maximum.
Play a recording. Adjust the
vertical gain until the line on
the scope appears at a 45deg
angle. Remove the jumper be-
tween the two input connections.
Connect the right channel of
your pickup or preamp to the
horizontal input. If you play
a monaural record, the pattern
on the scope should still be a 45deg
line (Fig. 5). If the two outputs
are unequal, the line will shift
from the 45deg angle. A slight
adjustment in the balance con-
trol of your preamp will com-
pensate for most minor inbal-
ances.

When a stereo record is played
and the volume in both chan-
nels is equal, the pattern will
appear as in Fig. 6. Notice that
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the pattern is symmetrical around
a center. If the record and the
system have good separation
with sound mainly in the left
channels active, the pattern
will look like Fig. 7, more height
than width. Good separation
with sound mainly in the right
channel will make a pattern like
Fig. 8, more width than height.
These basic patterns can be used
to align multiplex units and
troubleshoot stereo equipment.

FM-Stereo Multiplex Alignment

The multiplex signal can be
used to align the coils and con-
trols of a multiplex receiver
(Fig. 9 and 10). Since all stations
do not broadcast stereo constantly,
a check with your oscilloscope will
tell you when you are receiving
multiplex information. The
scope is adjusted for a low -fre-
quency sweep and the vertical
amplifier connected to the out-
put of the ratio detector (point
A in Fig. 9). When a multiplex
broadcast signal is received,
the display will have the rib-
bon-like appearance shown in
Fig. 11 due to the 19kHz and sup-
pressed -carrier signals. The
67kHz signal for SCA will also
display this pattern. You can iden-

Fig. 7. (above) Left channel predominates
in this display.
Fig. 8. (left) Right channel predominates
in this pattern display.

tify these signals by trial align-
ment of the 67kHz trap.

In receivers, two types of
multiplex carrier generators
are used. Earlier types use a
19kHz oscillator whose output
is synchronized with the sta-
tion's pilot signal and then doubl-
ed to 38kHz. This type produces
a visible heterodyne beat when
adjusted off frequency. Later
types merely amplify the 19kHz
signal transmitted by the FM sta-
tion and double it.

The first alignment step is
adjustment of the 19kHz and
38kHz coils. The results of align-
ment are observed with the scope
adjusted for a 9.5k Hz sweep,
or one-half that of the 19kHz
pilot signal. Connect the vertical
amplifier through a low -capaci-
tance probe to the output of the
38kHz amplifier (point B in Fig.
9).

Adjust all of the coils except
the 67kHz trap for maximum
output as indicated by the pattern
height on the scope. If a low -
frequency beat is noticeable,
one of the 19kHz coils must be
readjusted for zero beat.

The 67kHz trap is the one
with the smallest coil and should
be adjusted for minimum out -

l

F g. 11. Output of the ratio detector at
points A and B, Fig. 9.

Fig. 12. Shows the 19kHz signal at point
C in Fig. 9.

Fig. 13. Shows the 19kHz signal at point
B in Fig. 9.
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FM STEREO ALIGNMENT ...

put when the receiver is tuned
to a station broadcasting SCA.
This trap prevents a hetero-
dyne squeal that Can develop
between harmonics of the 19kHz
receiver oscillator and the 67kHz
SCA subcarrier.

At this point make sure the
doubler is not tripling. Since
the scope is already connected
to point B, carefully adjust it
to show a stable pattern of four
sine waves with a low setting
of the scope sync control. Then
move the low -capacitance probe
back to the output of the 19kHz
stage (point C). If the stage is
doubling in frequency, there
will be a stable presentation
of two sine waves at point C
as shown in Fig. 12 and 13.

Next the coils are adjusted
to produce exactly the correct
phase of the 38kHz carrier. For
this test, the scope is adjusted
for external horizontal input
at niaximum gain. The horizontal
and vertical inputs (no low -capaci-
tance probe) are tied together
and a single ac signal is applied
to both. The vertical gain is ad-
justed to produce a 45deg line
on the scope screen. Then the
vertical and horizontal inputs
are separated and the vertical
input is ,connected to the out-
put of the left preamplifier, point
D. The horizontal input is con-
nected to the output of the right
preamplifier, point E.

If a monophonic signal is tuned
in, the R and L signals are the
same and a 45deg line (Fig. 5)
will appear on the scope. To
test this, turn the function switch
to an AM station. If the line is
not exactly at 45deg, the ba-
lance control on the receiver
can be adjusted to compensate
for the difference.

When a multiplex signal is
tuned in, the oscilloscope pat-
tern should appear as an ex-

panding and contracting ser-
ies of shapes. They start with
a pinpoint on the screen dur-
ing no -modulation periods and
expand to circles and ellipses
that are sometimes vertical,
sometimes horizontal, and many
times working around to the
45deg monophonic line (Fig.
6).

For this phase adjustment,
a program with a full orches-
tra which will produce a large
circular pattern as shown in
Fig. 6 is desirable. If the phase
of the 19kHz or 38kHz coil is
not correct, the circle will be
flat on one side of the 45deg
area. Adjust each coil slight-
ly to fill out the pattern equal-
ly on either side.

Adjustment of the coils at
this point is not just a simple
matter of tuning for maximum.
The oscilloscope pattern may
jump wildly. You should turn
each slug slightly and watch
for roundness.

If turned too far one way,
the scope may make a straight
45deg line. If the pattern goes
to an ellipse, the change is in
the right direction. You try to
make the ellipse a little wider
and, if you turn too much, the
ellipse may again collapse to
a straight 45deg line.

Check the receiver by tun-
ing in several multiplex stations
and make sure the receiver is
working equally well on all sta-
tions.

As with alignment jobs on
any equipment, the technician
has to develop a "know -when"
sense. Most coil adjustments,
take very little adjustment.

Multiplex circuits can be diffi-
cult to service, but using the
oscilloscope servicing technique
can make them somewhat eas-
ier and faster to troubleshoot
and align. 

Fig. 14. The top trace shows the signal
at the cathode of CR301 (Fig 10.). The
bottom display is the audio output taken
at point D in Fig. 9.

Fig. 15. The top and bottom traces are
taken at the same points as in Fig. 14
except with the scope set to a faster scan
rate.
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II Technicians and dealers
alike realize that the TV -
radio business hinges not
only on the quality of the
product being sold, but the
availability of service after
the sale. The technician,
besides being an asset to the
service business, can often
be the source of additional
sales if given the chance
and an incentive. The in-
centive can apply to service
as well as to sales, but sales
would generally be the most
rewarding and would include
items such as antennas, acc-
essories and TV -radio sets.

A program of this type
was initiated by Gene Ware of West Park TV in
Arlington, Tex. Ware started West Park TV work-
ing as a technician in his garage only five years ago
and now has sales close to half a million dollars. He
credits this impressive growth to his service depart-
ment.

TECHNICIAN
INCENTIVE

Service -dealers must rely on their

capable technicians for proper ser-

vice support. And in many shops

the technician is also in a good pos-

ition to sell, whether it be antennas,

accessories or providing leads to-

ward new TV sales. Whatever the

case, this situation can be improv-

ed by providing your technicians

with an incentive --a bonus for do-

ing better in both areas.

The Incentive Plan

"1 am first of all a technician myself," Ware ad-
mits. "I know what a good technician should be and
when I employ a man, I check not only his technical
qualities, but his attitude, appearance and his past
history. Once the man is put on the payroll he is
on a 30 -day trial period. During that time he is ju-
dged, on his ability and honesty. Consequently, I
consider my technicians among the best and believe
in allowing them to make use of their abilities."

As an incentive for his technicians to do their best,
Ware designed a plan to enhance a technician's in-
come, status and self-confidence. One of these plans
is an "incentive pay plan." "A technician earns a
dollar for every compliment he gets from a cust-
omer. He also earns a 25 percent commission on the
sale of antennas, service contracts and leads for the
sale of new TV and radio sets when the total sales
amount to more than three times his salary. In one

two -month period alone,
"Ware states, one tech-
nician's commission check
grew from $10 to $100 a
month.

"We also have a little fund
in the store called the 'Dum
Dum Fund' which applies
to all employees including
management. It lists a num-
ber of goofs which we call
dum dums and provides a
penalty for each one."

`Duni Dum Donations'

To all employees including
President and Vice presi-
dent:

1. Failure to tie down and cover set during
delivery or pickup

2. Failure to lock truck or take out equip-
ment

3. Failure to keep promise to customer
4. Failure to notify customer if call can't

be made
5. Failure to put away schematics, soft

drink bottles, coffee cups, etc.
6. Failure to complete service, delivery

or route sheet
7. Failure to keep backside of unit toward

swinging door
8. Failure to follow service procedure (in

shop)
9. Failure to get customer name for follow

up
10. Failure to keep merchandise tagged
11. Failure to return borrowed tools (re-

place same)
12. Being late to any company function

(without prior approval)
13. Failure to have check ready by 5:30 p.m.
14. Failure to turn prospect over to sales

department

1.00

1.00
.25

.10

.10

.10

.10

.10

.10
.10

.10

.10

.10

.10
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15. Failure to make follow up on sales .10

Any Compliment Received of
Customer $1.00

Technicians making house calls have their sche-
dule made out each day by a telephone secretary
who fills them but on a route sheet. "In addition,
we require each technician to fill out a daily route
sheet so we can determine how much time he has put
in." Ware explains. "At the end of the week the sheet
is tallied and used to figure the technician's commis-
sion."

The route sheet and incentive pay plan idea came
about as the result of a management seminar put
on by the National Appliance, Radio and Television
Dealers Assn. (NARTDA) which Gene Ware and
his partner, Jack Gregory attended. "Becoming
members of the trade associations has played a big
part in our succeps," Gregory admits. "We get invol-
ved in them, attend the meetings and use the advice
they have to offer." He advises other dealers to par-
ticipate in their own local trade associations.

Technicians Promote Good Customer Relations

West Park TV thrives on the theory that good
customer relations is a vital part of its service pro-
gram. "To promote this idea;" Ware stresses, "all
of our technicians are dressed in uniforms with the
man's name, the firm name and the name of the Tex-
as Electronic Assn. on his badge.

"This identification, plus the technician's uniform,
has been of great value to them. It makes them ap-
pear more professional in the eyes of the customer.
Our women customers feel safer when they recog-
nize the uniform and because their identification
is prominently displayed."

Apprentice Technician Training
The uniform alone does not make a technician.

West Park TV realizes this and sees to it that its
employees are sent to all of the training sessions
held by manufacturers and trade associations -
including those out of town.

In addition to keeping the present staff up-to-
date and being selective in his employment of skill-
ed technicians, Ware recently put into effect an
apprentice training program. The program is in
conjunction with the Industrial Cooperative Train-
ing program carried on by two of the local high
schools. Ware indicates that the program has been
very effective and that similar programs are in
effect in many cities across the country.

Cardex System Backs Service

To back up its efficient service department, West
Park TV has installed a special record system called
"Cardex." Jack Gregory believes in the theory
that "you can't sell from an empty wagon" and

inventory control is one way to insure an adequate
stock. "The Cardex system tells us what is in stock
and when to reorder. It also indicates the date
we received the merchandise, the invoice num-
ber of the bill, the date the bill was paid, serial
number of the merchandise and whether it was
sold, rented or used for demonstration."

Jack Gregory outlines some of the advantages
of the system: "It tells us on a regular monthly
basis what we have left on hand, what shortages
exist in our lines and the turnover rate per item.
Remember, you can make money buying as well
as selling. We buy in half or full carlots and part-
icipate in some of the special package programs.

All of the technicians at West Park TV are carefully selected
by Gene Ware. The men wear light gray uniforms bearing the
Texas Electronic Assn. badge with the man's name and name
of the firm on the shirt.

This also brings in additional revenue and helps
the profit picture."

Inter -Dealer Analysis

"Ours is a competitive business," Gregory con-
tinues, and if the independent dealer doesn't stay
ahead of the big chain and discount stores, he can
fall by the wayside. For that reason we are will-
ing to learn all we can from others in our business."

Going along with that line of thinking, Gene Ware
and Jack Gregory joined with some of the deal-
ers in other areas of Texas in a program of "deal-
er analysis." The dealers get together and spend
a weekend looking over one dealer's store select-
ed from their group. Often the dealers even bring
their families to make a holiday of it. But this does
not destroy the usefulness of their program which
includes evaluation not only of the store layout
and display, but the neatness and efficiency of
the employees. The visiting team offers suggest-
ions, criticism and recommendations. "We have
learned a great deal from this inter -dealer anal-
ysis," Gregory claims. "It's a good program and
anyone thinking of going into a similar one should
do so with an open mind and accept criticism.
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Clockwise starting below right:

One of West Park TV's vans is used for deliveries. There are four vehicles
in its fleet, two are radio -equipper vans for service calls, the one pictured
for delivery and one automobile for emergency transportation or delivery.
Jack Gregory (left), vice president and sales manager, is delighted over
the monthly sales report which shows the firm's expected goal of almost
half a million dollars. Facing him is Gene Ware, president of West Park TV.
Joining in their delight is the staff bookkeeper. The service department
is readily accessible to customers. A customer bringing in a portable TV
set for repair explains the symptoms to the technician. Customers are en-
couraged to visit the service shop and watch the work being done if they
desire.
Service calls are taken by a telephone secretary. The service department
manager checks the service requests which are then routed and filed in
appropriately labeled boxes on the wall. Tight inventory control is accom-
plished with a Cardex system instituted by Jack Gregory. Mrs. Ware, secre-
tary at West Park TV, is shown here with her husband, Gene, listing the ser-
ial number of newly received TV sets.
The technician apprentice training program is in full swing at West Park TV
in cooperation with the Industrial Cooperative Training program carried
on in two of the local high schools.
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Reduce call-backs and get the best in
performance by checking the cathode
current of horizontal output tubes

TEST LAB REPORT

Seco Model HC -8 Pacer
III Although current checkihg is not new, we should
be again reminded of the importance of this mea-
surement to prolong the life of horizontal output
components and improve set performance.

The new Model HC -8 current checker provides
the TV technician with a fast, positive, on -the -spot
method of optimizing horizontal output circuits.
The current checker can be placed in the output
tube circuit in seconds without disconnecting the
cathode and it will immediately indicate whether
cathode current of horizontal deflection output
tubes are within recommended limits.

The unit is valuable as a fast, accurate indicating
device while adjusting the horizontal drive and
linearity in 13/W sets and the efficiency coil in color
sets. It insures good focus, proper linearity and
stability with minimum cathode current.

The current checker virtually eliminates the
most common cause of call-backs such as: unstable
focus, shrinking picture, shifting convergence and
a number of other problems. The current check-
er should be used on the horizontal output tube,
transformer or yoke replacement jobs and before
attempting convergence.

There are a number of service adjustments that
reduce cathode current: (a) Loosening the driver
trimmer will generally reduce the cathode cur-

Seco Model HC -8 Pacer
in -circuit current

checker for horizontal
output tubes.

rent. (b) The width control will have varying de-
grees of effectiveness depending on the type of
control and circuit location. (c) "Tuning" the line-
arity coil will reveal a dip in current at a particu-
lar adjustment. Leave adjustment at or near the
dip. If a dip is not noted, adjust the slug to the lowest
cathode current. Assuming the circuit is not de-
fective in any way, linearity will automatically
be optimum. (d)Color TV sets should have the line-
arity or horizontal effeciency coil adjusted for near
minimum cathode current for maximum horizon-
tal output tube life and prolonged convergence
and focus effect.

If the usual service adjustments fail to bring
the cathode current down to a satisfactory mini-
mum, the following components should be kept
in mind as possible sources of trouble: (a) defec-
tive screen voltage resistor. (b) open screen by-
pass capacitor, (c) open cathode bypass capacitor,
(d) defective flyback transformer or yoke, (e) defec-
tive linearity or width coils or components, (f) weak
oscillator or discharge tube, (g) circuits fed from
the boost voltage.

When a new tube is installed, or before attemp-
ting convergenge of a color receiver, the cathode
current of the horizontal output tube should be
checked. The checker is priced at $34.50. MI
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Sencore Model FE16
Field Effect Meter

 With more solid-state circuits,
we have to change our approach
and employ instruments with high
input impedance on all voltage
checks to simplify servicing and
eliminate loading.

The Sencore meter combines a
number of features in a single unit
such as high input impedance on
both ac and dc voltage range, true
P -P ac ranges, zero center ranges
for solid-state servicing, dc current
ranges for general testing and steel
construction for durability.

The meter has the flexibility of a
VOM with all the advantages of a
VTV M., The FEI6 employs a bal-
anced differential amplifier with
Field Effect (FET) transistors.

Transistors TR1 and TR2 form
the differential amplifier used for dc
and ohms measurements. With no
voltage applied to the input of TR 1,
the zER0 Apj control (R31) is set
so that the voltage developed
across source resistors R14 and
R22 are equal, and no current will
flow through the meter. The pc
BAL control is used to compensate
for component tolerances. When a
dc voltage is applied to the input of
TR1, the balance between TR 1
and TR2 is upset and the meter will
indicate in proportion to the volt-
age applied. Seven dc and ac ranges
are provided with the input divider
R I through R8. Capacitors C2
through C8 compensate the divider
for ac voltages. The DC CAL control
(R 15) is an internal adjustment used

TEST LAB REPORT

TEST INSTRUMENTS
Change your approach to solid-state equipment
servicing with specialized test instruments

Sencore Model FE16 Field Effect Meter.

FE16 SPECIFICATIONS

DC VOLTS
Ranges: 0 to 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, 300 and 1000 full scale

-.5 to .5, -1.5 to 1 5, -5 to 5, -15 to 15, -50 to 50, -150 to
150 and -500 to 500 zero center scale ranges. Input Resist-
ance: 15M shunted by 14pf at jack or 37pf through cable.
Accuracy: :4_-1.5%. AC Rejection: 50 to 300 times (30 to 50db).

AC VOLTS
RMS Ranges: 0 to 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, 300 and 1000 full

scale. (P -P) Ranges: 0-2.8, 8.4, 28, 84, 280, 840 and 2800 full
scale, frequency compensated. Input Resistance: 10M shunt-
ed by 29pf at jack or 118pf through cable. Frequency Re-
sponse: Flat: 25Hz to 1MHz 3db points: 10Hz to 10MHz.
Accuracy:

OHMMETER
Ranges: 0 to 1K, 10K, 100K, 10M and 1000M. Accuracy:

7272 deg ARC.

DC CURRENT MEASUREMENTS
Ranges: 0-100µa, lma, 10ma, 100ma and la. Accuracy:

full scale. Internal Voltage Drop: 200mv.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS ON FE16
Meter: 41/2in. 100/1a --2% diode protected and isolated

from input. Multiplier Resistors: 1/2%. Ohms Battery: 1.5v
"C" cell, Eveready Type #1035 or equivalent. Power supply
battery: 9v, Eveready Type #222 or equivalent. Weight (less
batteries): 31/4 lb. Dimensions: Sin. w x 7-3/16in. h 3-1/16d.
Accessories: HV probe (39A19) extends range to 30kv.
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to calibrate the meter and a known
dc voltage is applied to the input.
When a very high voltage is applied
to the gate of TR1 (range switch set
incorrectly), diode CR7 will con-
duct and keep the voltage applied
to TR1 to a safe level to prevent
destruction of the transistor.

An 39A19 HV probe optional
accessory can be used to extend the
dc range of the meter to 30kv. It
contains a 1485M 2 percent re-
sistor to give a 100X multiplier for
any range of the meter.

Up to 10a of dc current can be
measured with the meter adaptor
made from a double %in. banana
plug and 2ft of #20 copper wire to
form the shunt. The leads carrying
the current to the shunt should be
a #14 or heavier with heavy clips
to connect into the circuit.

Very small currents nanoamps

(.001µa) can be measured using
the meter in conjunction with a 3v
battery.

Leakage currents of transistors,
diodes and leakage currents through
paper or electrolytic capacitors can
be measured.

The meter is equipped with a
shielded lead on the positive input
lead so that accurate ac measure-
ments can be made in the presence
of strong electrostatic and magnetic
fields. The shield, which is also ef-
fective on high ohms ranges, is
only connected when using the ac
volts/ohms functions and is dis-
connected when making dc meas-
urements to prevent capacitive
loading of the circuit being meas-
ured.

The meter is powered by bat-
teries and can be easily replaced
by removing a thumbscrew holding

Schematic diagram of the Model FE16 Field Effect Meter.

the battery plate in the back of the
instrument. The battery plate will
slip out exposing the batteries in
the clips on the plate.

The 9v battery used in the meter
can quickly be checked by switch-
ing the function switch to BArr
CHK position and if the battery is
good the meter will read in the
green or BATT GOOD section.

The circuits and meter of the
instrument are protected from acci-
dental overloads and application of
excessive voltages. A silicon diode
protects the transistors and circuit
from damage. The meter is pro-
tected by two diodes and a resistor.
The diodes shunt excessive current
around the meter and if the current
is excessively high or is applied for
too long a period of time, the fuse
resistor R24 will burn protecting
the meter and diodes. 
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You're making money in electronics now.

RCA offers 4 ways to make more.

Study at home ...set your own pace.
RCA Institutes has an easy approach
to bring you bigger earnings.

COLOR TV During this course you'll perform
over 50 experiments-and receive all parts and instruc-
tions to build your own color TV.

The cost of the Color TV Kit is included in the tuition-
in both the beginner's program and the advanced
course in color TV servicing.

Course is based on the latest receiver circuitry and
equipment.

FCC LICENSE TRAINING Get your
license-or your money back! We're that sure you'll
succeed with RCA Institutes Home StLdy Training.
Course is all new-both in content and in the up-to-
date method of study.

Choose the course for the FCC License you want: third,
second or first phone. If you need basic training first,
apply for the complete License Training Program.

TRANSISTORS Transistor circuitry is what
the TV repairman must cope with in most receivers to-
day. This course gives you the necessary background.

You'll discoyer ar easy way to an effective understand-
ing of sem.condLctor technology, including character-
istics of tunnel diodes, rectifiers and other solid state
devices. Transistorized TV Receiver Kits also available.

CATV TRAINING Technicians are in
short supply in CATV (Community Antenna Television
Systems).

That's because CATV is expanding, as people seek
better reception and more than local stations.

You'll receive two comprehensive lessons, covering the
practical phases of CATV systems in either the Tele-
vision Servicing or Communications courses.

WHEN YOU STUDY THROUGH RCA INSTITUTES
HOME TRAINING, YOU CAN PAY FOR LESSONS AS
YOU ORDER THEM, OR TAKE ADVANTAGE OF EASY
MONTHLY PAYMENT PLAN. LICENSED BY NEW YORK
STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT. APPROVED FOR
VETERANS. ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME
STUDY COUNCIL.

MAIL THE COUPON NOW FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

RCA State

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc., Dept. ET -19
320 West 31st Street, N.Y. 10001

Please rush me FREE illustrated catalog. I understand
that I am under no obligation, and that no salesman
will call.

Name Age
(please print)

Address

City

. . . for more details circle 126 on postcard

ZIP
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DEALER SHOWCASE
For additional information on products described in this section. circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly

Tape Recordist Starter Kit 700
To attract new recordists and to

make it easier for the neophyte to
go deeper into tape recording, a pack-
aged group of essential accessories
in a vinyl attache case is introduced.
To enhance the value of the kit, SKA-
1 for the beginner, a copy of Robins'
28 -page guide to successful tape edit-
jng and splicing is included. The bas-
ic accessories include 7in. reel with
1200ft of "Brand 5" 1.5 -mil acetate
tape, a 7in. take-up reel, a splicer with
splicing tape, 75 tape clips, six 7in.

411110446--41'

tape storage boxes, 2oz of head clean-
er, 2oz of head and guide lubricant,
180 self -adhering white title labels
and three tape editing and cueing pen-
cils. Robins.

Casseiver Compact System 701
Announced is the new 2560 Com-

pact Casseiver System. The new cas-
sette/receiver is a single unit
combining an AM/FM stereo receiver
and a professional stereo cassette re-
corder. Included in the system are a
matched pair of air -suspension speakers.
With this system, the music lover can
listen to AM, FM, FM stereo or pre-
recorded cassettes. He can also record
on cassettes from records, stereo mi-
crophones, a reel-to-reel tape recorder
or directly from the AM/FM stereo
tuner. The receiver section of the unit
features Field Effect Transistor front
end circuitry. FET circuitry is also
used in the tone control circuitry. Inte-

grated circuits are utilized in the IF
strip and in the preamplifier section.
Glass epoxy printed circuit boards and
solderless connectors are used to elimi-
nate the possibility of malfunction from
bad solder connections. The cassette
mechanism features a precision syn-
chronous ac motor for stability and to
eliminate flutter and wow. Complete
component controls include Bass,
Treble, Balance, Loudness, Input Se-
lector, Dual Record and Playback level
meters, dual level controls, digital
counter and stereo indicator light. Price
is under $400. Scott.

Portable Color TV 702
Introduced is the first model in this
new series (5062WA), called the Carry -
Color, which has a 10in. diagonal pic-
ture tube and weighs 241bs. The cab-
inet is styled to match walnut furni-
ture and to fit in any setting. It has
illuminated channel numerals, a di-
pole antenna, preset VHF fine tun-
ing and convenient finger-tip tuning
color controls. The molded plastic
cabinet is 11 3/4in. high, 17in. wide

4

an 16 1/2in. deep. The set has a 3in.
round speaker and 15kv of picture
power. Retail price is $229.95. Phil -
co -Ford.

Photo Batteries 703
Announced is a new showcase for

photo battery assortment No. PF-22.
The display can be used in three ways:
as a "standup" showcase on sturdy
metal legs; as a counter unit; or as a
wall unit. At no charge, the dealer will
receive 12 No. 222 blister packed

Premium 9v radio batteries. The dis-
play has a contemporary design with
simulated wood -grain finish. It in-
cludes a new improved tester, which

now tests radio and flashlight batteries,
as well as photo, alkaline and mercury.
There is a drawer to hold current in-
ventory, plus non -blister packed bat-
teries. Dealer assortment price $256.29.
Union Carbide.

Cassette Recorders 704
A complete cassette line is intro-

duced to compliment the existing line
of reel-to-reel and 8 track cartridge
units. One representative model weighs
51/2 lbs., is all solid-state and equipped
for AC/DC operation. It contains
many of the features normally found
only in higher priced reel-to-reel re-
corders, yet it is reportedly simple to
operate.

Walnut enclosed stereo deck mod-
els, with and without AM/FM radio
combinations, are designed to tie in

with home Hi Fi stereo components.
Complete cassette recorder/AM-FM
radio combinations in portables, wal-
nut -finished for desk use, offer off -the -
air music recording. Other features in -
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That's you. When you turn on
your B & K tester / rejuvenator.
A real customer pleaser
(even the tough ones). At
the same time, it ups your
income and quickly pays for
itself. This has been proved time
and again:

First, by showing your
customer, right in the home, the
true condition of his picture tube.
And how long it will last. (New
picture tube sales are easier to
justify when your customer is
right there to see for himself.)

Second, by rejuvenat-
ing the picture tube,
while your customer
watches, relieved
that he's been
temporarily spared
a major expense.
You can do this as
a part of your service
or for an additional
fee which you
can offer to apply
toward later

Customer Relations
Specialist.

purchase of a picture tube.
Third, by being able to test and
repair all black & white and all
color tubes, imports as well as
American, in a few minutes.
Without removing the picture tube
from the TV set.

For shop use, of course, it's a
must-for your customer's sake,
or to validate your claim on an
in -warranty picture tube.

Special B & K time -controlled
rejuvenation -process
safeguards the picture tube.

Adjustable heater
voltage is metered
and continuously
variable from 0 to

13 volts. G-1 and
G-2 voltages are
completely and

continuously variable.
All this enables you to
pinpoint the desired

voltage and make the

most accurate possible
tests, even on future CRT types.
(How's that for non -obsolescence
in an era of planned
obsolescence?)

Color picture tubes are
checked by testing each color
gun separately just as the
manufacturer would do it. (In
fact, this CRT tester has become
the commonly used diagnostic
tool of the industry.)

The B & K 465 is the
professional serviceman's tester.

If you would like to enlist the
aid of this "customer relations
specialist," see your B & K
Distributor or drop us a note and
ask for Catalog AP -24.
CRT Tester/Rejuvenator
Model 465 Net: $89.95

B & K Division of DYNASCAN CORPORATION
1801 W. Belle Plaine  Chicago, Illinois 60613

Where electronic innovation is a way of life.

. for more details circle 135 on postcard
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An Extraordinary Offer

ALL

to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN'S BOOK CLUB
for a limited time only you can obtain

(
BOOKS

. yours for only$1199
...with Trial

List Price $21.85) Club Membership

OF
THESE
UNIQUE

May we send you these three unique
servicing handbooks as part of an

unusual offer of a Trial Membership
in Electronic Technician's Book Club?

Now Ways to Diagnose Electronic Troubles

Now you can have at your fingertips,
this brand-new book, written by noted
servicing expert Jack Darr, especially
written to show you how to locate trou-
bles-FAST-in any kind of electronic
circuit. You'll literally chop trouble-
shooting time to the bone when you put
these new methods into action on your
service bench.

The author, drawing upon his many
years of analysis and experience, ex-
plains how almost any service job can
be boiled down to a logical troubleshoot-
ing sequence. Using typical schematics
for tube -type and solid-state radio and
TV sets, he shows how you can develop
a familiarity with almost any circuit.
By analyzing typical schematics, you'll
be able to find your way through even
the most complicated -looking power
supplies and associated circuits-regu-
lators, filters, voltage distribution net-
works, etc., and you'll be amazed how
simple horizontal sweep and high volt-
age circuits are! Even color sweep cir-
cuits-including high voltage supplies
-will look much different after you
read this book, as will vertical sweep,
vertical oscillator, and output stages,
video circuits (both B & W and color) .

You'll discover quick ways to check
them and learn to spot actual defects.
Color and B & W stages are simplified
to the point that locating causes of pic-
ture smear, ringing, and other normal-
ly difficult troubleshooting jobs become
as easy as 1, 2, 3.

The TV tuner, commonly avoided by
many technicians because of its "com-
plications," is exposed for what it is-a
simple set of circuits, basically. The fi-
nal two Chapters delve into those trou-
blesome AGC and sync circuits, how
they work, why they work (and don't) ,
trouble symptoms, signal tracing, etc.
What it all amounts to is, if you want
to get to the root of radio and TV prob-
lems-FAST-you must have a copy
of this book.

How to Use Your VOM, VTVM & Oscilloscope

Here is one of the finest, most practi-

cal books ever published on the subject
-contains all the data you need to get
the most of your test equipment. This
ideal guidebook emphasizes the practi-
cal aspects of troubleshooting and ser-
vicing with these three most -used test
units. Whether you want to know more
about how these instruments work, or
how to use them in everyday applica-
tions, this volume by noted author
Martin Clifford, contains the answers.
Moreover, it will be of tremendous val-
ue in helping you select the instruments
best suited to your individual needs.

Part I deals with the volt-omn-mil-
liammeter . . . explains how it works,
even down to the meter movement,
range multipliers, linear and nonlinear
scales, VOM types, etc. Gives general
guidelines for using a VOM, including
many uses and how to care for the in-
strument, and tells how to use the VOM
in troubleshooting all types of circuits,
with step-by-step procedure charts you
can refer to time and again.

Part II is devoted to the VTVM. A
complete description of VTVM types
and functions is presented, including
transistorized units. Lists VTVM ap-
plications in troubleshooting a broad
range of circuit types, from simple to
complex, and it specifies the care such
an instrument should be given. Goes
into servicing with the VTVM, pointing
out applications where the VTVM is
unique as a measuring device. Step-by-
step servicing procedure charts are also
included.

Part III discusses that versatile in-
strument, the oscilloscope. If you've
never completely understood this in-
strument, you will after you've read
this book. You'll acquire a thorough
understanding of both basic and spe-
cialized scope circuits. Even if you have
been using a scope for years, you will
learn new applications, and perhaps
truly understand the intricacies of
scope measurements for the first time.

Written in easy -to -understand lan-
guage, the 9 big Chapters are profusely
illustrated with scores of drawings,
schematics, and troubleshooting charts.
Use of this book will really help to in-
crease your test equipment knowledge
and servicing efficiency.

Easy Way to Service Radio Receivers

Here is the answer to the need for

LARGE
COUPLING CAP

IBK HF LF TO GIT
OR COOP

SCREEN SHUNT
DROPPING 22K PEAKING COIL
REs

PLATE LOAD RES

LF
ATE BYPASS CAP

PLATE
DROPPING RES

CO.:TRAST

Literally scores of easy -to -use schematic di
agrams are contained in all these new books.
(Example shown greatly reduced in size)

proven, helpful techniques which show
you how to diagnose and correct trou-
bles in any kind of AM receiver-tube
or transistor. Devoted exclusively to
servicing standard AM broadcast re-
ceivers, the content details techniques
for diagnosing and correcting troubles
in any kind of tube or transistor set.

Beginning with a description of typi-
cal receiver circuits and how they work,
succeeding Chapters describe the many
troubles that befall radio receivers,
with step-by-step procedures on how to
locate the defects most efficiently. Vir-
tually every possible symptom and com-
ponent fault is included-from dead set
to intermittent operation, from noisy
reception to distortion. To help you
speed diagnosis, author Leo Sands has
included numerous charts which list
trouble symptoms and the most prob-
able causes.

Other Chapters give complete details
on alignment, special quick -check tech-
niques, adding modifications such as
tone -control circuits, extension speak-
ers, headphones, tuning indicators,
adapters for battery -operated sets, etc.
The final Chapter is devoted to the
equipment needed and how to use it.
Special test procedures-such as the
use of substitution parts, signal trac-
ers, etc.-are also described. Keep this
book within reach and you'll be able to
quickly diagnose and repair any AM
receiver on your service bench.

Truly a useful, needed text for all
service technicians-contains just the
kind of practical, down-to-earth infor-
mation you can put to use immediately!

New Ways to Diagnose Electronic
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NEW WAY
MI/AGO

ELECTR

BY JACK DARR

 288 pages  146 illus.
 BRAND-NEW & ORIGINAL

 15 BIG Chapters
 Permanent, Hardbound Volume

Troubles, How to Use Your VOM,
VTVM & Oscilloscope, and Easy Way
to Service Radio Receivers are hand-
some, hardbound books, indicative of
the many other fine offerings made to
Members . . . important books to read
and keep . . . volumes with your spe-
cialized interests in mind.
How You Profit From Club Membership

This is just a sample of the help and
generous savings the Club offers you.
For here is a Club devoted exclusively
to seeking out only those titles of inter-
est to you as an electronic technician
(no hobby or "fringe" books are of-
fered). Membership in the Club offers
you several advantages:
L Charter Bonus: New Ways to Diag-
nose Electronic Troubles, How to Use
Your VOM, VTVM & Oscilloscope, and
Easy Way to Service Radio Receivers
carry publisher's retail price of $21.85.
But they can be yours for only $1.99
with your Trial Membership.
2. Continuous Savings: The Club guar-
antees to save you 15% to 75% on the
books you need.
3. Editorial Advisory Services: The
Club's Editorial Advisory Board selects
only the important books of direct in-
terest to you.
4. Wide Selection: Members are annu-
ally offered over 50 of the authoritative
books on all phases of electronic servic-
ing. The Club makes it a point to offer
new books, along with standard clas-
sics . . . lists books from all publishers
-not just one or two.
5. Prevents You From Missing New
Books: The Club's FREE monthly
News gives you advance notice of im-
portant new books . . . books vital to
your continued professional advance-
ment.

This extraordinary offer is intended
to prove to you, through your own ex-
perience, that these very real advan-

HOW TO USE YOUR

VOM WOW
OWN 6tUSGILliii
ill, OSCILLOSCOPE

BY
I. MARTIN

CLIFFORD

 192 pages 120 illus.
 13 Fact -Filled Chapters

 Permanent, Hardbound Volume
 Many Practical Troubleshooting Charts

tages can be yours ... that it is possible
to keep up with the professional litera-
ture published in your specific area of
interest . . . and to save substantially
while so doing.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described
in the FREE monthly Club News.
Thus, you are among the first to know
about, and to own if you desire, signifi-
cant books. You choose only the main
or alternate selection you want (or ad-
vise if you wish no book at all) by
means of a handy form and return en-
velope enclosed with the News. As part
of your Trial Membership, you need
purchase as few as four books during
the coming 12 months. You would prob-
ably buy at least this many anyway ...
without the substantial savings offered
through Club Membership.

Limited Time Offer!

Here, then, is an interesting oppor-
tunity to enroll on a trial basis . . . to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the
advantages of belonging to the only
Book Club devoted exclusively to elec-
tronic servicing. We urge you, if this
unique offer is appealing, to act
promptly, for we've reserved only a
limited number of Handbooks for new
Members.

To start your Membership on these
attractive terms, simply fill out and
mail the postage -paid Airmail card to-
day. You will receive New Ways to Di-
agnose Electronic Troubles, How to
Use Your VOM, VTVM & Oscilloscope,
and Easy Way to Service Radio Receiv-
ers for 10 -day inspection. SEND NO
MONEY. If you are not delighted with
the quality hardbound books, return
them within 10 days and your Trial
Membership will be cancelled without
cost or obligation. Electronic Techni-
cian's Book Club, Blue Ridge Summit,
Pa. 17214.

SERVICEIC RADIO-
RECEIVERS

SAM

 176 pages  over 100 illus.
 Permanent, Hardbound Volume

 Provides step-by-step procedures
 10 GIANT Chapters

homple of numerous picture trouble photos
used as a guide to circuit faults.

Typical Savings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections

Modern TV Waveform Analysis
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Servicing TV Receiver Circuits
List Price $6.95; Club Price $2.95

Jack Darr's Service Clinic
List Price $6.95; Club Price $2.95

How To Test Almost Everything Electronic
List Price $5.65; Club Price $3.95

Pinpoint Transistor Troubles in 12 Minutes
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Semiconductors From A To Z
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Modern Electronic Troubleshooting
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Maintaining Hi-Fi Equipment
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Repairing Transistor Radios
List Price $6.50; Club Price $3.50

Electronic Circuit Design Handbook
List Price $14.95; Club Price $7.95

Radio Operating Q & A
List Price $9.25; Club Price $7.95

Repairing Home Audio Systems
List Price $7.95; Club Price $6.50

Rapid TV Repair
List Price $6.95; Club Price $3.95

FET Applications Handbook
List Price $12.95; Club Price $7.95

Handbook of Semiconductor Circuits
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Pinpoint TV Troubles in 10 Minutes
List Price $6.95; Club Price $4.95

Working With The Oscilloscope
List Price $6.95; Club Price $4.95

Electronic Musical Instruments
List Price $10.00; Club Price $7.95

Basic Math for Electronics
List Price $10.75; Club Price $8.50

Practical Color TV Servicing Techniques
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

SEND NO MONEY! Simply fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today!
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DEALER SHOWCASE

elude 3 -digit tape counters, Stop/Start
microphones, push button operation,
large speakers-some with external
speakers to make a complete stereo
component system. The units are
equipped with batteries, auxiliary
cable, blank cassette, microphone and
telephone pickup ready for immediate
use. Prices start at $169.95. Roberts.

Tape Recorder 705
A new solid-state, upright portable

tape recorder emphasizing style and
performance is introduced. The Model
70L54-12 employs push-button con-
trols for record, rewind, play, fast for-
ward and stop-comparable to the type
used on the more sophisticated re-
corder models. Amplification is pro-
vided by a solid-state chassis using six
transistors, three rectifiers and three
diodes. The unit employs a 2 3/4 x 4in.
oval speaker. The recorder is finished
in black and walnut wood -grain, and
operates from either ac or six "D" cell
batteries. The unit accommodates any
size reel up to Sin. and plays or re-
cords at either 1 7/8 or 3 3/4 ips. The
unit has an electrically operated speed

selector control. Special features in-
clude a monitor -speaker switch to pro-
vide audio while recording, automatic
recording level control to maintain audio
intensity level, three -digit tape counter
with reset button, record/battery indi-
cator meter, separate volume and tone

controls, input and output jacks with
earphone, remote switch microphone
and a patch cord for recording directly
from radio or phonograph. It measures
under a foot wide, slightly more than a
foot high and 5 3/4in. deep. The ship-
ping weight is 12 lb. and the suggested
retail price is $89.95. Arvin.

Sound Columns 706
Two portable sound columns de-

signed for the music industry are in-
troduced. The sound columns are ideal
for all types of reproduction such as

voice, music, bass guitar and PA sys-
tems. The Model SB-180 features six
8in. 15w speakers; 90w RMS; 180w
peak music power; grained black vinyl
exterior; heavy duty nickel -plated
corners; black and silver grill cloth
with silver piping on front molding.
Size: 52 x 13 1/2 x 8in. The Model SB-
250 features four 12in. 30w speakers;
120w RMS; 250w peak music pow -

ARE YOU CASHING -IN

ON THE PROFITABLE p

2 -WAY RADIO SERVICE BUSINESS?

* Motorola will train you for this rewarding, elite profession

* Send for our FREE EVALUATION EXAM. Prove to yourself that
you are ready to learn FM 2 -way radio servicing.

Opportunities in 2 -way radio servicing are virtually unlimited.
 Just one of the hundreds of successful Motorola Service
Stations writes, "we would be pleased to interview any graduate
of your school that has received some training in 2 -way radio
maintenance. We are an established firm, 10 years old, with
a promise of expansion governed by our ability to obtain com-
petent technicians."  Get all the facts today. There is no
obligation and no salesman will call.

MMOTOROLA TRAINING INSTITUTE
4545 West Augusta Blvd. Chicago 51, Illinois Dept. AEH819

Send me FREE entrance exam.
Send full details on Home Study Course on FM 2 -way Radio
Servicing

El Send me details on how you can help me prepare for an FCC
License.

Name Occupation

Address

Guty Zone State

Discriminate
Between

Desired Signal and
Unwanted Noise

FREE SP ACE

SI FADING
WI ME

AGNEI IC FATEMI
A

UHF-VHF-FMOR
Investigate now!

1°64 El OmerImo.
11anufacn,rrvi of Mc 1.4RGE1 .9,\ TENN' 1

Phone 419-693-0528

204 West Florence Street Toledo, Ohio 43605
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er. The exterior is finished to the same
specifications as the Model SB-180.
Size: 56 x 16 x 12in. Retail price of
the Model SB-180 is less than $100.
The Model SB-250 is priced at $125.
Sunburst

Clips and Insulators 707
A line of clips and insulators in three

different compact bubble -pack card

sires is introduced. The caress suggest
101 non -electric uses of clips or clamps.
The line is expected to interest radio,
audio, TV and Hi Fi fans, electrical
and electronic experimenters. Mueller.

Stereo Tape Player 708
A new home entertainment center is

introduced featuring an eight -track
cartridge stereo tape player with match-
ing walnut speakers. The entertainment

center is available in contemporary -
look walnut finish with ivory color ac-
cents. Matching speakers measure 10 x
12 x 8in. Home cartridges are adapt-
able to the Automatic -8 car tape player.
The tape player has a selector control
for automatic shut-off and continuous
playback. Playback speed is 3 3/4ips.
Two auxiliary stereo inputs make it
possible to play an AM or FM tuner
through the entertainment center
speakers. The unit features individual
controls for volume, tone and stereo
balance, with an amber program se-
lector bar which is illuminated for fast,
easy, album track selection. It also has
an effective dust guard cartridge door.
Other important features include verti-
cal -parallel head tracking and double
tape guides. Retail price $169.95.
Orrtronics.

WHERE

ACCURACY

COUNTS!

INTERNATIONAL MODEL 5000 FREQUENCY METER
measures frequencies 10 khz to 600 mhz with accuracy as close as .000125%

The Model 6000 Modular Frequency Meter will measure
frequencies 10 KHz to 600 MHz with .0001255 accuracy.
The wide variety of plug-in oscillator accessories and
range modules makes the Model 6000 adaptable to a
number of jobs in the field and in the laboratory. Port-
able, battery operated with rechargeable batteries.
Model 6000 with 601A charger, less plug-in

modules $195.00

CHARGER

RANGE MODULES (Mixers)
325.00 to $45 00 each

OSCILLATOR MODULES
(Crystal Cootroiled For
Frequency Measurement)

$30.00 to 590 00 each

. For complete information
write International today.

INTERNATIONAL

CRYSTAL. MFO. CO., INC.
10 NO LEE  OKLA CITY. OKLA 73102

. . . for more details circle 116 on postcard
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COLORFAX

ADMIRAL

Color Chassis K10 - Field Effect Transistor

Field Effect Transistors (FEI) have
three internal elements called: Source
(emitter of electrons), Drain (collector
of electrons) and Gate (electron flow
control). An FET is easier to under-
stand if one imagines a garden hose
with water flowing through it-this
would be equivalent to electron flow
from Source to Drain. By stepping on
the hose, you would restrict or shut off
the flow of water. Similarly, by apply-
ing a reverse bias to the Gate, which
is a ring of the opposite type material,
you would restrict the electron flow by
creating an internal electrostatic shield.

FET channels can be made of N or P
type material. The schematic symbol

DRAIN

AT

SOURCE

5 CHANNFI
SYMBOL

GATE

FET, N - CHANNEL

JUNCTION TYPE

DRAIN

GATE

N CHANNEL
MATERIAL

P MATERIAL

SOURCE

SOURCE

P CHANNEL

alE2L

arrow points in on the Gate for the N -
channel type. FETs normally operate
with reverse bias like a vacuum tube.
The amount of reverse bias required to
stop electron flow through the FET is
called the Pinch -Off Voltage.

The Reactance Control stage, Q17,
for the 3.58MHz color sub -carrier
oscillator in the K10 color chassis is
an N -channel, J (junction) FET. In
servicing this type of transistor, check
for the dc operating voltages given on
the schematic. Check for a dc correc-
tion voltage at the Gate when the
3.58MHz oscillator is thrown off fre-
quency.

Remember that this type of transistor
can be damaged by a static discharge
or an arc, and that its amplification can
decrease like that of a vacuum tube.

Color TV Chassis K10- Description Of
Color Circuits

Burst Assuranc e
The first bandpass amplifier Q13

must be turned on during each horizon-
tal blanking pulse (retrace) of a B/W
program so the set will automatically
sense the presence of a 3.58MHz burst

signal when it is transmitted. When a
chroma signal is received, burst will be
passed on to the burst amplifier base.

The circuit consists of a burst gating
diode CRC19 and clamping diode
CRC32. These diodes operate with a
positive pulse from the horizontal out -

c 013

BURST GTE
DIODE

r

ICC SMIRCS7 RC 21

IA!

BANDPASS

RC20 AMP3-n

RA SV UL_OR

put transformer. The positive pulse will
forward bias CRC19. CRC32 has its
cathode connected to a 6.5vdc source
causing horizontal pulses over 6.6v to
forward bias it. The pulse amplitude
above 6.6v is clipped off and is not
passed by CRC19. The pulse that gets
to the base of the 1st bandpass ampli-
fier is sufficient to turn on the tran-
sistor.

Burst Amplifier
The burst amplifier, Q12, conducts

only during the latter part of the hori-
zontal retrace time. If a color burst
signal is present, it will be amplified.
Horizontal pulses are provided by the
horizontal section and burst signal is
provided by the first bandpass collec-
tor. TC14 (burst transformer) in the
collector circuit is tuned to 3.58MHz,
the burst frequency, to prevent the un-
wanted horizontal pulse from reaching
the collector circuit.

Color Phase Detector
Because the color demodulators op-

erate as precise electronic switches,
the subcarrier must be re-established

FONT ARO.

to provide precise timing. Burst from
the station is picked off by sampling
the horizontal blanking pedestal with

the keyed burst amplifier, Q12. When
burst is present, it is amplified and drives
phase detectors C R D16, C R D17. At
this point, the incoming burst is com-
pared in quadrature with the returning
3.58MHz sinewave from feedback am-
plifier, Q19. Any unequal conduction
of these diodes will produce a dc cor-
rection voltage for the reactance con-
trol stage, Q17.

3.58MHz Reactance Control
Q17 is an N -channel junction -type

field-effect transistor operating as a

017 018
3311,013

°SCALA°.

R047

reactance stage to synch the phase and
frequency of the 3.58MHz subcarrier
oscillator with that of the station. As
with any reactance stage, the device
appears as a parasite on the main reso-
nant circuit, in this case, the 3.58MHz
crystal circuit. Varying either the feed-
back correction voltage from the color
phase detector or the reactance con-
trol, RD38, will vary the conduction
of Q 17 and alter the "tuning" of this
apparently resonant circuit. Thus, the
oscillator's phase will be automatically
corrected.

3.58MHz Reference Oscillator
A 3.58MHz sinewave signal of the

exact phase and frequency as that of
the transmitted signal is produced by
the oscillator stage, Q 18, and timed by
crystal YD43.

CDSO

1 14,

V1143

2-1
PROS.
REACTANCE
STAGE

CD.

7°

CDS1

RDAS 21S RDAS

/RD.

0113

3 58 MHZ 05C

AC GROUND
RETURN

ROSS

3 WINNE
OUTPUT TO
DEMODULATORS

The inductance of the crystal itself
with CD41, CD45 and CD46 forms an
oscillator tank circuit which resonates
at 3.58MHz. Working together, these
components comprise a step-up effect
between emitter and base. Since the
base -emitter circuit of Q18 behaves as
an oscillator, the emitter -collector cir-
cuit will amplify the 3.58MHz base
signal.

The oscillator operates continuously
on B/W and color programs.
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The
call
killers...
Genuine RCA replacement parts.

They're famous for silencing
customer complaints and wiping out
costly call-backs.

That's because they're specially
designed and fabricated ... every
electronic value, every material, every
mechanical dimension ... for
particular applications in specific
RCA home instruments.

In effect, they're original parts. They
restore original performance and
original customer satisfaction.

You can spread that satisfaction
around by using many of them for
universal application, too. They're
great for upgrading performance
wherever you use them.

Call your RCA distributor. He'll set
you up with a supply of the fastest
moving ones today.

Parts and Accessories, Deptford, N.J.

JANUARY 1969
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COLORFAX

TRUETONE
Color TV Model 2DC4815-

Circuit Modifications

Modification of Horizontal Output Circuit
This modification of the horizontal

output circuit decreases X-ray radia-
tion by 1/5, if the high voltage shunt
regulator is not operating. In working
condition the shunt regulators'
(6BK4A) high voltage characteristics
and other electrical characteristics are
exactly the same as those of the orig-
inal set.

The modified circuit shown works as
follows: The AGC's horizontal pulse
is rectified and added to the first grid
of the horizontal output tube 31JS6A
for control. When the shunt regulator
is working, the voltage of point (B) is

NAGA

NEW

-40v. When the shunt regulator is not
working, the voltage of point (A) in-
creases. This voltage increase at point
(A) causes the minus voltage at point
(B) to increase.

This minus voltage controls the cur-
rent of the 31JS6A and minimizes the
X-ray radiation.

Modification of Vertical Circuit
This modification was made to elimi-

nate the vertical retrace -line with nor-
mal brightness. A 600v .005µF paper -

0

(K)
I

(H)TERMINAL OF THEIII SIGNAL -BOARD

(M)

- TO GRID OF
2ND VIDEO
AMP

filled capacitor was added between the
(K) terminal of the vertical output
transformer and the (H) terminal of the
IF signal board.

When this capacitor was included in
the vertical circuit, it was necessary to
reverse the terminal connections on the
secondary of the vertical output trans-
former and the deflection yoke.

Modification of Focus Circuit
This modification was made to im-

prove the serviceability of the set. The
1X2B focus rectifier tube was replaced
with a high voltage selenium rectifier

T90

(Ong.noi)

T904

R 917

SPARK
GAP

(MODIFIED)

HS8/l. The remainder of this circuit
remained the same.

The selenium rectifier is placed
across the terminal board of the fly-
back transformer.

Change of CRT Type
The original picture tube used in this

set was a 16CSP22 and was replaced
with a 16DAP22. There are no elec-
trical or mechanical differences in these
tubes.

The change was made to obtain a
truer red color and greater luminance.

CONAR All -Channel
COLOR TV KIT

$3Model
,9,K0

 Easier to build because it's designed for learning
 Complete with cabinet-nothing else to buy!
Tops for quality, simplicity of design, ease of
building, the new CONAR 600 gives you the
latest advances in the art of color TV receiver
construction. In addition to 21 tubes, this all -
channel receiver incorporates a transistor UHF
tuner, transistor noise cancellation circuit and 16
solid-state diodes. Separate gun killer switches
and a cross hatch generator are built in. All hard-
ware is engineered for accessibility. Attractive
bronze -tone steel cabinet with durable wood -
grained vinyl covering.
For information write Dept. AS9C

CONAR instruments
DIVISION OF NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE

3939 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, D.C. 20016

WRITE FOR FREE CONAR CATALOG

& wow MFT/0
FL -5 4/
ALL SOLID STATE

 SCALE RANGES: 1.0%.
0.3% to 0.1% full scale.
RMS calibration of sine
wave flutter according to
NAB standard

 BAND WIDTH SELECTION:
(a) 0.5 to 6 Hz Wow
(b) 0.5 to 200 Hz
weighted to NAB standard
(c) 0.5 to 200 Hz Un-
weighted to NAB standard

sia

The Model FL5 Flutter and Wow
Meter has been designed for use where greater
sensitivity and lower instrument noise is required.

$ 01:=1:1111 I, 17

FL -3D-1 MODEL
Vacuum tube circuitry
Shorter range capability for
production testing

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE

Sentinel inc.
P.O.BOX 336  GARLAND, TEXAS 75040
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There is a difference.
When our engineers designed our
LPV Log Periodic antennas, they
added something that made our
antennas really different:

1. Patented capacitor -coupled log
periodic -V dipoles that operate on
both the fundamental and har-
monic modes for higher gain and
front -to -back ratios than other
VHF antennas with more elements.

2. Log Periodic trapezoid drivers
for amazingly nigh (but uniform)
frequency response on all UHF
channels.

3. Radar -type disc -on -rod direc-
tor system that vastly increases
signal capture across entire UHF
band. Rejects multi -path re-
flections.

Is it any wonder JFD Color Laser
and LPV Log Periodic TV anten-
nas outperform antennas larger in
size and number of elements?

Is it any wonder why profes-
sional installers who count on
antenna gain (not the element
numbers game) prefer JFD - the
scientifically designed antenna
with the college education?

Call your JFD distributor and
see the difference in spectacular
color and black -and -white.

And while you're at it, ask him
about our versatile new solid state
Program Center amplifier -distri-
bution systems.

JFD
LICENSED LINDEN ONE OR MON Of U S PATENTS 2 958 081. 2 9!5819.
3 011.186. 3.108.210. 3.130 370. 0.767. NE 21 710 ANO ADDITIONAL
PA7ENTS PENDING IN USA AND CANADA PRODUCED NY OD ELEC.
TRONICS CO UNDER LICENSE FROM ENE UNIVERSITY Of
ILLINOIS fOuNDATION.

L KENS/0 UNDER ONE ON NOM Of U S PATENTS 2.955 217 AND 3.011.121
ANO ADOMONAL PAINTS PENDING

JFD ELECTRONICS CORP.
15th Avenue at 62nd Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11219

1FD International, 64-14 Woodside Ave., Woodside, N. Y. 11377 1FD Canada, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario, Canada
1FD de Venezuela, S.A., Avenida Los Haticos 125-97, Maracaibo, Venezuela
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NEW PRODUCTS
For additional information on products described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly

Window Antenna 709
Announced is a conical VHF -UHF

window antenna. The antenna is said
to be a solution to 82 -channel recep-
tion problems in apartment buildings
or where a rooftop antenna cannot be

installed, but is necessary for improved
reception. The antenna's swivel con-
struction allows separate orientation
of its VHF and UHF sections, report-
edly achieving optimum ghost -free re-
ception of all available VHF and UHF
channels. This all -aluminum antenna
with a gold corrosion -proof finish de-
livers optimum gain on VHF with
four full-size elements plus two high -
frequency elements, while four ele-
ments bring in sharp UHF. The
antennas are mounted on sturdy ex-
tendable window frame mounts which
span up to 42 in. and can be mounted
either horizontally or vertically to fit
any type of window. For wider or high-
er windows, two extension mount bars
are available. Model FCW-VU (VHF -
UHF) list price is $14.95. Model FCW
(VHF only) list price is $11.95. Finco.

Solid -State Scope 710
A new portable oscilloscope weigh-

ing less than 71b but containing almost
all the features of its bigger brothers
has been developed. Designated the
Model 300, this solid-state unit fea-
tures identical dc vertical and hori-

zontal amplifiers and has a claimed
sensitivity of better than 10mv P -P.
The scope has been designed speci-
fically for those assignments requiring
a good, reliable laboratory -quality
scope for use in the field. Complete
with a convenient carrying handle
which doubles as a stand, the scope
can be taken on location as easily as an
attache case. The display tube is a 3in.
CRT with a 1/4in. divided graticule.
The housing is aluminum with a
brushed aluminum front panel and
measures 3 H by 7 1/2 W by 12in. D.
Vertical and horizontal amp. response
is 0 - 100KHz (-3db) dc and 10Hz to
100kHz (-3db) ac.

Attenuation-both for the vertical
and horizontal planes -is in three steps
of approximately 20db plus 25db in
gain control. Input impedance is 0.5M
shunted by 100pf. The scope sweep is
automatically synchronized and repeti-
tive and is continuously adjustable
from 10Hz to 20kHz in three steps.
Power requirement is 115/230vac,
50 - 400Hz, 25w. Price is $169.50.
Measurement Control Devices, Inc.

Sine Square Wave Generator 7 1 1

Announced is a solid-state sine
square wave generator, Model IG-18.
The generator has a sine wave output

range continuously variable from 1Hz
to 100kHz using one multiplier, two
selector switches and a vernier control.
It features eight output voltage ranges
from .003 to 10v RMS with an external
load of 10K or more, and six output
ranges from .003 to 1 v RMS (-62 to
+22 db) using the built-in 60012 load
on an external 60012 load.

Sine -wave output reportedly has less
than 0.1 percent distortion from 10Hz
to 20kHz. The square wave section
has a frequency range from 5Hz to
100kHz at 0.1, I and 10v (P -P) switch -
selected outputs with a rise time of less
than SOns. Sine and square wave out-
puts are available simultaneously. The
generator is equipped with a dual -
primary transformer for 120/240vac
operation and a three -wire line cord

for added safety. It is styled to match
the rest of the instrument line. Price is
$67.50. Heath.

Power Supplies 712
Iwo new low-cost regulated power

supplies are announced. The company
states that the regulation and automatic
current limiting factors of the PSR-12
makes this series ideal for transistor
circuit design, development and ex-
perimental work, production line test-
ing, as well as classroom experiments
and demonstrations. Nearly constant

dc voltages are obtained at any output
voltage setting regardless of ac input
voltage or load changes. The power
supplies are available in two models:
PSR-12-25 with an output from 0 to
25vdc at 0 to 500ma, and the PSR-
12-50 with an output of 0 to 50vdc at
0 to 250ma with an input of 105 to
125vac, 60hz. Line regulation is 0.01
percent + 2mv; load regulation is 0.01
percent. Ripple is less than 100µv.
Fused primary circuit and automatic
current limiting prevent damage from
overloads and short circuits. Both
units measure 5 1/32 x 3 7/32 x 8 3/32
in. deep with a recessed panel including
dual voltage control knobs, D'Arsonal
meter, meter range switch, on -off
switch and neon pilot light. Cabinet is
of dark wrinkle finish 18 -gage steel.
Weight per unit is 71b. Electro.

Field Effect Meter 713
Introduced is a meter featuring

simplified operation with new push-
button design. The model FE149 is
the company's top -of -the -line field
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General Electric
announces the end

of the foreign tube
replacement-

run -around.

Now, head straight to your General Electric
Tube Distributor for "Hard -to -get Off Shore
Tubes" (H.O.S.T.). You'll cut down those
embarrassing, costly delays spent hunting all
over town for the tubes to fix the growing
number of imported TV sets. Your GE Distributor
now has the types you need most often. In one
short visit you can save hours of job time ...
and that's worth money! The new H.O.S.T.
selection at your GE Distributor's adds one
more dimension to the "service designed" line
-a line you can stake your reputation on
for whatever needs fixing. Stock up today.

Replace Tubes in these TV Imports,
Faster, Easier: Sony  Panasonic  Toshiba
 Hitachi  Truetone  Coronado  Delmonico
 Sharp  Standard  Silvertone  Airline
 J. C. Penney  and many more. 288-20

TUBE DEPARTMENT  OWENSBORO. KENTUCKY

GENERAL ELECTRIC
. . for more details circle 113 on postcard
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NEW PRODUCTS

effect meter. By pushing one button in
the top row to select the function, and
one button in the bottom row for range,
it is claimed that any circuit test can be
made quickly and accurately. Designed
for bench and laboratory work as well
as in -the -home use, the instrument
operates on ac power, on its self-
contained rechargeable batteries, or
on ac with the batteries plugged in,
thus permitting operation anywhere at
any time. With an accuracy of 1.5% on
dc and 3% on ac, plus a large Tin. meter
and mirrored scale to prevent reading

errors due to parallax, accurate read-
ings are said to be assured. The meter
reportedly provides eight dc voltage
ranges to 1500v. A special Div low
scale, with .23v either side, assures ac-
curate measurements to less than 1/10v
for transistor bias measurements. Eight
ac ranges are also provided to
1500v.RMS and 4500v p -p. In addi-
tion to the voltage ranges, the meter
also provides eight resistance ranges to
6000M; nine dc current ranges to 5a;
eight decibel ranges for audio measure-
ments; and three high voltage ranges,
5kv, 15kv and 50kv. The unit's high
voltage probe, which plugs on to the
end of the conventional probe, fits into
a special bracket on the rear. The meter

If You Demand Only The Best,
We've Got To Hand It To You

If you're the kind of man who loves good tools
... the honest gleam of full -polished, highest
quality drop -forged steel - precision made,
smooth working moving parts - hand honed
cutting edges - in short, tools obviously made
to do the job easier, year after year . . . if
you're this kind of tool buyer, you're our boy.

Channellock tools are made for you to your
specifications. Next time, specify Channellock
... look for the name on the handle. It's your
assurance of the finest pliers made(surprisingly,
at no premium cost). Let us send you our
catalog, no charge.

TOOLS BY

CHAN NEL LOCK
MEADVILLE, PA.

is housed in a non -breakable, scuff -
resistant vinyl -clad steel case. Priced
at $149. Sencore.

Wide Band Oscilloscope/ 714
Vectorscope

A new 5in. wide band oscilloscope/
vectorscope is introduced. It is claimed
to be the only oscilloscope/vectorscope
in the medium -low cost class which
measures amplitude of waveforms (as
in TV servicing) as easily as a VTVM
or a VOM. Two design features of this
oscilloscope offer ease of operation to
the technician: (1) "Readabout" is an
instant -removable graticule with two
sets of calibrations exactly like a meter
scaleplate, (2) Voltage range is selected
on the "volts" switch and the magni-
tude of voltage (P -P), for example, is
read directly on the calibrated graticule.
Designated as Model CRO-4, the oscil-
loscope includes a vertical amplifier
reportedly with a response out to
5.8MHz 3db, a sensitivity of 5.8mv
RMS/Cm, and rise time of 0.06µs.

Acceleration voltage is 1500v and hori-
zontal sweep -frequency range is 5Hz
to 500kHz. In addition, it is a complete
vectorscope with inputs at the front
panel and with truly simplified vector -
scope calibration facilities to insure the
all important horizontal/vertical vector -
scope pattern proportions. Rear inputs
include Z-axis modulation and direct
access to the deflection plates. Instruc-
tion manual includes extensive applica-

. for more details circle 103 on postcard
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tion information with set -by -set
vectorscope test instructions and
pattern photograph. Model CRO-4 is
111/4in. h. x 9in. w. x 16in. I.; weighs
23 lb and is priced at $249.95. Jackson.

Color Bar Generator 715
An all solid-state color bar generator

-designed to cut TV receiver align-
ment time by as much as 40 percent is
announced. Known as Model 860
Amphenol Color Commander, the color
bar generator is compact enough to fit
easily into a standard tube caddy.
Operationally, it offers nine test pat-
terns, including three not normally
found in low-priced generators. One of
the new patterns displays vertical and
horizontal crossbars, enabling the serv-
ice technician to accurately center the
raster before starting convergence align-

ment. The vertical and horizontal bars
are generated in proper time placement,
and compensated with delaying net-
works. This sequence insures that both
bars appear in the electrical center of a
properly adjusted raster.

With most existing color generators,
the technician usually tries to make
initial static convergence adjustments
on selected center dots of a multiple -
dot pattern. With the single center -
screen dot pattern, however, initial
static convergence is reportedly per-
formed simply and precisely. Since the
static convergence adjustments are
made in the center of the raster, con-
vergence adjustments can be swiftly
made using a single, perfectly centered
dot. If interactions of adjustments make
it necessary to reset static convergence
later in alignment procedure, the tech-
nician simply switches back to the
single dot pattern and reconverges the
three color guns. The color bar pattern
is designed to simplify alignment pro-
cedures common to most existing gen-
erators. Three color bars are
reproduced on the screen- R -Y, B -Y
and -R-Y, in 90, 180 and 270deg color
phases, respectively. Color adjust-
ments can be made with or without an
oscilloscope. Other patterns available
on the new generator include the fol-
lowing: (1) Single horizontal and verti-
cal line patterns for individual

ADD \
EXTRA
PROFIT

WITH \
OAKTRON

SPEAKER

PVS-800, unique, patented speaker -

baffle combination that can be used
inside or out. Out performs most 2 -
speaker units.

STEREO -SPEAKER KIT for cars,
trailers, boats, or planes. Easy to
install, 6 different models. Skin -
packed ready to move.

REAR SEAT SPEAKER KIT
models each includes
accessories. Skin -packed
easier merchandising.

20
all
for

REPLACEMENT SPEAK-
ERS, highest quality, skin -
packed, over 100 models
to choose from.

AND A COMPLETE LINE
OF ASSOCIATED ITEMS

Write or phone for complete in-
formation from this major manu-
facturer of quality speakers.

0 A KT Ft 0 N AtmA:

330 30th St., Monroe, Wisconsin 53566

for more details circle 124 on postcard

BREAKTHROUGH

IN ELECTRONICS CALCULATING
Still plodding through math and electronics
problems the slow pencil -and -paper way?
Smash the paperwors barrier with this new
Electronics Slide Rule.

Even if you've never used a slide rule
before, you can whiz through resonant fre-
quency calculations and inductive or capaci-
tive reactance priblems. You can find
reciprocals for resistance formulas in-
stantly. You can even locate tricky decimal
points in a jiffy.

You can also work regular math prob-
lems in a flash: multiplication, division,
square roots, logarithms, trigonometry.

Anyone can use this sturdy 12 -inch, all -
metal slide rule. We show you how with
our complete 4 -lesson instruction course.
Slide rule, course, and handsome leather
carrying case deliberately priced low as our
way of making friends with men in Elec-
tronics. FREE booklet gives full details.
Mail coupon below today.

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET

CI Cleveiand Institute of low
G 1776 6.17th St.,Cleveland.Ohio 44114

Please send me. without charge or obligation, your booklet
describing the Electronics Slide Rule and 4 -lesson instruc- -
tion course. Also FREE if I act at once-a handy, pocket -
sized Electronics Data Guide.

Name

Add, ess

City

How to Solve Electronics Problems in Seconds

win am Mil, on. Su. INN an/ Inttrucl.on Coo,

State Zip

Accredited Member Neional Home Study Council  A Leader in Electronics Training .. Since 1934 LT -127
_J
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convergence, (2) 15 horizontal bars for
dynamic convergence and linearity, (3)
20 vertical bars for dynamic conver-
gence and linearity, (4) 20 by 15 cross-
hatch for dynamic convergence and
proportioning adjustments and (5) 300
multiple dots for inspection of conver-
gence. The crosshatch is said to have
many desirable features. With its four
to three aspect ratio, which contains 20
vertical and 15 horizontal lines (4 to 3),
service technicians can easily make
linearity, height and width adjustments.
The crosshatch pattern in the generator
is accurately calibrated so it can be
used for setting the fine tuning control.
An important feature is its internal RF
generator, making it possible to trace
all nine CRT patterns through the set.
The output of the generator is applied
directly to the receiver's antenna termi-
nals and then passes through RF and
IF amplifiers. Color sync circuits, hue
control ranges, color demodulators and
color killer circuits can be tested with
the generator, as well as the ability of
the set to display correct color values.
The generator timer is crystal -con-
trolled employing highly stable silicon
unijunction transistors in its count-
down circuits; high -quality resistors

Melted solder
disappears up
hollow tip
into tube

The ENDECO Desoldering Iron
Removes Soldered Components
in seconds ...without damage!
Endeco melts solder; removes last trace
by vacuum. Leaves terminals and
mounting holes clean. Resolders PC
boards better than regular iron. One -
hand operation. Temperature controlled
for continuous use. Standard tip furn-
ished, 5 other tip sizes. Pays for itself.
$20.65 net. Smaller size available. See
your distributor or write:

ENTERPRISE
DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION

5149 E. 65th Indianapolis. Ind. 46220
. . . for more details circle 110 on postcard
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and capacitors are used in external r -c
timing circuits. The generator normally
operates on battery power, but can be
operated from an optional ac supply
which fits into the battery holder. Nine
mercury cells are said to provide 9 to
12 months of service. The color gen-
erator comes in a fitted leatherette case
with carrying handle. Its outside di-
mensions are 9in. x 5in. x 4in., and it
weighs 3Y2 lbs. Amphenol.

High -Voltage Tester 716
Accuracy, safety, calibration and a

detachable meter are key features of
the model HV-30 high -voltage tester
introduced. This new instrument,
called the "Dyna-Probe," is designed
for use in TV service shops, industrial
plants, schools and laboratories. With
an accuracy of ±2% at 25kv and
±3% of full scale over-all, the tester
is said to have ample accuracy for all
high -voltage measurements on enter-
tainment type equipment achieved
through individual calibration of each
instrument.

Use of a 50µ a meter movement as-
sures high sensitivity. Housed in a
triple -insulated probe with anti -corona

tip, the tester is reported to be ideal for
use in making in -home adjustment of
the high -voltage setting in color TV
sets. A clip -on bracket permits the
meter to be easily detached from the
probe when desired for better visibility
in close quarters. The unit, measuring
141/2in. long, comes complete with all
leads and insulated connectors at-
tached and is supplied in a soft -lined
protective carrying. Price with case
$24.95. B&K.

FET and Conventional Transistor
Tester 717

Announced is a combination FET
tester and conventional transistor
tester. The new tester, model TF151,
fills the growing need for testing in
circuits that use both regular trans-
istors and FETs. It is difficult for the
technician or engineer to know which
is which by physical appearance, yet
they are tested as two different de-
vices, one for current gain and the
other for voltage gain. According to

the company president, this is the first
tester on the market, either service
type or industrial, to test both trans-
istors and FETs. The tester is organ-
ized for easy use. Flip the large

function control knob in the middle
to the left and the unit operates
as an in-circuit/out-of-circuit trans-
istor tester providing beta gain
and Icbo out -of -circuit leakage mea-
surements. Flip the large knob to the
right and the unit becomes an in-cir-
cuit/out-of-circuit tester for the new
field effect transistors. Each FET
is tested for actual transconductance
in or out of the circuit. Igss leakage
is checked out of circuit. For the first
time, an all new tansistor and FET
book showing all of the setups expected
of over 14,000 transistors and FETs
is included free of charge with each
TF151. The book will also be available
for sale at approximately $10 for use
with other transistor testers. The
TF151 is housed in a vinyl case with
a chrome panel and priced at $129.50.
Sencore.

ELECTRONIC
SURPLUS
MATERIALS

and a large selection
of test equipment

FOR SALE
Available at once. Hammerlund SP
600 receivers in mint condition-
$350.00 each. Also Stark VT9-VTVM
-$95.00 each. Write for free cata-
log in United States and Canada to:

UNITED ELECTRONICS
COMPANY

6150 Sherbrooke Street West
Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Phone: 1-514-489-5661
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NEWS

OF THE INDUSTRY

RCA First To Produce
Three Billion Receiving Tubes

RCA today marked a new milestone in electronics-
production of its three billionth receiving tube-on the same
site purchased in 1881 by Thomas A. Edison for the manu-
facture of incandescent lamps.

RCA acquired the Harrison plant in 1930 and began
making tubes for its early "Radiola" radio sets. The three
billionth tube, which came off the plant's assembly line
today, represents almost one-third of all the receiving tubes
produced by the industry.

RCA also makes receiving tubes in Cincinnati, Ohio,
and Woodbridge, NJ., as well as in Canada, Brazil and
Chile.

Noting the receiving tubes today are meeting severe
competition from transistors and other solid-state devices,
John B. Farese, executive vice president, RCA Electronic
Components, said, "Tubes will continue to be widely used
because of their low-cost, high reliability and efficient per-
formance." He said RCA alone markets more than 1000
different types of receiving tubes which are used for the
amplification, detection and oscillation of radio signals.

Receiving tubes differ from picture tubes which are
used to display electronic information in a home TV set of
the video data terminal of a computer system.

Farese predicted that over the next five years industry
sales of receiving tubes would approximate 1.4 billion units.

RCA's milestone receiving tube is a type widely used in
both the 1969 model color and B/W television sets. It is
designated as the RCA 6GH8A type.

The three billion receiving tubes made by RCA repre-
sent enough units to equip 150 million color television sets,
each of which has an average of 20 tubes. Approximately
90 percent of the color television sets produced this year
and 1969 will use receiving tubes, the executive stated.

In manufacturing three billion receiving tubes, Farese
added, RCA consumed 187,000 tons of glass, 544,000 miles
of tungsten wire and 2600 tons of mica. If laid end -to -end,
the tubes would stretch approximately 140,000 miles.

When RCA began making its first "Radiotron" tubes in
1930, the death knell was sounding for the crystal set of the
1920s. New types of receiving tubes (types UV -199 and
UV -200) were perfected which replaced the crystal detector
in radios. These tubes were used in the first "Radiola" radio
sets sold by the company.

EIA Announces Electronic
Service Technician Film

Availability of a career guidance film for consumer
electronics service technicians is announced by Electronic
Industries Assn. Consumer Products Div. Chairman
Charles N. Hoffman, of Warwick Electronics, Inc.

Titled "Futures Unlimited," the 14 -min, color, 16mm
film was produced by the H. G. Peters Co. with technical
assistance from the Consumer Products Div. staff and the
EIA Service Committee. It is part of the division's service
technician development program.

The film is aimed primarily at high school students. It
is intended to provide them with information and motivation
for careers as consumer electronics service technicians. A
career guidance brochure is being prepared to accompany
the film.

"Futures Unlimited" will be distributed beginning this
fall at no charge to high schools. It will also be distributed to
television stations for use as a public service program, and
will be available for special showings by industry groups.

Speedy solutions to servicing problems

from LECTROTECH

ONE YEAR
WARRANTY

TT -250 Transistor Analyzer
GOOD/BAD TRANSISTOR TESTING IN OR OUT OF CIRCUIT
Now-positive Good/Bad in -circuit and out -of -circuit testing.
Also tests diodes and rectifiers. In -circuit testing measures
dynamic AC gain. No transistor leads to unsolder or disconnect.
Out -of -circuit testing measures transistor Beta on 2 scales: 0
to 250 and 0 to 500. Automatic biasing . . . no calibration re-
quired. PNP or NPN determined immediately. The TT -250 mea-
sures transistor leakage (lcbo) directly in micro -amperes and,
for diodes and rectifiers measures reverse leakage and forward
conduction directly to determine front -to -back ratio. Simple
Good/Bad test instantly determines condition of power transis-
tors. Panel has Power Transistor Socket. Measures leakage cur-
rent of transistor electrolytics at test voltage of so7506 volts. Size 101/2" x 7" x 4". Wt. 51/2 lbs. NET

For Co!or and
Black & White

ONE YEAR
WARRANTY

CRT -100
Picture Tube Analyzer

Features line voltage adjustment to insure all tube voltages are
correct regardless of line voltage. Critical Grid -to -Cathode Leak-
age is read on sensitive meter for greatest accuracy. Leakage in
all other elements indicated on neon lamp. Tests all black and
white and all color tubes for leakage, shorts and emissions and
tests each color gun separately to a standard set of test condi-
tions. With variable G-2 voltage, each grid is normalized to a
reference cut-off voltage. This method, used by tube manufac-
turers, simulates tube performance in color receiver. Rejuve-
nates, removes shorts from picture tubes for increased bright-
ness and tube life. Life expectancy test predicts remaining
useful life of all type picture tubes. Complete with
Plug-in Type Test Cables and Set-up Chart. N ET $8950

See your distributor or write DEPT. ET -1

LECTROTECH, INC.
1221 Devon Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60626
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CATALOGS ft

BULLETINS

Console Handbook 400
Announced is a new 1969 stereo

console brochure titled "At Home with
Stereo." This illustrated full -color 20 -
page booklet features the new line of
stereo consoles in a collection of decor-
ator -styled room settings. Included are
many informative features on high
fidelity, choosing the correct console
to match individual room decor and
complete explanations, in non-
technical terms, of the more technical
aspects of stereo consoles. Scott.

Coaxial Cable 401
To assist in the selection of coaxial

cables and CATV cables for specific
electronic applications a new catalog is
announced. This 16 -page booklet de-
tails the design considerations, conduc-
tor selection and properties of dielectric
insulating materials. An RG/U table
illustrates all the cable constructions
and gives complete attenuation infor-
mation. Index inside the back cover
gives commonly used military and gov-
ernmental wire specifications. ITT.

Cassettes 402
An illustrated consumer booklet de-

scribing the versatile uses of the cas-
sette in school, business or at home
is published. Titled "The Everything
Thing," the booklet is designed to stim-
ulate consumer interest in cassettes as
an all-purpose, convenient and easy -to -
use recording tool for memory or
communications purposes. It is offered
to retailers, without charge, as an aid
to in-store merchandising activities.
Audio Devices.

Instruments 403
A new line of precision industrial

instruments is shown in a 12 -page
illustrated catalog. It lists prices and
specifications of the new solid-state
digital equipment, including a VOM,
and a new electronic counter which is
±0.01 percent accurate up to 20MHz.
The new model 2700 digital system is
also shown. It features plug-in modules
for voltage, current and resistance
measurements as well as automatic
ranging. Also included are three match-
ing precision strip chart recorders, all
mounting in just 33/4 x 33/4in. of space.
The new model 2755 has ten event
channels and records for over a month
without changing chart paper. A multi -
range milliohmmeter shown makes ac-

curate ± percent readouts, and will
measure down to 0.00112. Special leads
are said to eliminate contact resistance
errors, and allow fast checks of printed
circuit boards. Multicorders have
switch selection of up to 24 ranges pro-
viding both indication and records of ac
volts, ac current, dc volts and dc cur-
rent. All recorders described use ink -
less recording. Price $450 Simpson
Electric.

Alarms 404
A new 24 -page catalog of bells, buz-

zers, transformers and push buttons
is now available.

Also listed is the new line of burg-
lar alarm components and fire detec-
tion devices for installation in factor-
ies, institutions and homes.

Of particular note is the Tele-Dial-
er alarm for burglar detection, fire
alarm, faulty boiler alert, etc. Lee
Electric.

Integrated Circuit 405
A new eight -page booklet is available

which describes the operation and
applications of the company's MIC
0201 Integrated Circuit Audio Driv-
er Amplifier for entertainment pro-
ducts and industrial communicatons
equipment.

The 8 1/2 x 1 lin. booklet, form No.
15-4, features circuit diagrams and
equations and describes several Class
A audio amplifier circuits in which
the MIC 0201 could be employed. These
circuits, ranging from 1 to 6, have
primary application in automobile
radios, stereo tape players and mo-
bile communications equipment. Mal-
lory.

Electronic Kits 406
A new catalog, illustrating the

world's largest selection of electronic
kits, is now available. Over three
hundred kits for every interest and
budget are spread throughout the cata-
log's 116 -pages, with 66 pages in full
color. Both confirmed kit -builders and
those who have never held a soldering
iron will find something that interests
them-stereo/Hi Fi components, ham
radio equipment, test, service and lab
equipment, citizen's band radio, short-
wave listener's receivers, photographic
aids, educational kits, electric guitar
amplifiers and accessories, plus a wide
range of home and hobby items, includ-
ing B/W and color TV's, home protec-
tion system, stereo compacts, electronic
organs, portable and table model AM,
FM and shortwave radios, intercoms
and automotive kits. All are available
at up to 50 percent savings over com-
parable factory -built models. Heath.

What's
in a

name

'With this issue, ELECTRONIC TECH-
NICIAN/DEALER becomes a part of Har-
brace Publications, Inc., a subsidiary of
Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc.

Much of the what, why and wherefore
is told in the advertisement on the facing
page. We hope you'll read it, if you have
not already. It ran in December in THE
NEW YORK TIMES, THE WALL
STREET JOURNAL, ADVERTISING
AGE and several other magazines that
serve the advertising community.

So, what's in a name?
We've spent much of the last week

chipping old signs off our doors and in-
serting our new name and symbol, and
we've kept our printer busy with orders
for new calling cards, letterheads and the
plethora of business forms that help keep
our magazine moving steadily from issue
to issue.

That's part of what's in a name: Iden-
tity.

But there's much more. Call it Asso-
ciation.

Our new association with one of this
nation's leading publishers of textbooks
and consumer books is a source of tre-
mendous strength to this magazine. All
of our effort and Our considerably ex-
panded resources will be extended toward
the one goal of providing the electronics
servicing industry with the most useful,
stimulating, idea -breeding business pub-
lication it has ever had.

Our motto and our business philos-
ophy remain the same: Satisfying the
need to know. All that changes is our
ability to live up to it.

Color us gung-ho.
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A great name in
publishing

takes a great step in
publishing.

Harcourt, Brace & World
forms Harbrace Publications, Inc.,

a major entry in the
business and professional

magazine field.

Four business and professional periodical companies have
combined to form Harbrace Publications, Inc. With 41 publications
and 14 annuals and directories, Harbrace will reach some 704,000
readers in paper, building materials, housewares, electronics, gas, tele-
phone engineering, food, apparel and toy distribution, plus serving
management and professional needs of doctors and architects.

With the formation of this new subsidiary, Harcourt, Brace
& World advances its concept of satisfying the need to know by
broadening its scope to include specialized business and professional
fields.

The pqblishers combined to form Harbrace (Ojibway Press,

Byrum Publications, Brookhill Publishing Co., and part of Haire Pub
lishing Corp.) will maintain their present offices. The headquarters
offices for the new company, Harbrace Publications, Inc., will be in
New York.

By combining these companies into one, Harbrace will bring
stronger support to all in marketing, merchandising and research
services. Our goal is to earn an increased share of audience in each
market we serve by continued upgrading of editorial, design, circu-
lation quality and advertiser services.

Harbrace-satisfying the need to know. A great new step in
publishing.

BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS: Modern Converter, Office Products Dealer, Paper Sales, Roofing -Siding -Insulation, Flooring, Housewares Review, Electronic Technician
Dealer, Hearing Dealer, Gas Age, Gas Appliance Merchandising, Industrial Gas, L -P Gas, Telephone Engineer and Management, Bakers Weekly, Drive -In Management,
Hospital and Nursing Home Food Management, Kitchen Planning, Meat, Plant and Business Food Management, School and College Food Management, Snack Foods,
Corset and Underwear Review, Hosiery and Underwear, Intimate Apparel, Toys and Novelties, American Fur Breeder, Business Screen, Communications News, Broadcast
Daily, Top 50 Markets. MEDICAL PUBLICATIONS: Physician's Management, Blood: The Journal of Hematology, Metabolism: Clinical and Experimental, Arthritis
and Rheumatism, Comprehensive Psychiatry, Seminars in Roentgenology, Seminars in Hematology, Progress in Cardiovascular Diseases, Journal of Pediatric Surgery,
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NOW YOU CAN

COMPLETELY
REMOVE ALL
GREASE, DIRT & OIL

THAT DETUNES

TV TUNERS

325
MALIN NIT

CHEMTRONICS

417
TUNER DEGREASER

f OR oO'CLEANING AND DE.G.-r-AS,4101
THE INSIDE AND 01)

TOF TUNERSt.
-NER PARTS "LIKE-NE

rchlr tonrentrated
ilsoIxes accumulated oil. r tr"
,,,, '11'4" oxidation in se

. ,, CO residJe W," "%ono
bit WIelit Harmless t°

NON-FLAMMABLE

A THOROUGH

DEGREASING

BATH IN SECONDS

.,400

without

REMOVING THE TUNER
ONLY WITH THE NEWEST IN

ELECTRONIC CHEMICALS by

HEMTRONIC
BROOKLYN N. Y. 11236
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B & K Div., Dynascan

Belden Corp.

Channellock, Inc.

Chemtronics, Inc.
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Cleveland Institute of Electronics 25, 79

Columbia Wire Products 38

Cornell Dubilier 3rd Cover

Eico Electronic Instruments Co.

Enterprise Development Corp.

Electronic Technician Book Club

GC Electronics Co.

General Electric, Tubes Div.

Greyhound Lines, Inc.

Heath Co.

International Crystal Mfg. Co.

JFD Electronics Corp.

Lampkin Laboratories

Lectrotech, Inc.

Mallory Distributor Products

Michigan Magnetics

Motorola HEP Corp.

Motorola Communications &

31
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66-69

24, 26
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35

36

71

75

84

81

20
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28

Electronics

70

Multicore Sales Corp. 84

National Radio Institute, Conar Div. 74

Oaktron Industries 79

Perma-Power Co. 30

Radio Corp. of America 4th Cover

RCA Institutes, Inc. 63

RCA Parts & Accessories 73

RCA Test Equipment 22-23

S & A Electronics, Inc. 70

Sentinel, Inc. 74

South River Metal Products 34

Sprague Products Co. 27

Sylvania Electric Products 33
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United Electronics Co. 80
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"HOW TO MAKE MONEY
in Mobile Radio Maintenance"
AUTHORITATIVE GUIDEBOOK

ABOUT THE SOON IN TWO WT
MOBILE RA010. GIVES FACTS
FIGURES. PAT RATES.

WRITE TODAY I FREE

111
i,

LAMPK IN LABORATORIES, INC.
Dtv. - BRADENTON, FLA 33505

SPOT

CHECK

A RED INDICATOR
APPEARS ON THE
FACE OF YOUR TAPE
HEAD WHEN THERE
ARE ABOUT 100
HOURS OF WEAR LEFT

FREE BROCHURE
ASK FOR

SPOT CHECK
BROCHURE

MICHIGAN MAGNET/CS
A DIVISION OF V5I CORPORATION

VERMONTVILLE, MICHIGAN 49096
Telephone (517) 259-8911
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'4C

WORLD'S
FINEST

EASIX

MULTICORE

ONLY 69c
BUY IT AT RADIO -TV PARTS STORES

MULTICORE SALES CORP., WESTBURY, N.Y. 115 91
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The nameof
the game

was hide and seek.
The good color picture hides. The viewer
looks for it. And sometimes it takes quite

a while to find. The
good sound
drifts, and
between
rotor

and tuning dial the search fo-
a perfect stereo balance be-
gins again.

Well now all that time -

wasting and bother is over.
Because CDE invented the
AutorotorTM system.
It's more than
an ordinary
rotor. Buttons
are easily set
for clear, bright,
perfect color pic-
tures. And pure
stereo sound. There
are five and they allow
you to pre-set 10 to 15
channels. Leave one
channel and whenever
you choose to return to
it, just press the
button again.

CDE's famous heavy-

duty Bell Rotor gives you high repeatability
and no antenna drift. It's an all -solid-state,
silent operation. The Autorotor system's

precision is within 1 and com-
bining it with pushbutton elec-
tronic control, not mechani-
cal control, makes it today's
most advanced rotor.

CDE took another step
forward in the Autorotor con-

trol design. They had William
Snaith, of Loewy-Snaith, world

famous designers, create the
Autorotor console. He

made it attractive. Made
it so you can place it on
a table top or shelf with-
out it being an eyesore.

This is the story you
can tell your customers

tosellthetop-of-the-line
in rotors. The latest ad-
vance from the quality
house of rotors -

Cornell-Dubilier.
For complete informa-

tion or new Autorotor write:

CDfE CORNELL-
DUBILIER

50 Paris Street, Newark, New Jersey 07101
"Remember to ask what else needs fixing"
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RCA HI-LITE respects and protects
...a well-earned service reputation
A good service reputation takes time to come by. It's put together call by
call. customer by customer, day after day. So why shouldn't you expect
the color picture tubes you rely on every day in your business to have
earned a good reputation for themselves, too.

That's what you get when you specify RCA HI-LITE. It's the replacement
picture tube with OEM specs ...the same quality ... the same tube that
goes into original equipment sets. With all -new glass, gun, tie works! And
such technical advancements as PERMA-CHROME and Unity Current
Ratios. Plus the broadest line of types in the industry.

Insist on HI-LITE, the picture tube that respects and protects your service
reputation.

RCA Electronic Components, Harrison, N. J.




